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Heath Freezes
Wages, Rents
Province And Sun Also Prices And Dividends 
Fail To Publish Affected For Next 90 Days
VANCOUVER (CP) — Talks 
continued but the presses re-
tributors Ltd., and independent
mained silent as the deadline 
passed for a start on the print­
ing of today’s editions of The 
Sun newspaper.
A labor dispute involving Pa­
cific Press Ltd., which owns 
the evening Sun and the morn­
ing Province, kept both papers' 
off the streets Saturday. To­
day’s Province also failed to ap­
pear.
Page plates for 'today’s Sun 
were ready' on schedule, but a 
spokesman for the idle press 
crews said no work would be 
done until a settlement was 
reached in the labor dispute.
The presses remained idle as 
picketing by 28 members of the 
Vancouver /Printing Specialties 
and Paoer Products Union, Lo­
cal 598, continued outside the 
truck loading dock at the Pa­
cific Press building.
There were no reports on the 
progress of the talks, which got 
under way at 10 a.m. Sunday, 
but employees of both The 
Province and the evening Sun— 
with the exception of press­
men—continued work as usual.
Saturday, neither The Prov­
ince nor The Sun was published 
after pressmen refused to oper­
ate the presses because of the 
strike by the' printing special­
ists union against S and P Dis-
which distributes both
papers.
The printing pressmen, whose 
union is affiliated with that of 
the truck drivers, refused to 
work on the grounds that S and 
P was an unfair employer.
The pressmen’s contract with 
Pacific Press’, gives them the 
right to refuse to handle work 
destined for an unfair em­
ployer.
CONTRACTS RAN OUT
The ’ Pacific Press . contract 
-with members of six unions ex­
pired October 31. Five unions 
have voted to strike, and two of 
them, the Vancouver Typogra­
phical Union, Local 226, and the 
Vancouver Mailers Union, Local 
70, have served strike notice 
which becomes effective Tues­
day morning if no settlement 
has been reached.
In return, Pacific Press has 
served lockout notice on the 
printers, mailers, the Van­
couver Printing Pressmen, As­
sistants and Offset Workers Un­
ion, Local 25; the Graphic Arts 
International Union, Local 210, 
and the International Ster­
eotypers and Electrotypers and 
Platemakers Union, Local 88. 
The lockout notice would also
APPLE OF ANYONE'S EYF
take effect Tuesday.
Masked Gunman Is Captured 
After Hijacking Airliner
LONDON (CP) — Prime Min­
ister Heath, announce today a 
sweeping 90-day’ freeze on 
wages, prices, rents and divi­
dends in Britain, effective 
Tuesday.
The announcement, made in 
the packed House of Commons, 
said the freeze would run for 90 
days from royal assent of the 
hill, with provision for exten­
sion of up to 60 days.
Heath said there will be a 
limited number of exceptions 
from the freeze, aimed at sup­
pressing the inflation that has 
seen thp pound sterling sink to 
its lowest-ever levels.
Heath’s move followed a 
breakdown in negotiations with 
the unions and industries to at­
tempt to fight inflation through 
a voluntary system of price and 
wage restraint.
The industries were ready to 
go along but the unions backed 
away, demanding a complete 
control over the rise in retail 
prices which Heath said he 
could not meet.
However, the prime minister 
said he was still, prepared to 
continue discussions with man­
agement and unions on the ob­
jectives and problems of eco­
nomic management, with the 
government seeking: a high rate 
of economic growth, an im­
provement in real earnings, an 
improvement in the living 
standards bf the low-paid and 
the pensioners, as well as mod­
eration in cost and price in­
flation. ' .
•‘All those around the table at 
Chequers were in full agree­
ment on these objectives,” 
Heath told a noisy House of 
Commons amid grumbling 
from opposition benches.,
“But I would go further than 
this. I believe that they com­
mand the support of the great 
majority of the people of this 
country. The opportunities open 
to the country and to us all are 
immense if'we can, together, 
succeed in these objectives.”
Heath indicated that the 90- 
day freeze is to be followed by 
a further period of government 
controls, the. details of which 
are to be made public later.
“The responsibility for action 
now rests with the govern­
ment," he said. “We have 
come to the conclusion that we 
have no alternative but to bring 
in statutory measures to secure 
the agreed objectives of eco­
nomic management in the light 
of the proposals. discussed in 
the tripartite talks.”
Heath said- the long-term 
measures will take time to 
work out in detail.
Meanwhile, as the freeze 
takes effect, the government in­
tends to increase payments for 
the needy, including a lump- 
sum payment to. pensioners. '
This lump sum. available on 
retirement, will amount to £10 
($24) for a single person and 
£20 ($48) for a married couple, 
both of whom are over the re­
tirement age.
Annual Average 4 Per Cent
Apple of anyone’s eye, 
Donna Hamilton Kelowna Re­
gatta princess, displays the 
fruit that made the Okanagan 
famous and is the subject” of 
National Apple Week which 
runs from Wednesday to Nov. 
18 this year. The special week
affords apple growers across 
the country an opportunity to 
publicize their industry as well 
as inform the public about the 
nutritive value of the versatile 
fruit which has a “family ______  _ ____________ __
tree” of more than 7,000 varie- Spartan. The McIntosh brand 
ties. Only 12 types; however, was discovered in Dundela,
comprise, 85 per cent of pro­
duction in . North ' America, 
and the most popular varieties 
of fall and winter apples in 
the province are McIntosh, 
Red and Golden Delicious and
Ont., in 1811, while the De­
licious was unveiled in Iowa 
in ,1881. Botanically speaking, 
apples' are members of the 
rose family, and if 100 apple 
trees are grown from the seed 
of one tree, all will be differ­
ent.—(Photo by Cliff Dann)
Fire Sweeps Train Coach 




FUKUI, Japan (CP) - 
T w e n t y-nlne persons were 
killed today when fire swept 
through the dining coach of an 
express train deep . inside Ja- 
fian’s second longest railway 
unnel near Fukui, in central 
Japan, authorities reported.
Police said 460 persons were 
injured, 15 seriously, but 286 
others made their, way to safety 
through dense smoke In the 
clght-milc-long tunnel.
Most of the victims suffered 
from smoke asphyxyiation or in­
juries received when they tried 
to scramble through the chok­
ing fumes to safety.
Authorities said earlier 40 
persons died in the accident,
but they revised this later, ex­
plaining that the count resulted 
from confusion in the smoke 
following the fire.
Hours after the accident res­
cue workers found many bewil­
dered passengers huddled In 
tunnel alcoves to escape swirl­
ing smoke clouds and poisonous
fumes.
Police with gas masks
searched the tunnel for passen­
gers, but later a spokesman 
said everyone had ;bcen ac­
counted for.
MANY WERE SLEEPING
Many of the passengers were 
asleep, when fire broke out in a 
dining car. Waitresses and
U.S. Bombers Pound Area
Close To 20th Parallel
cooks held the flames under 
control for a while, but even­
tually had to flee for their 
lives, a railway spokesman 
said.
In the middle of the tunnel 
the driver stopped the electric 
express to unhook the burning 
dining car and an adjacent car, 
the 11th and 12th cars of the 14- 
car train. But power failed 
after the train travelled about 
200 yards.
Another train on a second 
line was able to rescue about 
100 people, but for the test it 
was a nightmarish stumble 
through the dark, smoke-filled 
tunnel.
Rescue teams used trains 
backed in from both ends of the 
tunnel to bring out the injured 
found lying along the tracks.
RETURN FROM HOLIDAYS
The train was en route from 
Osaka, southwest of Tokyo, to
TOKYO (Reuter) — Police 
today captured a masked gun­
man who seized a Japanese air­
liner with bomb threats and de­
manded a $2 million ransom 
and a flight to Cuba.
The eight-hour drama ended 
when the gunman, who identi­
fied himself to police as Tatsuji 
Nakaoka, 47, of Los Angeles, 
was overpowered as he trans­
ferred to a second aircraft with 
three bound hostages for the 
planned flight to Cuba via Van-' 
couver and Mexico.
He was carrying a passport 
in, the Chinese name of Henry 
J. Wong of San Francisco, and 
police were checking whether it 
was false or stolen. A spokes­
man also said there was some 
doubt that the hijacker was Na­
kaoka.
The hijacker took over a Ja­
pan Airlines Boeing 727, with 
121 passengers and six crew 
members, shortly after takeoff 
from Tokyo today for southern 
Japan.
WAS WELL ARMED
When airline officials agreed
OTTAWA (CP) — Official re­
turns from outlying polls in the 
Saskatchewan riding of 
Meadow Lake Indicate that 
New Democrat Ellas Nesdoly 
has won over Conservative Al­
bert Cadleu by 30 votes.
Up until early afternoon, the 
Conservative had been declared
the winner by 28 votes on the 
basis of election reports re­
ceived by radio. But the written 
statements received by mall to­
day show Mr, Nesdoly leading 
by 30.
The turnaround brings the 
party standings to: Liberal 109, 
Conservative 108, New Demo­
crat 31, Social Credit 14, Inde­
pendent 2.
The Meadow Lake figure is 
still subject to change Wednes­
day when the official vole tally 
takes place but Returning Offi­
cer Louis Bey said the new fig­
ures are probably accurate.
to meet the hijacker’s demands, Kozo Hotta.
the aircraft returned to Tokyo, 
where it stood, on the runway 
for several hours while fuel and 
boxes of money were loaded 
aboard a long-range DC-8 for 
the trans-Pacific flight.
Police said the hijacker car­
ried a loaded .38-calibre re­
volver and had 50 rounds of 
ammunition and an airline bag 
packed with explosives.
He also warned the pilot that 
a number of time bomb devices 
were planted around the plane, 
they said.
After the DC-8 was towed into 
position close to the 727, the hi­
jacker allowed all the passen­
gers to disembark, keeping 
only three crew members with 
their hands tied.
At dusk, the three hostages 
moved across the runway at 
gunpoint and boarded the DC-8, 
where five policemen waited in 
ambush inside the door.
They leaped on the hijacker 
and knocked his gun from his 
hand. He had boarded the do­
mestic flight at the last minute 
under the Japanese name of
Two Losers Pay Their Deposits 
Required For Judicial Recount
Heath disclosed that in the 
negotiations which broke down 
he sought to limit price in­
creases to an annual average of 
four per cent.
He proposed also that the av­
erage weekly wage should rise 
by £2 ($4.80), providing an an­
nual average increase of more 
than eight per cent.
For the low paid—those earn­
ing about £20 a week or less— 
this would amount to about 13, 
per cent.
MADE ANOTHER OFFER
Heath said he also proposed 
in the rejected voluntary 
scheme to allow additional pay 
increases if the retail price in­
dex rose by more than six per 
cent by the end of the year.
He maintained that this 
would provide a safeguard for 
all wage earners but the 
Trades Union Congress, speak­
ing for all the organized work­
ers, rejected the proposal.
“I repeat," said Heath, “that 
the effect of these proposals 
was—for anyone earning up to 
£40 ($96) a week—not merely 
to protect but actually to im­
prove living standards while at 
the same time reducing the rise 
of inflation."
Heath's freeze announcement
came in the wake of Sunday 
night’s extensive cabinet 
shuffle which included the ap­
pointment of a. minister to 
watch over consumer interests.
He is Sir Geoffrey Howe; 45, 
who helped draft and steer 
through Parliament the bill un­
der which Britain' is to enter 
the European Common Market 
on Jan. 1.
• The cabinet changes were ex­
pected in political circles for 
some time, but the scale of the 
changes, which introduced a' 
new “Mr. Europe” in the form 
of John Davies, former trade 
and industry minister, sur­
prised many observers. There 
were 19 government changes 
and the strength of the cabinet 
rose to 19 from 17.
. Many people regard the price 
increases which forced the 
freeze as a by-product of Brit­
ain’s preparations to join the 
Common Market.
Davies, the man now en­
trusted with co-ordinating gov­
ernment policy in preparation 
for Common Market entry, will 
be faced with a mass of de­
tailed negotiations on the harm­
onizing of British practices with 
those in thc'Market,
SAIGON (AP) United
Hkcs 11-52 bombcis swept to 
■tn 56 miles of the 20th pnr- 
qjy? today in their deepest 
...ids against North Vietnam 
since the resumption of full- 
scale Iwmbing in April.
Tim raids, 34 miles north of 
Vinh, were part of a concerted 
effort to blunt a Communist 
buildup of troops nnd supplies 
In all four countries of ln- 
dochian in anticipation of a 
ceasefire, U.S. military sources
dropped some 200 assorted 
bombs on “civilian targets, In­
cluding the Thach Ngoc stale 
farm and many agricultural co­
operatives, causing heavy 
losses in lives and property,*’
Communist forces shot down 
three U.S. helicopters within 14 
miles of Da Nnng Sunday, kill­
ing two Americans nnd wound­
ing three, the U.S. command 
announced today.
In South Vietnam, North Viet­
namese and Viet Cong f tees 





in northern Japan, 
the passengers were 
from weekend hob-
Police Search
Nhan Dan, official North 
Vietnamese newspaper, said 
the intensification of bombing 
and Washington’s speedup In 
dells cues of ILS. war materials 
to Saigon ■'threaten to break’’ 
the draft peace agreement 
negotiated by Henry Kissinger 
In Paris.
The stratofortresses carried 
ou. ab.iiil 3(H) strikes Sanjay 
a: 4 .Monday, dropping up to .\- 
0.3) Ions of bombs on targets in 
North and Smith Vietnam. 
Laos, and Cambodia, the U.S 
■ military tmttrres reported.
The Hanoi news agency ci.l 
tlr.it m Ha Tmh piovimr, *•'<-- 
otvl prosince ahm.e the DMZ. 
U.S. IJ-53 and tactical bombers
the country, firing niorta i 




The train crew donned Ras 
masks and tried to put out the 
fire, but they were forced back 
when flames engulfed the din­
ing car.
"I heard somebody shout, 
‘This way! This way!’ as if he 
were trying to calm down the 
panicky passengers,’’ said one 
hinvivor Mnny bruised them- 
s<l\rs as they groped and fell 
repeatedly on the slippery Con- 
creie rati tics. ■
For 1 Gunmen
OTTAWA (CP) — Two losers 
in last week’s federal election 
have made the $250 deposit re­
quired for a judicial recount.
A spokesman for Chief Elec­
toral Officer Jean-Marc Hamel 
said Monday that Conservative 
Georges Valnde In Montreal- 
Ste. Marie and Liberal Ter­
rence Murphy in Sault Ste. 
Marie have asked for recounts. 
Both losing candidates held 
their respective scats in the 
last Commons.
They will lose the $250 if (he 
recount, held under the super-
vision of a judge, does not re­
verse the result by giving them 
victory.
Mr. Valade now trails Liberal 
Raymond Dupont by 94 votes 
and Mr Murphy is 233 behind 
New Democrat Cyril Symes.
The 233-vote margin Is nn un­
usually high one for n recount 
request. Of the 16 judicial 
recounts held following the 
1963, 1965 and 1968 election, the 
widest original separation was 
183.
Only one of those recounts re­
sulted In a reversal.
At Least 10 Violent Deaths
In B.C. During The Weekend
STRANGE ORDER 
FOR OLD CROW
OLD CROW, Y.T, (CP)




BRAINTREE, England (CP) 
Police were searching today for 
two men who Sunday gunned 
down a restaurant owner and 
his wife and daughter nnd es- 
cniied with nn undetermined 
amount of cash.
In critical condition were 
Mrs, Robert Patience. 51, and 
daughter Beverley, :’0. Robert 
Patience, 54, owner of a restau­
rant In this Essex community, 
was reported In less serious 
condition.
Poller think the two holdup 
men may have been iccogidzcd 
by their victims.
Mrs. Patience lived in To-
A Bulgn- rnnto from 1930 to 1936 Iretore










can led M 
two lefiig-
r'sn airliner with 33 perrons the family settled permanently 
aboard is .usumcd to have! in Britnln. Her father, tlm laic
crashed in dciiM' fog in south- L>uis Mndgwick, hied in Sas-
There has been; I,ato.m for a time before thecm Bulgaria.
no word of survivors, I First Wot Id War and served In
BTA, the Bulgarian news the Canadian Anny in l-mro;»e
■igt'iuv. • .'al (hi* Ilyushin 11 j during that t.
was on an hour’s flight Satur-|
dav from Bings*. on the Black 
Sc.i. to but was dir cited 
to rim div because of fog.
CANADA’S HIGH IX)W
Ucas.8 Lake, Emt Nckun
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Explosion Kills One Man
HAMILTON, Bermuda (CP)-At least one man was kill­
ed nnd five Injured early today when nn empty three million 
gallon underground oil tank was wrecked by a massive ex­
plosion. The explosion threw rocks n quarter of a mile from 
the tank nnd sucked four vehicles into the collapsed tank.
Indians Declaring War
WASHINGTON (AP) -Indians occupying the bureau of 
Indian affairs, girding tor what they predict, will be a battle 
with police, said today they were declaring war on the 
United States and threatening to destroy tho building they 
have held since Thursday.
Luxury Liner Sails Tonight
LONDON (AP)—The Queen Elizabi ih 2 luxury liner, tlr - 
laved tor GO hours in Its home port of Southampton, was to 
nil nt midnight tonight In a transatlantic dash to Ito-ton 
to make up lost t’toe, the Cunard Steam-Ship co. raid. A 
rpol.esman said the 65.000 ton ve-.rel will nil out its usual 
culls at Cherbourg, France, and New York enrouto to five 
months of winter cuinng in the <’;uibbean.
Ry THE CANADIAN PRESS
At least 12 persons died acci­
dentally In British Columbia 
during the weekend, five of 
them in fires. Five persons died 
In traffic, a man was crushed 
under a car nnd an elglil-year- 
okl girl was shot.
Four of the deaths occurred on 
Ihe Sllammon Indian Reserve 
near Powell River. Henry Pe­
ters, 20, his 10-month-old daugh­
ter Glenda nnd Emily Peters, 
64, died when fire destroyed 
their home Saturday.
Janice Ann Adams, 8, was 
killed on the reserve Sunday In 
an accidental shooting.
Young On Gee, between 65 
and 70 years old, and nn elderly 
woman were victims of a fire 
early Sunday In a house near 
Chinatown in Vancouver.
Richard Froese, 16, and Cindy 
Bird, 15, both of Surrey, were 
killed In a two car crash In Sur­
rey early Saturday.
An unidentified youth w.-.s 
killed early Sunday when his 
enr left the Trans Canada high­
way about 15 miles east of 
Xnmloops.
Itolx'it HJndv, 39, of Nam.Imo, 
a.is ) ilh-d S'llmday rili-m he
CANADIAN HOLLAR
NEW YORK (CP) - Cm-
tried to stop his car after the 
brakes failed. He slipped over 
an om ban km c n I and was 
crushed by the car.
Two Trall-nrca, men wore 
killed Saturday night ,ln n two- 
car broadside collision In Trail. 
The victims were Gary IJpuglas 
McDonald, 23, of Fruitvale and 
John C. McLeod of Trail.
IRA Leaders
Face New Law l
DUBLIN (AP) ■ 'Hie Irish 
government plans ri new law 
lids month Io crack down on 
leaders of the outlawed Irish 
Republican Army. Justice Min­
ister Desmond O'Malley says.
His statement was quickly 
followed by the arrest Sunday 
of Maire Drumm, a lending fig- 
lire to Sinn Fein, political front 
tor the IRA's Provisional Wing.
O'Malley told a radio inter- 
viewer that S»nn MarStiofaln, 
t!>*“ IRA's chief of it -iff, had not 
twen nirested Iter.-upc nr> (-od. 
vlrtlon could be obtmmd 
against him under present law.
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i NAMES IN NEWS
Builders
The British Columbia Con­
struction Association .will meet 
with tho provincial government 
Dec. 13 In an attempt to bring 
more stability to the construc­
tion industry. Wayne Farmer of 
Victoria, who was elected presi­
dent of the 1,200-membcr asso­
ciation at its annual meeting in 
Kamloops during the weekend, 
said in an interview that the 
government action could "even 
out some of the bumps and hol­
lows” in the industry.
• Secretary-General Kurt Wald­
heim called Sunday for United 
Nations action to cope with a 
world "crime crisis of growing 
proportions." In a weekend re­
port to the 132-nation General 
Assembly, he said it might wish 
to make a commitment to crime 
prevention, review trends in 
world crime and ask him for 
more such reports in future 
years. He also said it might be 
appropriate for the UN system 
to set up meetings of ministers 
of justice, minister of the in­
terior dr their equivalents to 
develop international policy on 
crime fighting.
Authorities refuse to confirm 
dr deny a report by the Sacra­
mento Union that someone has 
threatened to kill innocent peo­
ple in Sacramento County if 
President Nixon is re-elected 
Tuesday. The Union quoted Sun­
day from a note that described 
Nixon as “the killer” responsi­
ble for "the thousands of inno­
cent people killed in Vietnam.” 
The Union said the note was en­
closed in nine packets of food 
containing deadly doses‘of cya­
nide which were mailed to area 
residents. The story said the 
■writer claimed to have mailed 
-75 such packets and threatened 
•to place 194 more on the shelves 
of area food markets if Nixon 
wins.
Seek More Stability
today after slipping quietly out 
of Israel. An official of the in­
terior ministry said Lansky took 
a Swissair jetliner to Geneva and 
got off there. But Swiss police 
sources said he had been barred 
from Switzerland more than a 
year ago, spent only ■ a short 
time in ihe country Sunday 
night and then left again. “We 
do not know bls final destina­
tion.” a spokesman for the 
Swiss government said.'
Marie Drumm, 56-year-old 
vice-president of the Provision­
al- Sinn Fein—political wing of 
the Provisional Irish Republican
KURT WALDHEIM 
. . . Battle crime
The federal government’s 
New Horizons subsidy program 
for the aged has met with nega­
tive reactions from the news 
media and those who work with 
senior citizens, tin official of 
the program said Saturday in 
Hamilton. Jean Flaxton, the pro­
gram’s planning chief, told a 
meeting of the Canadian Asso­
ciation on Gerontology that its 
greatest handicap was that it 
came after two federal make 
work programs, Local Initiatives 
and Opportunities’For Youth. 
She said people felt the New 
Horizons program should make 
work for senior citizens but it 
.does not allow them to use 
grant money to pay themselves 
salaries in projects.
Underworld financial wizard 
Meyer Lansky dropped out of 
sight in Western Europe early
Army—has been arrested in the 
Irish republic, it was reported 
in Belfast early today. Mrs. 
Drumm, who lives in the An- 
dersonstown area of Belfast, 
was arrested Sunday and charg­
ed-at a special court with in­
citing people to procure arms. 
She was ordered held for a 
week in a Dublin prison. Mrs. 
Drumm served two pijson sen­
tences in Northern Ireland last 
year.
1908. Dr. Campbell maintained 
his dental practice until going 
into hospital several weeks ago. 
He was a former governor of 
the Royal College of Dental 
Surgeons, past president of the 
central Progressive Conserva­
tive Association and past presi­
dent of the Ontario Cemeteries 
Association.
The former Anglican dean of 
Johannesburg said Sunday that 
pressure should be brought to 
bear on Canadian companies 
with head offices in South Africa 
to help native employees enjoy 
a better life. The Very Rev. 
GonvUle ffrench-Beytagh told a 
men’s club breakfast that busi­
nessmen should organize boy­
cotts of any stores that sell 
African products and the Cana­
dian government should be 
pressured to drop South
James Needham, chairman of 
the New York Stock Exchange, 
will visit the Soviet Union later 
this week for talks with officials 
of the Soviet Bank of Foreign 
Trade, ’ a spokesman for the 
stock exchange announced Sun­
day. The visit, Needham said 
in a statement, “is to explore 
how the securities industry 
might play a major role in the 
development of trade and com­
merce between the-U.S. and the 
Soviet Union.”
Lewis Lists Party Items 
He Wants Libs To Support
OTTAWA (CP) — David 
Lewis, leader of the New 
Democratic Party, listed Sun­
day items on which his party 
would like the minority Liberal 
government to take action as a 
condition of NDP support in the 
next Parliament.
He told the annual meeting of 
the Ontario Federation of La­
bor (OFL) these include:
—Action to minimize effects 
of winter unemployment;
—A close watch on operations 
of the Unemployment Insur­
ance Commission to prevent In­
efficiency and 'delay in issuing
Africa's ’ trade preferences;
Bobby Seale, the Blank. Pan­
ther leader, called Sunday in 
Toronto for massive street dem­
onstrations across the United 
States and Canada Nov. 18 de­
manding an end to war in Viet­
nam. “We have to hit the 
streets on Nov. 18 whoever wins 
the U.S. presidential election,” 
he said in a speech to 500 per­
sons. "The one thing we’ve got 
to make people understand is 
that we’re not just going to ac­
cept promises.”
Canada’s oldest Olympic gold 
medallist died in hospital in 
Orangeville Saturday at the age 
of 94. George Herrold Campbell, 
past-president of bdth the Can-, 
adian and Ontario dental asso­
ciation, was a member of Can­
ada’s Olympic lacrosse team in
TODAYS STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd.
Z TORONTO (CP) — Prices on 
the Toronto stock market 
moved higher in moderate mid- 
morning trading today.
The industrial index, consid-
ered a major indicator of mar- 
I icet trend, was un .84 to 207.99, 





LONDON (CP) — A welfare 
officer, visiting a factory in 
southeast London, reported that 
a man from the shop floor 
asked her if she would help him
needs of the Canadian people, It 
will be a repentance that we 
will encourage and continuously 
hold before them."
Mr. Lewis added that he had 
no more • faith in Progressive 
Conservative Deader Robert 
Stanfield’s ability to govern.
cheques;
—An immediate plan for di­
rect job creation;
—Tax cuts for the ordinary 
taxpayer. The NDP would op- 
nose government moves to cut 
taxes for cornorations at the 
expense of individuals;
—Action to stop the rising 
cost of living and particularly 
rises in food costs;
—An immediate and substan­
tial increase in old age’ pen­
sions;
—Reform of the laws govern­
ing election expenses.
Mr. Lewis told the feder­
al nn’s political education com- 
n .ice he did not expect the 
new Parliament to last long.
But he said the NDP would 
go’ to Parliament with ex­
pectations that "valuable objec­
tives” would be won for the
Both Liberals and Con­
servatives represented the 
same ideas and changing lead­
ers would not alter the results, 
Mr. Lewis said.
"Our supporters know that 
Trudeau and Stanfield are both 
children of the corporate wel­
fare system we In the NDP are 
determined to end.”
Mr. Lewis said most urgent 
on the NDP list of priorities 





find "Aga away from me old 
woman.” She asked if he was 
no longer on speaking terms 
with his wife. "No, miss,” the 
man. replied. ."Just listenin’ 
terms."
Plan Now to Ski!
INSTRUCTORS' 
CLINIC
Nov. 25 and 26
Registration Fee $10.00
||r Closing Date No. 20
F Applications at
Ellis St.
western oils 2,05 to. 252.98. 
Golds, however, slipped .81 to 
108.52.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 1,032,- 
000 shares compared with 1,- 
157,000 by the same time Fri­
day.
- Oil refining, banks, commu­
nication and industrial mine 
were among sectors of the mar­
ket registering increases while
• steel, beverage and real estate 
■zwere down.
•160 ISSUES CLIMB
- Advances more than doubled 
declines, 160 to 59, and 186 is-
: sues remained unchanged.
4 Andres Wines gained 1% to 
’$29%, Shell Canada % to $54%, 
Imperial Oil % to $43%, Daw-
>'6on Developments; % to $6% 
’and International Utilities % to 
$22%.
« Teck Corp. A rose 50 cents to
i $5.45, Tara Exploration % to 
$15, Campbell Chibougamau 25
.cents to $5.75, Teck Corp B 20 
.•cents to $4.85, Chieftain Devel­
opment % to $15% and Cana­
dian Superior Oil Vs to $53.
Sherritt Gordon declined % to 
$13% and Bethlehem Copper % 
to $15%.
•' VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
were up in moderate trading on 
the Vancouver Stock Exchange 
today. First-hour volume was 
343,084 shares.
Most active trader in the in­
dustrials was Thermo Plex, up 
.25 at $2.35 after a, turnover of 
13,000 shares.
Most active oil was Vargas, 
unchanged at .21 after trading 
4,000 shares.
Cop-Ex Mining was up .12 nt 







Alta. Gas Trunk 14%
Alcan 20%
B. of Montreal 20
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Husky Oil 
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Interprov. Pipe* 28% 28% Jeo. Sparling 2.60 2.75






















Adonis . ,71 .73
Montreal Trust 19%' ■ 20% Afton 7.00 7.30
Moore Corp. 48%. 49 Barrier Reef .50 .52
Neonex % 4.35 4.45 Bathurst Norse. .71 .75
Noranda 38% 39 Brenda 3.45 3.50
Nor. Central Gas 11% 11% Brenmac 27% 30
Oshawa Wholesale 11 11% Bullion Mtn. .43 .47
Pacific Pete 41% 42 Celtic Minerals .51 .54
Petrofina Cda. 27% • 27% Darkhawk .73 .75
Royal Bank 34V1 34% Davenport .33 .37
Royal Trust' 43% 43% Davis Keays .50 .60
Shell Canada 54% 54% Dolly Varden .26 .33
Simpson Sears 39% 39% Equatorial .16 .19
Steel Canada 35% 35% Gibraltar ' 7.80 8.00
Texaco 53% • 54 Golden Gate .21 .23
Thomson News. 12% 13 Granite Mtn. .19 .20





















Westburne Int’l. 14% ' 14% Lornex ' 7 '7%
Westcoast Trans. 23% 23% Makoo .33 .34
West. Broadcstg. 15% 15% Nadina .40 .42%
White Pass & Yuk 12% 12% Northair .28 .32
Woodwards A 26% . 267'8 North Pacific .35 .37
Quebec Hydro 
Hit By Strike
MONTREAL (CP) - Hydro- 
Quebec linemen, maintenance 
workers, office’ personnel and 
engineers went on strike early 
today to back up demands for a 
new three-year contract which 
would give them, parity with 
their Ontario counterparts.
As the first K of 8,500 Hydro 
workers began striking at 7:30 
a.m., 30 minutes before an 8 
a.m. deadline given Friday by 
their union—the Canadian Un­
ion of Public Employees 
(CUPE)—there was confusion 
over whether negotiations were 
held early today. ‘
Paul Laurent, a Hydro 
spokesman, confirmed the 
strike and said talks were held 
in the early morning hours with 
union officials and Yves Dan-
peonle of Canada.
"The government, whatever 
its color, will have to listen to 
the opposition and’•to accom­
modate itself to at least some 
of its demands, if it is to con­
tinue, in office.”
The NDP now had no more 
trust in the Liberal government 
than it had before the election, 
Mr. Lewis said.
"If Trudeau’s government be­
comes more sensitive to the
"The prospects at the mo­
ment are bleak because action 
was not taken when. it should 
have been to increase the avail­
ability of jobs."
The NDP would fight exten­
sion of tax benefits to com­
panies introduced in the gov­
ernment budget last May. “We 
want the money to be used to 
lighten the heavy tax burden of 
the ordinary taxpayer.”
Mr. Lewis said the cost of liv­
ing had risen to the point where 
health of pensioners and low in­
come families was threatened.
"Parliament must take steps 
to control food prices and even 
to roll them back where pos­
sible.”
The NDP also would demand 
a square deal from Parliament 
for old age pensioners.
"Our party believes that it 
(the. pension) should be $150 a 
month and that it should be ad­
justed not only in line with 
rises in the. cost of living, but 
also with the standard of living, 









"EVERY LITTLE CROOK and NANNY" 
One Complete Show —7:30 p.m. (General) 




















2,000 Workers Are Needed 
In Central B.C. Forests
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at 
261 Bernard Ave. 762-3111
CALENDAR OF ■
■ COMING EVENTS I
iailllilM
The following space Is now available every Monday 
for service organizations, clubs, church groups, auxil­
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Wl I KI ND 
Ml 111)1RPlus
ORIVE IN< WW THEATRE
21 Hour 
Proc r a tn 
infmtnatlan
7 p.m, ■— show Tlmr 7 ■ TO
sereau, a government media­
tor.
Union officials said it was the 
first time that they had heard 
of talks and two union men de­
nied the fact that negotiaions 
had gone on.
’ “We are faced with a strike, 
I can confirm that; and it looks 
like picketing will start around 
8:30 when the office workers 
are scheduled to come in,” Mr. 
Laurent said.
“A few engineers and tech­
nicians whose shifts started 
earlier are already striking.”
EXPECTS REPORT >
Mr. Laurent said a meeting 
was held early today and "I ex­





































By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Geneva—Frederick Norris 
Bates, 89, noted Swiss banker 
and business leader.
Toronto—Katherine Anne
Denman, 25, a former reporter-
librarian with The 




T o r o n t o—C. E. Smalley 
Baker, 81, dean emeritus of Os- 
(ioode Hall Law School.
WILDLIFE REWARDS
EXETER, England (CP) 
















fari parks is helping to conserve 
the wildlife of Africa, an expert 
told the British Veterinary Asso­
ciation at a meeting in Devon. 
James Chipperfield, who runs 11 
parks in Britain, said safari re­
serves in this country had stim­
ulated tourist trade in Africa. 
“The great pressure to use Afri­
can national parks for farming 
land has been reduced because 
of the interest in wildlife in 
Britain," he said.
PRINCE GEORGE (CP) — 
Officials of the forest industry 
in central B.C. say they are ex­
periencing the worst labor short­
age they have seen and need 
2,000 skilled and unskilled work­
ers immediately. Jobs have 
been opened up by high lumber 
prices and unseasonably mild 
weather.
SCHOOL VOTE ’FT
KIMBERLEY <CP) — Rate­
payers here. will be . asked at 
the December municipal elec­
tions to approve almost $370,- 
000 in capital expenditures for 
schools. Projects planned in­
clude a new elementary school, 
a school for the mentally re­




tendance this summer at nearby 
Fort Steele Historic Park was 
about 200,000, up 50,000 over 1971 
figures tfor the park, located at 
the. site of the first RCMP head­
quarters west of the Rockies.
GOAL SURPASSED
VANCOUVER (CP)-The B.C. 
Heart Foundation fund-raising 
campaign last year exceeded its 
target figure by more than $80,- 
000. President A. J. Ellis, in 
his report for the annual founda­
tion conference here today, says 
the goal was $480,000 but the 
fund drive raised $560,235 for 
research, community aid and 
education programs throughout 
B.C.
FATE FOILS FELONS
VANCOUVER (CP) — Two 
bandits with masks and black­
ened faces herded employees of 
the South Vancouver branch, 
Royal Canadian Legion, into a 
washroom and fired a warning 
shot Into a. wall early Sunday 
. but fled empty-handed when 
they found tho employee with 
. the combination to the safe had 
just left. In a separate incident, 
■ two men with a shotgun stopped 
■ Penny Mah, 18, clerk al a Mac's 
Milk store, after she loft the 




• Local Cremation 
Facilities
• Services from $90




e Guest Quartets from Seattle, Spokane, Frntirlon
e I’lus Kelonna'a Ogopogo t horns
• Comedy amt Harmony nf the finest calibre.
SATURDAY, Nov. 18, 7:59 p.m.
in Ilie
Kelowna Community Theatre





she had store receipts in the I Tvhe1ret ls “® cl’arge .f°r this service but they
paper bag she carried. They || . must be brief and to the point,
found, instead, two cans of cat il- Any of the above organizations wishing to nse this 
100 . ■ II space must either bring in their copy or phone It to '
CHARGE LAID
SURREY (CP)—Donald Tay­
lor of White Rock was charged 
with leaving the scene of anil MONDAY
accident after Richard Froes I Bach Civic Choir meets at 
16, and Cindy Birdr l5,- both of I 7;3o p.m; in A. S. Matheson 
Surrey, were killed in a two-car II School. New members wel- 
collision Saturday. I come. Anyone interested may
iiTAT t ■ cTnr I call Ann Richardson atVANCOUVER (CP) - Arthur I 3'3778 for inf°rmatioP- 
Delorme, 70, said he suspects I ■ .
a man who was behind him in I Family Planning Clinic open 
a bus lineup Saturday stole his I from 8 p.m. in the health unit, 
.wallet containing $600 from,his I on Queensway. Information; 
back pocket. Mri Delorme said r counselling and examination 
he was jostled repeatedly in the I available, as well as sup- 
lineup and the man did not I plies.
the newsroom of the Courier no later than noon Friday . 
for the following Monday edition. When phoning in ask 
for the NOCA Calendar events editor.
WEDNESDAY Continued 
first Wednesday^ of each 
month in the, Dilman Room 
at 8 p.m. in Rutland Centen­
nial Hall. All Interested 
people are invited to attend. 
For more information, con­






Mon.-Fri. 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m
/ Includes:
1 5 cour'ses, salad and din- 
' ner soup, coffee or n nr
Kelowna Business and Pro­
fessional Women’s Club open 
to all interested working 
wofoen meets at 7:30 p.m.
I at Capri. Coffee-dessert will 
I be served.
■ TUESDAY' ■■■
Cards and dance in the sen­
ior citizen club house on Mill 
Street at 8 p.m. Music by 
Ron Holitski. Everyone wel­
come.
Do you like to sing? Sweet 
Adelines of Kelowna invite all 
who would like to sing four- 
part harmony to their meet­
ing in Immaculata High 
school library at 7:30 p.m.
THURSDAY
Okanagan chapter of Experi­
mental Aircraft Assoc, meets 
the first Thursday of each 
month in the old Kelowna 
Airport terminal. Phone Ted 
Strange • for more informa­
tion. ■
Elks Bingo at 8' p.m. in Elks 
Hall on Pandosy Street.
tea. Only
gGARDENS














"NOTED FOR FINE FOODS"
Kelowna Chess Clbb meets 
every Tuesday andtSunday at 
7:30 p.m. in Kelowna Region­
al Library board room. New 
members welcome.
Kelowna Toastmasters meet 
at 6:15 p.m. at Capri. Any­
one wishing to improve his 
listening, thinking and speak­
ing ability may contact Berl 
Vos or Gerry Ackerman.
WEDNESDAY
Business practices and mis­
leading advertising will be 
the latest in a series of Con­
sumer Education by the 
Adult Education Dept. 
Pal Parker will be the 
speaker in KSS at 7:30 p.m., 
Room 123.
Okanagan Corvette Club 
meets at 8 p.m. in the VIP 
room of the Colony, All new 
members arc welcome. Tele­
phone 3-5054 for further infor­
mation.
I Senior Citizen's Club 17 on 
I Mill Street will have cards nt, 
I 2 p.m. The usual activities 
I will bo held each Thursday at 
I 2 p.m.
Regular monthly meetings of 
army, navy mid airforce vet­
erans in Canada are held the
Immaculate Conception CWL 
monthly meeting in the con­
vent at 7:30 p.m. All‘new 
members arc asked to at­
tend.
FRIDAY
Live musical entertainment 
Thursday and Friday in the 
Legion from 9 p.m. Sponsor­
ed by the Legion.
The Good Time Club, will
hold cards and dance at 8
p.m. in Women's Institute
Hall on Lawrence Avenue,
Everyone welcome. Admis­
sion is charged.
Kelowna Stijmp Club meets 
the first Friday of each 
month nt 7:30 p,m. In the 
board room of Kelowna Re­
gional Library. Everyone 
welcome. '
SATURDAY 
Catholic Parish Bazaar Nov, 
18 at 10 a.m. In St. Joscph'H
. Hall, 863 Sutherland Ave,
Sponsored by Immaculate
Conception Church nnd St, 
Pius X Church.
Barbershop r.ing-along con­
cert in Kelowna Community 
Theatre at 7:59 p.m. Nov. 18,
Bingo In St. Joseph's Hall bn 
Sutherland Avenue at 8 p.M
Phone: 762-2956 or 763-3407
















The B.C. Dragoons’ annual 
officers’ dinner provided an 
excellent excuse for old 
friends in the regiment to 
catch up on each others’ ac­
tivities since the last rbunion:
For many it would be the last to right) Honorary Colonel 
Bruce Smith,, Colonel Allan 
Moss, Major General George
meeting with at least one of 
the officers leaving the regi­
ment and time was spent in. Pearkes V.C., Company Com- 
enjoying the evening to the mander, Colonel James Tay-
fullest Shown above are (left lor, Major-General Martin
Coell, Commander Pacific
Region Canadian Armed Forc­
es, and Colonel David Kinloch.> 
The officers were intently 
listening and obviously enjoy-
Ice For Rutland
Goal Of Board
I The future of hockey and ice : 
(facilities generally wtil be the 
(main items on the agenda of a 
(meeting called for tonight by 
(the Rutland Parks Society. - 
I Interested residents have 
I been urged to attend the gath- 
I ering, slated for 7:30 p.m. in 
I the Centennial Hall.
1 Sports enthusiasts have been 
I pushing hard for an arena in 
I Rutland, which hinges on resi- 
| dents of that community, along 
with the Belgo-Ellisdn and Mc­
Kinley Landing electoral areas 
(approving' a proposal by the 
I Central Okanagan Regional Dis­
trict to build the facility near 
Rutland Secondary School.
Last summer, Rutland tax­
payers authorized the regional 
district to buy the land for parks 
purposes.
needed to properly accommo­
date them.
\ Because use of Kelowna and 
District- Memorial Arena is 
looked solid, time is available 
for minor" hockey usually to the 
early morning or late at, night. 
"According to Mike Martel,' presl-
k Hockey teams from Rutland 
are presently using facilities in 
Summerland and it was learn­
ed today that they may also be 
(playing at Lumby. Rutland hoc­
key-coach Ed Nelson said Sum­
merland ice is being used five 
hours a 'week by local teams 
and'the Lumby arena - may be
dent of the Kelowna Minor Hoc­
key Association, dose to 800 
toys are now registered, “and. 
there could be about 2,000 play­
ing in the district if we had the 
facilities.** '
Last summer, the. regional 
district" authorized sketch plans 
and cost estimates for the pro­
posed Rutland arena to be pre­
pared by an architect. Regional 
administrator A. T. Harrison 
said today he had no idea when 
these would be ready "or when a 
referendum on the matter would 
be held.
A> public meeting was hdd in 
Rutland last June to discuss 
plans outlined by regional staff 
for the arena and at that time 
a number of residents suggested 
construction; of a sports com­
plex, to include more than just 
an arena.
Another meeting was to have- 
been held tills fall, but in me 
meantime, the regional board, 
decided to have the" plans drawn, 
by an architect
The only hockey facility in 
Rutland at present is a multi­
purpose, enclosed'concrete dab.
in Centennial Park, which was 
built last year and utilizes' ' 
natural ice.
Tonight’s meeting is the sec­
ond attempt to have the opera­
tion of the slab this winter dis­
cussed. A meeting was called, 
last month, but only two people 
attended. |
At the last Parks Society 
meeting, it was suggested that 
if more interest is - not shown, 
hockey time on the slab might 
be curtailed.
Tradesmen
ing a story as . related by the 
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Honorary Colonel Stays 
B.C. Dragoons Informed
While Lieutenant - Governor 
, John Nicholson of British Co- 
■ lumbia was making plans to re­
tire and rejoin his Vancouver 
. law firm, a former chief magi- 
■, strate of the province announc­
ed Saturday he would remain 
> for another year at least as 
honorary colonel of the B.C. 
Dragoons.
Major General George Pear- 
’ kes, B.C. Lietenant - Governor 
from 1960 to 1968, was in Kel­
owna Saturday to attend the 
annual officers dinner of the
B.C. Dragoons. Although many I played by the regular Canadian 
at the annual affair expected I- army was one of a most im- 
Major General Pearkes to an- portant stature.
nounce his retirement from pub- «At a fime in our (Canada’s) 
lie involvement, he surprised! ijjsfory when regular armed 
everyone by _ announcing he forces are at work in internat- 
would remain in his post as non- jonaj conflicts keeping the 
orary colonel for one ■ more I peace> there is an important
Budget Priorities Needed 
For Preventive Medicine
year. 1 domestic role to be played by
In his address, he outlined to the citizen soldier,” he said.
the officers that Canada’s mili-LIte Shears te SEkH
said the peace keeping role now“ the 
role and purpose of militia re- 
giihents, then recruiting pro­
blems would not occur. ,
.Maj. Gen. Pearkes lashed out 
at those people who criticize 
Canada’s new role as a peace
NEW CAPTAIN IS APPOINTED 
TO HEAD LOCAL ARMY CORPS
. The Salvation Army in Kelowna has announced the ap­
pointment of Captain James Thompson. He replaces Captain 
Reginald Pell who moved to the Hi,llhurst Cital,< Calgary, I 
Alberta, after spend two years here.
Captain Thompson was most recently captain of the | 
Corps, in Stratford, Ontario, and is . a graduate of two Ontario i 
universities. He received business degrees from both the . 
University of Western Ontario and the University of Toronto.
He was active in youth work while in Ontario and was 
successful in an addiction education program sponsored 
by McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario. He said; he 
hopes to continue his work with troubled youth here as well 
as counselling in several other fields.
Mrs. Thompson also hopes to take an active part in the 
community through women’s clubs and organizations. .-.
Damage To Property Extensive 
In Series Of Weekend Mishaps
A .series of accidents during 
the:-weekend caused no serious 
injury but a lot, .of damage to 
vehicles involved.
A two car accident Saturday 
destroyed a vehicle driven by
Regional 
Nomination
Dale Fraser of Mission. City 
and caused an estimated $200 
damage to a vehicle driven by 
Gordon Baxter of Rutland. The 
accident occurred on Lakeshore 
Road. There were no injuries 
teported.
Approximately $3,000 damage 
was caused when a transport 
attempted to go under a
Sought Here
Canada Manpower in. Kdowna 
reported today increased con­
struction in the area during Oc­
tober has caused demands on 
the office for qualified person­
nel in the building trades.
The increase, said the report, 
was due to peak construction in 
the home and apartment block 
area of the construction busi­
ness. Demands for legal secre­
taries and stenographers also 
continued to pour in according 
to. CMC and a bookkeeper’s 
position is also available.
Professional people are need­
ed they said in the areas of 
mechanical, electrical and archi­
tectural drafting.
The local initiative project for 
the Golden Triangle Concert 
Band has brought in several in-
IN COURT
■ ■ Preventive medical services 
, in the Okanagan must get an 
equal share of provincial health 
budget priorities, according to 
Dr. David Clarke, medical offi­
cer for the South Okanagan
• Health Unit.
; Dr. Clark, was commenting 
. on the fact that only five per 
cent of provincial health finan­
cing goes toward prevention of 
disease.
He said the recently com­
pleted addition to the Kelowna 
General Hospital’s laboratory 
' facilities would not ease or 
erase the need for a regional 
laboratory to probe the areas 
of preventive medicine.
“What is needed is for the 
minister of health to give equal 
. time and financing to preven- 
' tion as well as to cure,” he 
said.
Dr. Clarke Said that water 
samples which now run Into 
, the thousands per year in the
keeper. He said this country 
was playing a part in world 
Valley must be sent to the Peace and development second 
coast for analysis, whereas, he|t° none in the world, 
said, it should be done right in I pjtp.vpnvnfwv ■ 
this area.
The medical health officer “The military in Canada is 
said he was becoming'alarmed not geared tor combat but to 
at the increase in venereal prevention of combat and this 
disease in. the area which he is the future of all armies the 
said could be cdt down . if world' over,” he said.
Adrian Philip Jack of Rut­
land pleaded guilty to charges 
of driving while having a blood 
alcohol count exceeding. .08 and 
driving without insurance. He 
was fined $200 on the .08 charge 
and $250 on the insurance 
charge. His right to drive was 
also suspended for one month.
John Pazur of Rutland plead­
ed not guilty to a charge of driv­
ing while having a blood alcohol 







was set over for trial to Jan. 
19.
Allen James Knutsen of -Kel­
owna pleaded guilty to a 
charge of impaired driving-and 
was fined $300 and had his li­
cence suspended for one month.
Dennis Gary Moyan of Kel­
owna was fined $50 and given a 
probation period of "six months 
after he pleaded • guilty to 
charges of wilful damage and 
being in a licenced premises 
while under the age of 19.
■; / .■
Guy Wilson Meek of Winfield,
Day Set
Nov. 20 will be nomination 
day for submissions to.the Cen­
tral Okanagan Regional District 
for three directorships and a 
chairmanship post in the Dec. 
9 municipal elections.
i Seeking re-election are chair- 
man W. C. Bennett, James 
Stuart, Andrew. Duncan and 
i. Heinz Koetz. Mr. Koetz i? fin­
ishing the term of M.C. Jen­
nings who resinged earlier this 
year.
Nominations can be register­
ed at the regional district office, 
540 Groves Ave., on the speci­
fied date from 10 a.m. to noon. 
Polling places for an election, 
if necessary, will be the North 
Glenmore Elementary School, 
South Kelowna Elementary 
School, George Pringle Second-
throughway enclosure at the 
Capri Hotel also on Saturday. 
Driver .of the transport was Ro­
bert Allan Betts of Vancouver. 
No one was injured in the ac­
cident.
A Manitoba couple received 
minor injuries after a two car 
accident Saturday at the inter­
section of Highway 97 and 33.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Grute 
of St. Vital were treated and 
released from hospital after the 
accident which caused an esti­
mated $1,200 damage to their 
vehicle and another vehicle 
driven by John Bunting of Rut­
land.
A two .car accident Sunday 
caused an estimated $1,300 da­
mage to vehicles driven by Rod­
ney Higgins of Kelowna anc 
Robert Seymore, of an unknown 
address.
The accident occurred at the 
corner of Harvey and Glen- 
more Street. No injuries were 
reported.
quiries about the services offer­
ed, said officials at CMC, and 
many jobs have been provided. 
The CMC people have advised 
local businesses to send in pro­
posals for government-sponsored 
on-the-job training programs 




The current local United Ap< 
peal campaign for $77,000 took a 
hopeful spurt duritig the week­
end and now totals $56,866, or 
about $20,134 short of the tar- 
get. .
Glen Carleton, campaign pub­
licity chairman, said today the 
belated returns are mostly from 
professional, commercial and 
industrial sources.
The local committee hopes 
most of the existing gap between 
tiie existing total and this year’s 
goal will be bridged with a spe­
cial blitz Tuesday at Westbank, 
scheduled to begin around 6:30 
p.m.
. Apart from slow returns, this 
year’s drive has been plagued 
with a shortage of canvassers 
in the Belgo, South Kelowna, 
and Benvoulin areas, and the 
committee is still looking for 
canvassers for those areas.
...Cloudy
Cloudy skies will remain Tues­
day, according to the weather­
man. He .promises highs of 45 
to 50 degrees. The city reached 
a high of 47. degrees Saturday, 
with an overnight low of 34 de­
grees. There was .01 inches of 
precipitation recorded. High 
for the city Sunday was a warm­
er 50 degrees with an overnight 
reading of 32 degrees. There 
was no precipitation recorded. 
High at the airport Saturday 
was 47 degrees with a chilly 
overnight low of . 28 degrees. 
There was .08 inches of precip 
tation recorded. At the airport 
Sunday the high was 54 degrees 
with an overnight low of 30 de­
grees. There was no precipita­
tion recorded. Overnight lows 
today will be in the mid 30s.
^®„pl®a<^e^| ary School and Rutland Senior 
gUilty to theft under $200. (Secondary for the respective
public health laboratories were Maj. Gen. Pearkes, also a 
easily accessible to the car-1 former minister of national de- 
riers of the disease. He said fenc6( jn the Diefenbaker gov­
that in the past five years the ernmenf, said there seemed to 
occurrence of this disease has some confusion on the part 
jumped by 1200 per cent of the department of national
Dr. Clarke said the minimum defence now as to the role of the 
requirements hfe would like to ^ilitia( He sald that'he could 
see here would be an ample foresee the government becom- 
laboratory with a full- time jng more aware of the militia 
chemist and bacteriologist on and an end to budget 
staff. He said such a lab, if CUfS> 
centrally located would serve 
the whole Valley (approximately ‘ The federal government, how- 
100,000 people). ever, did not get off so lightly
“We need a lab here our- from other dignitaries attend- 
selves, not one connected to the *n6 IJ10 dinner. CoL.N. C. Taylor 
hospital," he said. ot tae Dragoons said because
- of federal government policy 
the regiment and many more 
like it across the country was 
in danger of losing its Identity.
. The federal government In its 
defence budget cuts had put 
the militia on the receiving end 
of these cuts.
CONCESSION
He said, however, one con­
cession had been made for the 
Dragoons and that was a plan­
ned disappearance of dragoon 
cups and badges would be 
scrapped.
, The Dragoons were also hon­
ored by the attendance of Gen­
eral Frank Coell, active com­
mander of the Pacific Region 
of the Canadian Armed Forces. 
Gen. Coell said this would be 
his final visit to the area as he 
had already announced his plans 
to retire from the active ser­
vice. He gave praise to the unit 
and hoped it would continue to 
be ns successful In the. future 
as It had,been In the past.
He said it had been nn honor 
to serve ns ccynmnnder of the 
Pnclfic Region and in particular 


























District Rotary governor, H. 
D. (Dick) Pritchard of Pentic­
ton, will address the Kelowna 
Rotary Club, Tuesday as well 
as confer with president F. E. 
McNair and other local officials 
on club activities and admini­
strative matters.
One of 330 Rotary governors 
throughout the world, Mr. Prit­
chard was a high school princi­
pal in Penticton for 24 years 
until his retirement in 1969. He 
is past president of the Okan­
agan Valley Teachers’ Associa­
tion, the Penticton Canadian 
Club and the Community Con­
cert Association, and a Rotarian 
since 1957.
Mr. Pritchard has also been 
active in other community af­
fairs and, in 1967, Was one of 
three Penticton citizens award­
ed a Canadian Centennial Medal 




■ electoral areas of Glenmore, 
East and South Kelowna, West
Kelowna and District Arts 
Council (KADAC) has some 
busy months ahead oh its cal­
endar.
bank and Ellison-Belgo.
Regional administrator, A. T. 
Harrison, was named- return­
ing officer.
Following lengthy negotia­
tions, the regional board has ap­
proved terms of a land use con­
tract for a commercial develops
ment at Kirschner Road 
Highway 97. •
The project is planned
and
by
Pianist Thomas Schumacher Intercity Ventures Ltd., of 
will give a matinee performance which Kelowna Aid. Richard 
in the Community Theatre Nov. Stewart is a principal. The con- 
12. The pianist is American tr“ct la squired because of 
trained nnd an alumnus of tire wa^er Conditions.
Manhattan and Juilliard Schools 
of Music.
Earlier this month the board 
decided to got legal advice be-
Two performances by the f?re
Orion Plano Trio will be tiiel^1^®'^*, c 5al a^£a^rs tie- 
v,partment. The advice has beenprogram at a young people’s 
concert Nov. 21 also in the received.
Waiters, Hotels 
Adjourn Talks
Contract talks between 15 In­
terior hotels and the Beverage 
Dispensers and Culinary Work­
ers Union have been adjourned, 
with some progress apparently 
made. \
No date has been set for the 
resumption of negotiations, 
which halted at noon Sunday' in 
Kelowna. The union is seeking 
a one-year contract, with wage 
increases amounting to between 
25 and 35 per cent for the ap­

























such ns the B.C. Dragoons.
Dragoon officers at the 
nor took time out to pay 




regiment who gave their lives 
(hiring the two world wars.
It was fitting, they said, in n, 
time so close to Remembrance 
Day to honor the names of the 
fallen soldiers of the Dragoon 





More than $1,000 was realized 
from the Oct. 14 walkathon 
sponsored by music teachers of 
Kelownn and district toward 
purchase of a grand piano.
About 200 children nnd adult 
music lovers participated in 
the eight-mile event which was 
won by Timothy Milke, follow­
ed closely by Rick DeGroot 
And Darrell Hunter. Best time 
by the feminine gender was re­
corded by Rosemarie Schade, 
with Lorraine llovelkainp and 
Susan Bonn close on her heels.
Community Theatre. The 
theatre will be used to present , 
“Mr. Roberts’’, a Second World 
War comedy beginning Nov. 9.
Another comedy, “The Knock’’ 
will be performed later in No­
vember by Theatre Kelowna I 
Travellers, a group attempting 
to bring “theatre In the round’’ 
to Kelowna audiences.
Okanagan, Valley Jury Show I 
and Craft Fair will be held 
Nov. 13 through 18 In Orchard 
Park Mall. The show will con­
sist of paintings, drawings, gra­
phics and batiks.
The first “art in the park" 
program was termed a' success 
by KADAC. About 55 young 
children turned out each day to 
participate in a program of 
painting and sketching. An­
other course will be given next 
year.
The next meeting of KADAC 
will be held Tuesday in the 
board room of Crown Zcllcrbach 








rue expected, to cover Ontario, 
Quebec, Manitoba and )x>i- 
t.on, of the Mniitlm. n th 
the rc»l the countr v re.-.-.v. 
nlwe or lu-.t;-i.o: nt jl
outhxik of the Unite.! States
Weather bureau. Pier ipitation 
ts ( wetted to be heavy in 
.tilt! Que! ee, V (th
«» ll«‘l rcotitg hftit-
TO PLACE WREATH
OTTAWA (CP) — Mary 
Ixniiso McTx*o<I, 76, who lost 
two .mhis during the Second 
WoiId Wai, will place n wieatli 
i' » I- !i >If of ( .iii.iili.in .,;iI\ rr
cainc in with the best time for 
children, followed closely by 
Merle Jamcn, also seven years 
old.
Proceeds of the walkathon 
were announced nt a meeting 
I'iicmI.iv, where tinal,plans
cordmg to the SO-day urathrf
■>,' . do' f..lr..i'.t ar. i < h.iiup 
ir.tj rv< ,.r -<( P Nrmr.apt
Dav at the
uar memorial h<"tc.
m tin' (-pi itig tn fa 




BOMBAY, India (AP) - An 
envelope i;nld to lie addressed 
to “The young Canadian .Ttidfts, 
Montreal, Canada," exploded In 
the hand of nn Indian postal 
worker today.
Sources In the post and tele­
graph department said R. K. 
Sawiint was sorting mail when 
the Ir-ih r lx>iiib v.(til off. He




fed: , * .'-it
Water problems for the prist 
six weeks have caused numer­
ous probtemw for <-r«m« <«n. 
s t r lie tin t’ the t il y-imtusti y 
trade •aaste tientnwnt plant, 
on Brent's Creek tn Kelowna's
■s'
■/‘ .. A' 4
• 1
PLANT PROGRESSES
north end, but work is now 
well under way. A dendUno of 
.'UM days wan ftiveu for mtn- 
jilelion of the $700,OW |>ro|ref, 
with a penalty of $200 per day 
beyond it. I5ut according to
city rnginmlng director Nei­
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Rutland Area 'Stunned'
By Senseless Vandalism
Senseless acts of vandalism, cul­
minating with a showdown Halloween 
night, have left the Rutland area, 
shocked and stunned.
For a few hours the community be- . 
came an armed camp. Forty police 
officers at one time were at the scene. 
Afterwards, police mounted guard on 
top of Dion’s store, and patrolled the 
district in cars or on foot.
Officers, angered by sheer defiance 
from the young people, grabbed as 
many as they could and put them into • 
patrol cars. They were taken into 
Kelowna and charged. One officer 
was struck from behind with a piece- 
of metal pipe. A little harder and he 
could have been hurt, maybe even 
killed.
People are amazed at how early the 
vandalism started. It was all over by 
about 8 p.m. *
They are also amazed at the “vic­
tims” selected , for vengeance. For 
example, Orest Bakala, proprietor of 
an icc cream store, who works hard 
for soccer teams. Alex Jurassovich, 
who operates a sales and service store, 
does the same for the chamber of 
commerce.
In this day when young people are 
so mobile, surely not all these “punks” 
are from Rutland. There are only a 
few real trouble makers, but they re­
flect on every other young person in 
the community.
“The community is to blame,” says 
Donald Ennis, principal. of Rutland 
Junior Secondary School. “Parents 
are mainly to blame.”
He doubted that more than a few 
of his students were involved. The 
police .will send him a list of names of 
youths they caught. He will interview 
any from the school in efforts to have 
them change their ways.
Meanwhile, Raymond McFadden, 
senior secondary school principal, was 
pleased there had been no damage to ' 
his school, where construction is tak­
ing place. There was also no damage 
at Belgo Elementary School, also un­
der construction.
Dr. Ron Neufeld, dentist and part 
owner of the Rutland Professional 
Building, wishes he could pick up his 
building and move it somewhere else. 
It escaped damage Tuesday night, but 
has been damaged before. But, after 
three years, he has established a 
clientele here, so is hesitant to move.
Some people are getting sick and
- tired of the excuse “there’s nothing 
' for teen-agers, to do.” There are many ■
things that could be done. House 
parties could be organized, young and 
old people could be helped, and so on.
Perhaps more recreation is the 
answer. Byt there is a hard core of 
boys and girls who would not take 
part in any recreational program. They 
will influence the “good guys” to go 
bad." •; . • •
.Obviously there is a lack of parental 
control. What were teen-agers doing 
out about 2 a.m., the time at which 
one of the previous incidents is be- ■ 
lieved to have occurred?
No doubt there will be cries of 
“Police, brutality . . . I wasn’t doing 
anything,” and so on. Faced with such/ 
a situation, we believe the police acted 
the only way .they could have. Some 
people may even say they should have 
used their guns. ’•.••«.■ ■ ■
At the last meeting of Rutland Park 
Society, concern was expressed at the 
lack of volunteers and finances. A few 
people are responsible for recreation 
for a whole community, as well as 
trying to get money to run programs;
, You cah bet it is not their children 
who are causing problems, but sons 
and daughters of people who aren’t 
around when there’s work to be done.
For many years the society’held a 
Halloween party for children. But 
volunteers were hard to come by and 
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n WHO WAlKED-fo MOSCOW 
Cam Russell, farmum walked from Missouri 
Ib-nlB RUSSIAN CAPITAL iH lfttZ-13- tfeiRMEb&DUP
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THE WORLD TODAY
Complex Posters . 
For U.S., Canada
By JOHN D. HARBRON 
Foreign'Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
. Prime M i n i s t e r Trudeau, 
questioned during the ntews con* 
ference at Which' he’ said he’ 
would stay in power, also com* 
‘ mented that major problems in.
dropped this year, but the Centennial • 
Hall was offered to- any group that 
would undertake it. There were no 
offers, except for one from a new- . 
comer. -
Mrs. Barbara Smith wanted to have 
a dance in the hall as a means of pro­
moting the concert she is planning. If ■ 
she had suggested this before last 
week, she might have been able to get 
support. But it was too late.
This community b^gan with people 
< who wanted a nice, quiet place to live,, 
away from the high costs and dangers.- 
If the present vandalism continues, 
this aspect of community life may dis­
appear. Before it does, churches, the 
chamber of commerce, sports groups 
and others must put their heads to­
gether and come up with possible 
solutions.
The gloves are off! Let’s hope they 
stay off until somebody comes up with
■■ some answers. • -
Canadg-U.S.- economic -relations • 
would be dealt with only where ’ 
“housekeeping” concerns were 
involved. ' ’ ’
■ The riumber and complexity 
of problems which make up the 
Canada*U.S. foreign economic 
policy ; relationship are greater 
than at any previous time in our 
history. Any one of them-could, 
develop into proportions greater 
than “housekeeping” during the 
anticipiated life of a Liberal mi­
nority government.; . •
Especially so if President 
Nixon ;and a Republican admin-; 
; istration with its 'traditional, 
high-tariff supporters, are re­
turned in ^strength on Nov. 7,
Take the possibility of another 
U.S. multi-million dollar offer to 
^purchase a major Canadian cor- 
■ poration, along the lines of Den­
ison Mines or. Home Oil. New 
Democratic Party Leader David 
Lewis, currently in the “king­
maker capacity," said categori­
cally at the same news confer-; 
ence,-he would oppose the re­
turn of. the. Foreign . Takeover 
Review Bill’iri the weak manner 
it was presented to the last Par­
liament.; ■' • ’ ’
What pressures ' would Mr. 
Lewis put oh Mr. Trudeau to
Lectures From Office
(Galt Reporter)
A West Virginia University profes­
sor recently lectured in Canada with­
out leaving his office—in \vhat may 
have been one of the first international 
telelecturcs.
Dr. David A. Puzzuoli, WVU asso­
ciate professor of education, addressed 
the professional staffs of the five agri­
cultural colleges of Ontario and the 
University of Guelph at .the request of 
the ministry of agriculture and food in 
Ontario.
His medium was the message—ad* 
vantages and disadvantages of the use 
of telelccturc in delivering extension 
education. The Canadian educators 
and Dr. Puzzuoli participated in a 
question-and-answer session after his 
lecture.
West Virginia University has pio­
neered in using the tclclccture, which
involves amplified two-way telephone 
conversations.
To expand its statewide off-campus 
programs, WVU has used/the’ telelec­
ture system in teaching a variety of 
courses is such fields as mathematics, 
minifig engineering and nursing.
The WVU School of Nursing has 
, developed a statewide telclecture sys- 
’tem, which connects 46 hospitals and 
six WVU extension centres. with the 
University Medical Centre here, to 
provide a variety of continuinjg educa­
tion courses.
The Canadian educators are plan­
ning to utilize telclccturcs both on and 
off their campuses, which is why they 
asked Dr. Puzzuoli to address them.
He has received inquiries about the 
tclclccture system from 50 other uni­
versities and colleges in the U.S., the 
University of Wagcningen in the Neth­




10 YEARS AGO 
’ November 1962
The Kelowna Packers clipped the 
Vernon Canadians 5-3 in the home open­
er. Left winger Nick Bulach fired three 
goals to lead the Packers to the win. 
Other Kelowna goals were scored by 
Brian Casey and Joe Fisher. Vernon 
counters were notched by Odle Lowe, 
with a pair, and Merv Bldowski.
20 YEARS AGO 
November 1052
General Dwight Elsenhower was elect­
ed president of the United States of 
America, defeating Governor Adlai 
Stevenson in a landslide vote, and break­
ing a twenty year hold on the White 
House by the Democrats,
39 YEARS AGO 
November 1912 
Winfield Note.1,—Mr. and Mrs.„ , ............. - -...... Ralph
Berry have had a letter from their son 
George who is a prisoner of war in 
Germany, after the raid on Dieppe. He 
says the r • - - - ■ -
send two 
tain such 





Red Cross is wonderful, they 
parcels each week which con-
a lot of good things. He goes 
that they are being treated nil
40 YEARS AGO 
November 1932 
presence of a large congrcga- 
Rev. W. W. McPherson was
inducted to the charge of the 
First United Church of Kelowna. The
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Glcnmorr Notcs-Mr. and Mis. T. It. 
Ryall, with Messrs. Earl Bond and Will
Morrison returned from
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papers Limited.
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Lots Of Hopefuls Sans Hope 
Running For U.S. Presidency
WASHINGTON (CP) — It’s 
not. the same somehow, tills 
United States presidential 
campaign, without habitual 
candidate Harold Stassen 
around, or Alabama Governor 
George C. Wallace, who gave . 
the big boys the fright of their 
lives in 1968.
But, a 11 h o u g h President 
Nixon and Democratic candi­
date George McGovern tend 
to hog the attention, there still 
is a raft of serious minor can­
didates and a few off-beat bid­
ders for the White House. For 
instance—a curvy actress who ' 
once posed nude for Playboy ’ 
magazine; Spriggy, the leader 
of the Skinny Liberation 
Movement; and the son of a 
medicine man who is running ' 
on the Apache ticket.
On the more serious, if not 
much more optimistic, level 
are the candidates of the 
Communist party, the Ameri­
can party and the. People’s
, millionaires." A former secre­
tary and schoolteacher, she 
supports women's liberation 
and says all laws against 
abortion should be . invali­
dated.
Louis Fisher, 59/ Socialist 
Labor party, who says -social­
ism is inevitable in the U.S. A 
Chicago dry-cleaning plant 
worker, he urges a “new type 
of government, an industrial 
government.” .
' TO BAN OFFICE
John Hospers, Libertarian 
party, is running for an office 
he feels should be abolished. 
Libertarians, says the 54- 
year-old chairman of the Uni- 
, versity of Southern California
supporting U.S. big business, is’ 
unhappy, that the 1965 Canada-
; U.S..auto pact is working so 
- well in Canada’s favor. >
. Then there is the DISC pro- 
, gram, , giving tax relief to U.S. 
‘ multi-national corporations who ' 
switch foreign - production to the 
U.S. domestic market. ' How
many of the thousands of U.S. 
branch plants in Canada . are 
“DISCing it’’—silently shifting 
production from Canadian to
party-. ■ ■ •
None has a chance. Many 
are not even on the, ballot in a 
single state, - relying instead 
on a “write-in” campaign to , 
sween them into the White 
House.
FARE POORLY .
Under the tradition of the 
two-party system in the U.S., 
third-party candidates have 
fared poorly over the years. 
But Wallace, with his segrega­
tionist background, -made a 
remarkable showing as the 
American p a r t y candidate 
four years ago and boasted 
that he would end up .with the 
balance of power. in a close 
. race.. ■ .
Wallace almost did, winning < 
five states and nine million 
■votes, but although Nixon-de-t 
feated Democrat Hubert H.
' Humphrey by a hair he did
• not have to dicker with Wal-
U.S. plants?
' Not to forget the classic bug- . 
a-boo of U.S. corporate invest­
ment intentions in foreign coun­
tries- wit1. unstable
- governments. . .. . Namely wait
• until a secure government is re-- 
turned to power or takes over,
■ one which is pro-business. And 
David Lewis, temporary power­
broker, is anti-business.
FACE OTHER WORRIES
■ Other worries affecting the
- decision-makers in'the interna;
: tional divisions of U.S, corpora­
tions with major Canadian oper­
ations,-will centre on how far a
■ contirientalist Liberal govern-
• ment in Canada, in trouble with 
the electorate; will move from 
that role to maintain itself in
. lace.
This time Wallace sought 
the Democratic nomination, 
and hinted he might revert to 
third-party status if he didn’t 
get it, but he was shot and 
. cripoled in an attemoted as­
sassination in mid-May and 
that ended his challenge.
Stassen, a 65-year-old. Phila­
delphia’ lawyer, hasn’t held el­
ective office, since, the end of
• his term as ■ governor of Min- ’ 
nesota in 1943; but he has 
sought ’■ the ■ Republican presi­
dential nomination four times.
STILL HAS ZEST
, It’s not that; he has lost the 
zest for battle; but rather be-' ■
stay in power if an - emergency 
like this arose? ■ ■ .
HARD TO FIGURE
Or even harder' to estimate, 
what would a weak Liberal gov­
ernment do, if a second and 
tougher . Nixon administration 
put pressure on ■ the Canadian > 
government not to interferes in
such a future sale?
This kind of pressure would
..power. ■ 1
The last column concentrated. s 
on Canada’s possible inability to 
fulfill: another traditional roler- 
peacemaking—during a period- 
of interim ■ . government. Not . 
doing so might hurt our image 
abroad.
T;' Much- more important-than- a 
foreign policy crisis at this , 
time; is a foreign economic pol­
icy crisis. It would only take 
’ one, bearing, on one of the many 
outstanding economic problems* 
■ between the two countries; to 
tumble Trudeau and bring - an- 
otheri election.
Canada would cope, but awk­
wardly. Crisis generated in the 
United Spates have brought on 
or influenced Canadian elections
not’be applied directly. It pever before. ,
is. Suchi a crisis could happen;
But the -Nixon administration, again this winter. '
More Ballots Than Ever Rejected 
Largely Because Of Voter Confusion
OTTAWA (CP) — It appears 
that more ballots than ever be­
fore were rejected in the Oct. 
30 federal election—largely be­
cause of confusion over the new 
ballot form. ■ c
Checks In a number of rid­
ings across the country show 
, that the totals for rejected bal­
lots, while no higher in some, 
rose drastically in others over 
the previous election in 1968.
In Quebec, the separatist 
Parti Quebecois urged voters to 
abstain from voting or dclibcr- 
. ately spoil their ballots as a re­
jection of federalism.
Although some voters com­
plied, a cross-Canada survey by 
The Canadian Press indicates 
that the spolled-ballot increase 
was not restricted to Quebec.
There were exceptions, such 
as the New Brunswick riding nf 
Saint John-Lancaster where 
fewer spoiled ballots turned up 
than in 1968, but returning offi­
cers in many ridings reported 
sharp increases.
CITES SPACING
Chief Electoral Officer Jcnn- 
Mnrc Hamel said in an inter- 
view the spacing of candidates 
names—some followed by large 
white spaces—could have been 
a major factor. Most returning 
officers agreed.
Instead of putting their X or 
other mark in the white circle 
at the side of the new hlnck- 
bordcrcd ballot, many voters 
apparently followed the old 
practice and placed it. imme­
diately after the printed name.
Some marked it both places.
Although voters were not re­
stricted to an X in this election, 
but. could use any dis­
tinguishing mark they chose, 
ballots were declared void II 
marked anywhere but the 
circle.
Most ridings had more ell- 
giblc voters than 1968 hut the 
proportion of re |c cl e. 1 ballots 
.•till was far higher m many
hl the Manitoba riding of Lin­
coln, the total soared to 2,060 
from .’l?,4 in HIGH. Vancouver 
Kim:'.way reported re­
jected ballot up from 239. (.)lh-
Smith
•htld
I Hlf !rmn 2l<, 
i'.i; fiom 212, 
1.053 from i’al
M.dpetiUc'. 261 ft.on 9$. 
mt\m\11< i 111 < t 
.•>,'iinpiiu:4 of QilHlei
l/M a i.nn>:><i
'.'tir.c. n J,rax f rpai al'.it v In
philosophy department, be­
lieve in the least government 
possible.
. As for the other declared 
candidates, the most attrac­
tive is actress Stella Stevens, 
32, the nude-photo.girl who ac­
tually is holding herself in re­
serve for the next presidential 
election in 1976. She says "all 
sex is natural” and calls mar­
ijuana a gift from God, insist-
CANADA'S STORY
Ing that her candidacy Isn’t a 
publicity stunt although her 
Hollywood career hasn’t been 
an outstanding success. ..
Spnggy, an ardent admirer 
of Twiggy, the skinny but fa­
mous British model, is really 
Barry Goldsmith, 20, a six- 
foot, 118-pound student at Col­
umbia University. In New 
York. Claiming 2,000 mem­
bers iri the Skinny Liberation 
Movement, he is mounting the 
campaign to draw attention to 
what he calls discrimination 
—by stores and clothing man- 
, ufacturcrs—against skinny 
people.
Philip Cassndore, 39, of San 
Carlos Apache Reservation, 
Arlz., thinks the Apache way- 
can solve America’s prob'/ . 
lems. ■ : >
A frequent lecturer at col-“. 
lege and university campuses, 
he says: “The Apache learned 
long ago to live as part of the. 
world instead of trying to 
change the world to suit him.
“Man must walk in har­
mony with nature or nature 
will destroy man."
Members Received
$6 A Day Pay
By BOB BOWMAN
Today is a milestone in Cana­
dian history because the first 
Parliament of the Dominion of 
Canada opened at Ottawa on 
Nov. 6, 1867. Confederation of 
Ontario, Quebec, New Bruns*, 
wick and,Nova Scotia had taken’ 
place on July 1st, and, there was 
a general election during the 
summer. ■ ;
In those days general elec- 
■ tions lasted for weeks as voting 
took place in different constitu­
encies on different days.l In 
1867, voting was completed on 
September 18, and |Jir John A. 
Macdonald’s Conservatives had 
■ q majority of 32 in the House of 
.Commons. Dr, Charles Tupper
cause “I never run against a ■ 
Reoubiican incumbent—even 
if I disagree with him.” < .
Among those who. are run­
ning,Representativei John .G. 
Schmitz ; who- picked, up the 
banner of Wallace’s American ♦ 
party is' a p.p a r e n tl y .the 
stronge’st contender, with his 
name on the ballot in 34 - 
states. A staunch right-winger, 
' who bills himself as “Amer­
ica’s foremost anti-Commun- 
ist,” he was recently’ dumued ' 
in a nrimary race to retain 
his California congressional 
seat. . .
Schmitz sums up his plat­
form in two lines: “Domestic • 
policy: Those -who. work 
should live better than those
was the only Conservative 
elected by Nova Scotia, All the 
other Nova Scotian members 
were followers of Joseph Howe 
and wanted to secede from Can­
ada.
Parliament was opened by 
Governor General’Lord Monck, 
• with Sir John A. Macdonald, ’. 
Prime; Minister; • Joseph Ed- 
buard Cauchon, Speaker of the 
Senate; and James Cockburn, 
Speaker of the Housed Com- 
' rnons. There was no leader of 
the Opposition when the first 
Parliament opened because Lib- 
' eral Leader George Brown had 
.been defeated. in Toronto. He 
did not even help the Liberals 
choose his successor, but went 
* to Europe with his wife, and 
never again took an Active part 
in Canadian politics although he 
‘ was made a member of the Se- 
■ nate. 'I'.-'-'
There were 181 members oi 
the House of Commons. The Se­
nate had already been ap­
pointed with 36 Conservatives 
and 36 Liberal. Members re­
ceived $6 a day for 30 days and 
$600 it the session lasted longer 
than 30 days. There was also a 
mileage allowance for travel­
ling.
Important business of the first 
session included management of 
national revenue, organization 
of government departments, the 
•civil service, militia and bank­
ing systems; and granting of 
power to the government to bor­
row enough money to build a 
railway connecting Quebec and 
the Maritimes.
The first session had to be 
adjourned on Dec. 21 because so 
many members of the House of 
Commons were also members 
of provincial legislatures. The 
session did not resume until 
March 12,1868.
OTHER NOV. 6 EVENTS
1662—Pierre Boucher brought 
300 settlers and 100 soldiers 
from France.
1764—No one over 21 years of 
age was allowed to leave Can­
ada without official permission.
1837—R e b e 111 o n began in 
Lower Canada.
1860—L. B. Vaughan struck 
oil at 85 feet at Petrolia, Ont.
\ 1917—Canadians captured 
■-’Passchendaele Ridge after 
heavy casualties. < ,
. 1919—Judicial report was is­
sued on Winnipeg strike.
1933r-CNR put oil-electric lo- 
, comotive in service between
Saint John and Moncton, N.B.
Retiring Publisher Looks Cool
was recorded in the province’s 
1970 election, showed roughly 
similar Increases, indicating 
'the PQ antl-campalgn hnd no 
dramatic effect.
Some Quebec returning offi­
cers said the PQ drive may ■ 
have been a factor but the in­
creases seemed largely the re­
sult of confusion over the new 
ballot.
The total in Drummond, 
which Trade Minister Jean-Luc 
Pepin won in official counting 
by just five votes, was 1,400 
compared with 324 in 1968.
Other Quebec comparisons: 
Frontenac 1,389 from 381, Chi­
coutimi 2,730 from 435, Lap­
ointe 3,062 from 408, Montreal 
Ahuntslc 4,264 from 1,293, Mon­
treal Bourassa 4,811 from 1,027, 
Hull 1,570 from 704.
The I’Q request that voters 
stay home from the pplls as an­
other foYm of protest, appeared 
to have little significant effect 
in terms of voter turnouts.
NFLD. TURNOUT LOWEST
Seventy per cent of eligible 
Quebecers cast ballots com­
pared to 74 per cent nationally. 
The lowest provincial turn out 
was 62 per cent in New­
foundland while Prince Edward
tend to win.”
The Communist party’s can­
didate is Gus Hall, 62, long­
time general secretary whom 
the late FBI director J. Edgar 
Hoover once described as “a 
powerful, deceitful, dangerous 
foe of Americanism."
But the party has fallen on 
bad times since its heyday of 
the 1930s, with membership 
down to 14,000,
DR. SPOCK RUNS
Others among the more sin­
cere candidates, whose main 
objective is to gain publicity 
for their aims and beliefs, in­
clude: . ‘ ,
Dr. Benjamin Snock. ,69. 
eminent baby doctor and 
anti-war activist, who is the 
candidate of the, People’s 
party. He, charges the rich 
nnd powerful control both 
major parties arid concedes 
“it’s going to take a long 
time” (o build an independent 
movement iri the U.S. He ad­
vocates an unspecified maxi­
mum income, free medical
His Views Are Far From That
MONTREAL (CP)
Charles H. Peters, .retiring, 
publisher of the Montreal Ga- 
. zette, has a calm *and re­
served demeanor that con­
trasts .pleasantly with the 
warmth of the iVlews he holds.
, The 65-year-old newspaper , 
man, exhibiting fitness honed
care and a minimum federal 
allowance of $8,500 annually 
for a family of four.
Linda .Tonnes s, Socialist 
Workers party, who advocates 
“taking control of society out, 





had the highest—83 per
Saint John-Lancnstor, 
the total of rejected bnl-
lots dropped, Returning Officer 
James O'Brien said a good pre­
election advertising campaign 
helped eliminate confusion.
Mrs. Jean Atkinson, 
Ing officer for Calgary 







walls, in b<xiths and on clrcti-
lars showing a big 
circle. People don’t 
they don’t read.”
No official count
X in the 
listen and
was com-
plctcd in the Manitoba riding of 
D.iuphin al the time of the sur­
vey but piclimlnary figures in­
dicated the rate would top nine 
per cent of all ballots car.!, 
cmnp.wd to only, .5 per cent in 
1968.





and substituting “staff”—in a 
reference to Gazette people. 
"I like the word much bet­
ter," he said.
Though Mr. Peters inherited 
shares in The Gazette, he in­
dicated that personal inclina­
tion was the deciding factor in 
his career—he was bitten by
by his tennis hobby, speaks of the newspaper bug as 
— — z—।—schoolboy editor.so-called retirement as simply 
a new opportunity for broad
activities—“certainly not sit- 
: ting around.”
Looking back on a career 
started, really, in boyhood, 
the man who has worked most 
weekends as well as weekdays 
made it clear that the news-• 
paper has been a labor of love 
accompanied by other abiding 
and continuing interests, nota­
bly in education, health and 
welfare.
“Life is a * scries of doors 
that open, not close,” Mr, Pe­
ters said. “I’m not thinking 
about closing doors, but open­
ing new ones to service and 
Interest.”
Mr. Peters greeted a re­
porter in friendly fashion in 






of The Gazette, 
biggest morning 
mid the oldest in
who came to The
a
PWA Flies High 
As Earnings Rise
VANCOUVER (CP) — Pacific 
Western Airlines Ltd., the Van- 
couvcr-bntied regional nlillne 
that serves points in llrlthih 
Columbia, Alberta and the 
Northwest T e r r I t o r I e s, an­
nounced here n 36.7 per eent 
Increase In net earnings for the 
nine months ending Sept. 30.
■ The not was $2,085,000, com­
pared with $1,525,000 for the c 
parable 1971 ]>oriod. Per ‘hare, 
the earnings were $1.83 before 
dilution through conversion of 
Class AA debentures nnd con­
vertible preferred shnre-s and 
$1.62 after dilution for the 1972 
period, compared with $1.59 and 
$1 33 for the 1971 period,
Gro's revenue was up 17.7 
per cent :i I $13,137,000. com- 
p.iicd to 6'19.0 in the, 1971 
)>criod. Cash flow per i-niiiiiinii 
stone Increased to $6.15 from 
$5 57.
l/onnld N. W.d'on, meshtont, 
raid' "rhe hbiho leal piuulh
Gazette 44 years ago gave the 
Impression he seldom gave In­
terviews—not with himself ns 
the topic. But having agreed 
to the talk on this special oc­
casion, he answered questions 
in brisk, clear-cut fashion,
He corrected himself once 
—pulling back "employees"
TODAY IN HISTORY
Ry THE CANADIAN 1’KESS
Nov. 6, 1972 ...
U.S. President Roosevelt 
pledged $1 billion worth of 
1 e n d -1 c a a c nld to the 
U.S.S.IL 31 years ago today 
- in 1041-the flint of n vast 
flood of supplies sent to nld 










< ca .'* file
1917 The lerimt on which
"Would you like me to say 
something about tho future of 
newspapers?" he asked at one 
point.
“Many people'think news­
papers have* had their day. 
For several reasons, I believe 
newspapers are just entering 
a new and exciting phase of 
their history.”
Technological developments 
will lead to extremely ad­
vanced systems of printing, 
more effective than methods 
in use more than a century.
“This will eventually make 
it possible for more news­
papers to be publlslied. It 
may not come Immediately 
.because the costs of the new 
equipment arc going to be 
heavy to start with.
“But as the printing meth­
ods are refined, I feel It will 
be possible and this .will be 
good for everyone because at 
present the trend is toward 
monopoly—one-paper cities, 
or perhaps two-paper cities,
“Another factor is that I be­
lieve people are turning more 
and more to reading. We sec 
evidence of this In liookstores 
and in the way literature of 
all kinds Is gobbled »ip."
GIVEN wider choice
Increased interest In 1’ 
printed word is explain 
partly by educational sprem . 
but Mr. Peters also said Im 
feels many persons have re­
acted to television nnd radio:
"People are showing a will­
ingness to turn to newspapers 
and magazines and other 
types of publication! to get 
the Information they want 
rather than what may be pre­
pared for them.
“There Is a wider selection 
of news In a newspaper than 
on the elect i onic media nnd, 
with more newspapers, n still 
wider selection, The future of 
newspaper publishing over the 
next 25 yours is going to be 
veiy exciting,"
Speaking quietly, Mr. !’<•■ 
leiii gave an unexpected In­
sight into his character;
"MV ov<i"'.v medlcid ex- 
aimnid.on m the Iliac): Watch
.Maiil Hilly to our Inni a'
• Li i,t>'.r'r at a-1 polltn al
1*V.’ 5
at ’ ,’>o, tip Ilir el; hl s
itibcrculoaii, 1 was dhi hni gcd 
aid spent many months in a 
sanatorium. This was a vriy 
miH.Cmd per’M nf mv t«n. ( 
had lol I <>i time tol < <>ute|iv 
platmii, I think I lenined im 
Olid' ; -landing <>f other people 
and of human natni r.“





Ever imagined that when you make your cosmetic 
purchase you just might get more than you 
pay for? Well Ested Louder knows what you 
want. And she's decided to wrap it up as a 
gift. So with every purchaseof 7.50 or more 
you'll receive a superb beauty kit. Providing 
the very basis of a stunning complexion, this 
kit includes Liquid Re Nutria, All Day Eye 
Cream, Nighttable Cream and Pressed Eye 
Shadow in 2 soft shades. And for two weeks 
there will be an Estee' Lauder consultant in 
our Downtown, Victorio, and Surrey stores. 
Come and try some of Ested Lauder's lush, 
pampery skin products. Dab on a smattering 










Whipped Cleansing Cream, 3'4 oz. 6,50 
Dry, Dry Skin Astringent, 8 az. 6.50 
Estodcrme Cream, 2 oz. $9
Estoderme Emulsion, 2 oz. $9
Enriched Under Make-up Cream, 2 oz. $9 
European Performing Cream, 1.75 oz. $15 
Body Satinde, 8 oz. 8.50
Ested Body Cream, 4 oz. $10
Youth Dew Parfum Spray, 2'4 oz. 8.50 
i!5 Estefe Super Cologne Spray, 2 oz. $15 
116 Ested Super Cologne,2 oz. 12.50 
1)7 Youth Dew Both Oil, I oz. $9
Cosmetics, Kelowna,
USE THIS HANDY COUPON TO ORDER ANY OF j 
YOUR BEAUTY NEEDS |
CLIP ANDMAILTO YOUR NEAREST BAY STORE | 




BAY ACCOUNT No.................CHEQUE .. MO.
(DO NOT MAIL CASH)
Use your Bay Account. Enjoy those new 
things now!
PHONE ORDERS The New Bay Orchard Park Store Hours; Open Daffy 
9:30 Io 6; Thursday and Friday 9;3Q to 9. Tjubson’sl&iij, (Tompani)
1 ??,
HITHER, and YON
Alpha Epsilon Chapter Planning
Ritual For New Pledges, Nov. 8
Recent visitors with Mr. anc 
Mrs. William Guest of Pinecrest
COLORFUL FESTIVAL
IN KELOWNA
Pioneer Institute Member Tells
Of First Fire Brigade In 1904
WUMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
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HITHER AND YON-page 6
Back in their Golfview Road 
home are Dr. Adrian Swanton 
and Mrs. Swanton who holiday­
ed in Ontario for three weeks. 
At Toronto they visited with old 
friends including a couple who 
came from Montreal especially 
to visit with them. Staying on 
an extra week, Mrs. Swanton 
enjoyed a visit with her sister 
Leilah May at Caledon East. 
They also visited at Sarnia dur­
ing their holiday.
Sunday visitors at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. Orin Rosengren 
of Highland Drive N. were old 
friends, Dr. and Mrs. M. K. 
MacGougan of Calgary, who 
were among many friends who 
called to wish the couple a
happy anniversary on the oc­
casion of their 50th wedding an­
niversary.
A house guest with Mr. and 
Mrs. Orin Rosengren of High­
land Drive was the latter’s 
brother, Alfred Butterworth of 
Vancouver. Also visiting at the 
Rosengren home was, a sister, 
Mrs. Charles Halliwell and Mr. 
Halliwell of Penticton.
An interesting account of the 
first fire engine and the first 
fire brigade in Kelowna was 
presented by Mrs. Harriet I 
Phipps at the regular meeting 
of the Kelowna Women’s Insti­
tute. The brigade was started 
in 1904, she said. She recalled 
how there was a water shortage 
every time there was a fire.
The meeting conducted by 
president, Mrs. A. S. Palmer 
also heard a report from the 
agricultural convener, Mrs. Ray 
Gruenke on quack 'grass pro­
blems and it’s good uses as well.
A thank ■- you was received 
from the Kelowna General Hos­
pital for the dressing gown don­
ated by the institute and also 
cards of thanks from the Char­
ter families for flowers received 
at the time of the passing of 
Mrs. Charters, a life long mem­
ber of the Kelowna Institute.
Lane was a cousin of Mr. I ■
education, Mrs. Frederick
Convener of citizenship and
Snead showed a picture of grip­
ping fantasy in stainless steel 
that stands in front of the cen­
tennial museum in Vancouver.
A display of articles ready for 
shipment to the Vancouver 
Crippled Children's Hospital, 
was presented by sewing con. 
vener, Mrs. Albert Greentree.
The display included 15 flan* 
nelette gowns, 23 girls* dresses 
in various' sizes, 18 sweaters, 
seven pairs of pyjamas, three 
boys’ shirts, a houje coat, slip, 
pers and bibs.
Plans were made for the fall 
tea and bazaar on Nov. 15 in 
the WI Hall on Lawren , > 
Avenue. The afternoon prog(Ru M 
includes handiwork, htsj®?* 
' cooking, novelties and the ’pWS*■' 
pular white' elephant’ table.
An added attraction will be 
1 tea cup reading.
Guest’s, Olive Wyand and her
Club 76 Seniors Set Dates
visiting relatives at White Rock, . '
——- - - - - - - - - - - For Christmas Dinner, Bazaar
Dlscussion during the regular 
meeting of the Senior Citizens’ 
Association Club 76 included 
the annual bazaar on Dec. 7, 
and the Christmas dinner will
Clusters of grapes hanging 
in plastic bags formed part of 
the decorations at the 2nd an- 
nuab Hungarian Grape Festi­
val and Supper Dance at the 
Rutland Centennial hall, spon-, 
sored by the Okanagan Hun­
garian Society. A huge decor­
ated basket of grapes, seen in 
the picture above, was raffled 
during the evening with pro­
ceeds going to the United Ap­
peal, as were the proceeds 
from the hanging clusters, 
which were part of a tradi-
tional game of ‘grab and pay.’ 
The full house crowd from all 
parts of the Valley included 
such dignitaries as Pat Jor­
dan, MLA for Northern Oka­
nagan and her husband, Dr. 
L. T. Jordan of Vernon; Mayor 
Harold Thwaite and Mrs. 
Thwaite, Peachland and May­
or R. E. Postill and Mrs. 
Postill of the R.M. of Cold­
stream, among others. Enter­
tainment included Hungarian 
dances by the following young 
people dressed in the tradi-
tional Hungarian costume, 
Kathy Leko, Camilla Vaski, 
Leslie Miklos, Zsuzsa Nagy, 
Gabriel Vaski, Maria Leko, 
Leslie Szakal, Ritta Turkovics, 
Ernie Hies, Klara Nagy, Mi­
chael Szakal, Linda Schva- 
nauer, Kathy Luczi, Erika 
Mezo and accordion player, 
Frank Vaski, Jr. President, 
Frank Turkovics welcomed 
the crowd and Mrs. Alex 
Szakal emceed the evening. 
Food convener was Mrs. Ju­
lius Blasko and program con-
vener was Mrs.. Frank Vaski. 
Adding to the colorful affair 
were the costumes worn by 
the young dancers and a num- 
‘ ber of the women involved in 
the evening. Left to right, in 
front Erika Mezo and Michael 
Szakal the two youngest danc­
ers, Back row, left to right, 
Mrs, Alex Szakal, Mrs. Bert 
Hungadi, Mrs. Frank Vaski, 
Mrs. John Luczi, Mrs. Frank 
Turkovics, Mrs. Alex Mezo.
The regular October meeting 
of the Alpha Epsilon Chapter of 
Beta Sigma Phi was held at the 
home of Mrs. Vern Rice; with 
co-hostesses, Mrs. Ray Tru­
deau and Mrs. Fred Martin cat­
ering to the evening’s refresh­
ments.
The program “Your Day So­
cially”, was presented by Mrs. 
Martin and Mrs. Jack Leckey.
Alpha Epsilon members and 
their husbands enjoyed a cos­
tume Halloween party planned 
by a capable social committee, 
which was held at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Martin.
Mrs. Leckey hosted the No- be on Dec. 5 in the Legion Hall, 
vember meeting at her home at Convener, Mrs. A. S. Fewtrell 
Glenrosa. , The program reported on the beautifully dres-
Love’s Miracle In Marriage was sed doll donated. by Mrs. Jack 
ssrx. ~
and Mrs. Vern Rice served asles; the other being a woollen 
co-hostesses for the refresh- rug donated by Mrs. Fewtrell. 
ments which followed the meet- committee workers Include:
, j .. , ... u u ij Mrs. William Woods and Mrs. The pledge ritual will be held I’ .
on Nov. 8 at 6:30 p.m. at Capri. Buttled in charge of needle- 
Alpha Epsilon has nine new work; Mrs. John Cruse and 
pledges who will take their ri- Mrs> Edgidio Orsi, home cook- 
tual at this time. , ..Jing; Mrs. ClaireFewtrell, white
The next chapter meeting will ,8’ 1 •
be held at the home of Mrs. elephant. 
Alex Metcalf of Peachland. Mrs. Martha Andres reported
rooms be Installed in customs’ 
buildings for people travelling 
by bus after spending, a holi­
day in the United States was 
approved.
The meeting chaired by presi­
dent, John Cruse, closed with 
refreshments. Membership in 
the dub totals 199.
—(Courier Photo)
Illegitimate Births Up In U.S. a°T n«sClub
° r Elects Officers
Orange Tree Costume Wins 
TOPS Masquerade Party
Homes For Unwed Closing
NEW YORK (AP) — The 
rate of illegitimate births in the 
United States is on the rise, yet 
homes for unwed mothers are 
closing their doors faster than 
vaudeville houses after talkies 
came in. And those that remain 
open report a dropping occu­
pancy rate. New uses are being 
found for the facilities. But 
where are the girls “in 
trouble” going?
Some authorities working in
the field predict that in 10 more girls keeping their babies
years, homes for unwed moth­
ers will be extinct.
The drop began almost im­
perceptibly as early as 1966. 
The more, general and notice­
able decreases started in 1968 
and 1969.
The reasons are obvious: In­
creased availability of abor­
tions,-' more and more wide­
spread knowledge about birth- 
control methods, more ai)d
Club 17 Members Set Date 
For Annual Christmas Dinner
A goodly number of tickets 
for the Christmas dinner on 
Dec. 17 for members bf the 
Senior Citizens Association, Club 
17 have been sold, president Ed­
ward Hicks reported to the 
members at the regular meet­
ing-
A moment of silence was ob­
served for two members; Ar­
man Carriere and Sebastian 
Werngart.
The trip to Spokane was dis­
cussed by those who had travel­
led on the chartered tour.
Discussion arose regarding 
furnishing the new senior citi­
zens’ centre. Since only new fur­
nishings arc acceptable, the 
present collection at Club 17 
will be sold and the proceeds 
used towards the purchase of 
new.
The life membership cards re­
ceived have already been given 
out to worthy members and 
more will be ordered soon. A 
suggestion was made that they 
be plasticized for longer wear,
Another suggestion urged 
members to form groups to 
phone members living alone to 
see if all Is well and to chat a 
bit, once a day.
One member offered his ser­
vices and car in time of emer­
gency to any member needing 
it. More members should fol­
low his example.
eral Hospital, including Mrs.
Phyllis Trenwith, counsellor for 
aging, provincial government.
In the past, 10 per cent of the 
bingo proceeds went to some 
charitable organization, but 
some change may be made in 
this procedure.
A report was given on the 
free classes in arts presently 
under, way at Cameron Park, 
which are available to senior 
citizens.
A motion was passed that the 
present executive be retained 
for the 1973 term, with the stipu­
lation that anyone wishing to 
nominate another may do so at 
the annual meeting.
After the meeting adjourned, 
lunch was served;
and the financial crush of 
maintaining the homes. Some 
say the last two factors contrib­
ute most significantly, since the 
illegitimacy rate has continued 
to rise.
GOOD EXAMPLE
The Crittenton home in Wash­
ington, D.C., is a good example 
of the changes the homes are 
undertaking. It was opened in 
1898 and moved to its present 
site, a large red-stone secluded 
mansion, in 1929. An old radio 
transcript that managed to sur­
vive indicates how things were 
in 1932:
“Most of the girls who have 
been in the home marry in a 
few years and take the baby 
with them. Quite generally, it is 
the father of the child whom 
the girl marries. Often it is an­
other man, a fine fellow who is 
willing to forget the early mis­
take of the mother and will 
bring her and the baby into the 
new home circle.
"Whenever possible, if a 
marriage cannot be arranged, 
th? father of the child either by 
persuasion or legal force is 
brought to share in the support 
of the baby. Often, however, he 
Is a married man about whose 
real responsibility the girl does 
not know until too late and 
sometimes he is a rascal who
Bonita Dietelbach was elected 
president of the Kelowna 4-H 
Home Arts Club at the annual 
meeting held at the home of 
club leader, Mrs. A. E. Davis.
Other officers elected were: 
vice-president, Janet Cole; sec­
retary, Deena Favali; treasurer, 
Arlene Haverman; telephone 
convener, Marilyn Cole; histor­
ian, Naomi Selzler and reporter, 
Lisa Hunter.
New members of the club are 
Janet Cole, Marilyn Cole and 
Naomi Selzler.
Maureen Davis, winner of 
numerous 4-H awards during 
the past few years, was appoint­
ed social convener.
Nineteen members of Chapter 
B.C. No. 869 TOPS Club of Ok­
anagan Mission enjoyed a fun 
night at the St. Andrew’s Angli­
can parish hall by having a 
masquerade party.
Mrs. Jack Christofferson re­
ceived the gift soap of smiling 
faces, donated by Vera Would, 
for the best costume. She came 
dressed as an orange tree.
APPLESAUCE DESSERT
4 cups sweetened applesauce 
¥4 teaspoon allspice 
% teaspoon cinnamon
2 cups miniature marshmal­
lows
Heat together applesauce and 
spices. Remove from heat and 
cool. Fold in marshmallows, 




Attcntlon clubs and organiz­
ations. The Courier seeks your 
co-opcratlon in presenting up- 
to-date accounts of your ac­
tivities. Reports of meetings 
and other activities should be
Mrs. Mabel Weir may need submitted to the women's edi­
assistance in the sympathy card 
writing role for the club.
Mis. Lars Larsen reported on 
hospital visitations to a number 
of members in the Kelowna Gen-
tor immediately.
SLICK TRICK
• Store rolls of food bags, plas­
tic wraps and foil in a soft'drink 
carton. The rolls organize neatly 
in the carton and conveniently 
occupy space under the sink or 
on pantry shelves, rather than 
crowd drawers.
gives a fictitious name to 
unsuspecting girl and 
appears from sight.” 
POSSIBLE DANGER




APPLE CHEESE CAKE 
(quick method)
Make a rich baking-powder 
biscuit dough %” thick and pat 
into a greased 9” x 9” pan. 
Sprinkle with grated American 
cheese (optional). Top with 
overlapping peeled apple slices. 
Sprinkle with brown sugar and 
cinnamon. Dot with butter. 
Bake in 400 degrees F. oven for 
35 minutes. Serve hot with 
cream if desired. Serves 6 - 8.
Pre-Christmas 
SPECIAL
Free soil retarding if you
on a meeting in the Health 
Centre of the Social Planning 
Council. Housing, transporta­
tion/health costs and consum­
ers’ problems were items of in­
Mrs. Patil Bernard received I feyest' . m
honorable mention for her bal- w* J. Taylor volunteered to 
lerina outfit and in addition re- be the regular hospital visitor
ceived a prize for her weight for the dub.
loss of 13 pounds during a two A motion to write the federal 
month contest. Total team losswas 88 lbs. and the winning ^overnmen* requesting st
team was, Hopalorig Calorie 
Counters, consisting of leader, 
Mrs. Bruce Pallister, Mrs. 
Christofferson, Mrs. George 
Hupka, Mrs. Frank Doey and 
Mrs. Tom Hazel, for a Combined 
loss of 27% lbs.'
Mrs. Christofferson read some 
of her poetry verses some of 
which were published in the 
B.C. Centennial ’71 Poetry 
Book.
Mrs. Perry Strong was queen 
for October with a loss of 11 
ibs.
New contests have started for 
November and with Christmas 
fast approaching, members are 
stressing even more low cal- 
arie count, but with well-balan­
ced meals, Take Off Pounds 
Sensibly, which TOPS stands 
for.
Eleven of the members at­
tended the TOPS Area Recog­
nition Day held at Capri. B.C. 
Chapter No. 869 is a active 
group and has room for more 
members. Anyone interested 
may contact Mrs. Pallister at 
764-4907 or come to the St. An­
drew’s parish hall on Wednes­





CUT YOUR MILK y 
BILL IN /2
with FREE shaker 
12 qts. Skim q QQ 





Wash and core large apples. 
Cut in > t inch slices. Place on 
broiler pan: brush with butter 
pnd lemon juice <1 teaspoon le­
mon juice to each tablespoon 
melted butter» Broil 4 or 5 
minutes or until slices tx-gin to 
soften. Turn. Brush ,'ccond hid'* 
with butter and lemon juice; 
Nprmkle with cinnamon and su­
gar. Broil 3 to 5 minutes, or un-
The same rule applies for 
weddings. Forms supplied by 
the Courier may be completed 
prior to the wedding and sub­
mitted Immediately following 
the ceremony. Wedding write­
ups submitted more than 
seven days later will not be 
published.
If n picture Is submitted with 
a write-up it must lie black 
and white. Color pictures will 
not bo accepted.







Specializing in deep filed 
fish and chip,’. iH.iwrr, 
oyatciH bikI hamburgers. 
Old ’uiglirti Recipe 
Potatoes (re: h-pccleil 
daily.
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No Chemicals Used 
Ideal for bleached or tinted 
hair. A superb body wave 
and style support wave. Shag 
cutting for both men and 
women. '
STROHM’S
BARBER & BEAUTY SHOP 
2974 Pandosy St. Ph. 762-2999




“Custom Care In 
Ready to Wear” 
1474 St. Paul St.
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trend of keeping the baby, par­
ticularly among the younger 
girls, as a possible danger in 
the future. There Is tremendous 
nressure among their peers to 
keep the baby but too little 
awareness of the problems In­
volved.
And too often, It's the wrong 
girl who keeps her baby, the 
girl least likely to be able to 
care for a child. She is often 
very young and maybe she has 
problems of her own that heed 
straightening out first.
The rise ip girls keeping their 
babies, even the girls who go 
into the homes, is dramatic. In 
the Washington home, the rate 
of those keeping stood at about 
seven per cent throughout the 
early '60s. In 1968, it rose to 11 
per cent; in 1969 up to 22 per 
cent; in 1970 up to 25 per cent, 
and in 1971, it jumped up to 37 
l>er cent.
MINTED BAKED APPLES
Core and pare the upper quar­
ter of each apple. Place a few 
mint leaves in the bottom of 
greased baking dish; place 
apples on top. Fill each apple 
with 2 tbsp, honey; 1 tsp. water; 
% tsp. butter and 1 mint leaf. 
Extra mint jolly may be add­
ed. Bake at 375 degrees F. until 
tender. Baste frequently.
APPLE FOAM
1 package lemon jelly powder 
’2 cup hot water
1 cup cold water
2 cups sweetened applesauce 
2 egg yvhites, stiffly beaten 
Dissolve jelly powder in hot 
water, add cold water, chill un­
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Train for Rcscrvationlsis, 
Passenger Agents, (age 20 to 
28), Station Agents, Commti- 
nlcntionlsln, etc. Good start­
ing salaries, pleasant work­
ing conditions, excellent 
chance for advancement. If 
you are between tho ages of 
17 and 34. and have com­
pleted grade twelve, get full 
information today about our 
training program. Mail cou­
pon today to:
Dept. BC-052,
Airlines Training Division, 
Atlantic School.










Dollar worries? Tell tin 
what size loan you need. 
You are probably good 
for more than you think, 
Most people who come 
to us arc.
And most of our custom­
ers get their money tho 
same day we get their 
application.
Stop worrying and st art 
cutting.
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(Housewives Show Approval
For 'I Am Woman' Recording
By LINDA DEUTSCH 
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — It 
may be the first marching 
song for women’s lib-a tune 
Called I Am Woman which 
sounds a catchy call to revo­
lution' and has been selling 
about 25,000 records a day.
'Tve been getting lots of 
mail about the song from , 
housewives,” says composer­
singer Helen Reddy. "They 
say that if they feel depressed 
they put the record on and it 
bucks them up.”
former,' who shuns makeup 
and favors a simple pixie 
haircut, employs a male 
housekeepdr, and when he’s 




SMASH HIT FOR big occa- wedge wood, amber and white 
slons is this evening dress print, baring one shoulder, 




This fall designers have 
:ed in on evening dresses 





The lyrics, written by 
Reddy declare:
“I am strong 
I am invincible 





“The last person up in 
morning makes the bed," 
says. “It's only fair.
“He sleeps in it too.”
GRABBED AS THEME
I Am Woman, which 




no one’s ever gonna keep me 
down again," has been 
snapped up as the theme 
song for a women’s lib 
movie, Stand Up and Be 
Counted, and Ms. Reddy is
Needs Of Retired Discussed
At Conference On Aging
HAMILTON (CP) — There 
were more women than men at 
a conference on aging here 
Thursday night and all the 
questions but one came from 
women after a leading woman 
doctor said a full sex life is one 
of the greatest needs, of the 
aged.
i A man asked how he could 
ilet women know he was avail­
able.
The 220 delegates, many In 
their 70s and 80s from all over 
Canada, were told by Dr. Bette 
Stephenson, past-president of 
the Ontario Medical Associ­
ation, that:
—Premature halting of sex 
lean hasten the aging .process. 
| —Sex can restore loss of so-
courses on sex given to’men.
She said the elderly held 
three common but erroneous 
notions about sex among the el­
derly:
—A woman does not run a 
greater risk of cancer when she 
sublimates her sexual urges.
—A man with his prostate 
gland removed does not be­
come dead sexually. “It just 
ain't true. Many have full and 
happy sex lives after the oper­
ation.”
—A man who has had a heart 
attack need not cease his sex 
life. ■
"It’s nonsense to think he'll 
die in the middle of sexual in­
tercourse.” She said the strain
I cial prestige that old age 
brings.
I : —Persistence of sexual need 
I is normal for older people, even 
among 80-and 90-year-olds, par­
ticularly for those who enjoyed
I a full sex .life when younger. 
I —The normal male’s interest 
lin -sex decreases only slightly 
I after the age of 60. But there is 
no corresponding decrease in 
interest in the normal female. 
BASED ON OBSERVATIONS
Dr. Stephenson, 47, of To- 
- ronto and married to a doctor, 
I is the mother of six children 
I aged 10 to 22. She. said her con- 
I elusions are based on her ob- 
I servations of “thousands of 
I marriages.”
I She said women who had not 
I had satisfactory sexual rela- 
itionships were not likely to 
want such relationships after 
I the menopause.
I And women can more suc- 
| cessfully suppress their sexual
of sex is the equivalent of 
climbing 12 steps.
Dr. Stephenson gave statis­
tics showing there are 156 
women for every 10 men at 
age 70 and 138 women for every 
100 men at age 60.
WOMAN SORRY
“Let’s face it, there are a 
hell of a lot of widows around,’’ 
she said.
In a sorrowful voice an el­
derly white-haired woman from
using it as the title piece in 
her next album.
“The song started out as a 
personal statement," says the 
30-year-old singer, recalling 
her struggle to make it as an’ 
entertainer.
The daughter of Australian 
entertainers Stella Lamond 
and Max Reddy, Helen had 
grown up in show business 
and started singing profes­
sionally at 15. When she won 
a talent contest in 1966 with a 
prize of a trip to the United 
-States, Ms. Reddy, then di­
vorced, set out with her small 
daughter Traci to find suc­
cess. It was a long search.
‘*1 had come to America at 
precisely the wrong time,” 
she recalls. “Everything was 
male groups and loud noise.
‘There 'was just no market 
for lone girl singers.” She 
met and married Wald, a tal­
ent agent, soon after her ar­
rival. But even with his help 
her best bookings were one- 
- night stands at state fairs.
RECORD A HIT
- Th?n, five years after her 
emigration; Ms. Reddy made 
a record that changed her 
life. Her rendition of I Don’t 
Know How to Love' Him from 
the musical Jesus Christ Su­
perstar became a hit. She fol­
lowed that with Crazy Love 
and was on her way.
Since then, she has done 
three singing tours of Europe, 
performed in her native Aus­
tralia, sung concerts across 
the United States, appeared 
on 18 television shows and 
recorded two new albums. 
She’s more in demand than 
ever with the success of I Am 
Woman, and is trying to 
squeeze in a few more ap­
pearances before the birth of 
;. her second child, due in six 
weeks.
That
useful suggestion. A better ona 
is not to gat ia the car la tha 
first place.
striped chiffon and a new satin-p^tincts.
■ — . . i “Although some may get
Every dress has Independent 
Interest and is always interest­
ingly shaped.
The streaky straight chemise, 
the sweater tube and the slith­
ery bare and bias dress- that 
makes a woman look like a 
. femme fatale are the principal 
slim variations, while the tent 
dress, the dress with a wide 
tight midriff' and the huge 
sheer float of the evening caftan 
arc the main silhouettes without 
a waistline.
The dolman sleeve goes from 
sportswear into evening along 
■with raglan sleeves, layerec. 
sleeves, kimono sleeves and cap 
sleeves.
The halter neckline maintains 
Its popularity in evening dress­
es.
Lots of bare skin shows with 
strapless and backless gowns. 
And there is the one-shouldered 
gown for variety.
The short cocktail dress now 
rivals pants and long gowns. 
There is even the short theatre 
suit returning to the scene. 




Most of the evening materials 
this fall are airy and shiny, 
sometimes both. Lurex metallic 
threads sparkle in everything 
from knit to chiffon. Satin­
back chiffon are important.
Evening fabrics have the 
light with fluid chiffons, sheer 
marquisette and crepes. Tulle, 
net and lace are see-through 
spectaculars.
For the opulent touch there 
are embroidered satins, velvets 
or velvet and satin together. 
Lame and sequins provide a 
theatrical touch.
The glamorous classicist bar­
es it in movie-star tradition 
with sequinned cabaret dresses, 
see-through embroidered sheers 
and body-conscious j e r s e y 
gowns.
■The conservative classicist 
takes all those separates out on 
the town in luxurious fabrics.
The newest pair is the long 
evening dress with the sweater 
or fur-trimmed jacket.
On the loose side, there are 
flared gowns, smock gowns and 
the liquid chemises, all looking 
gorgeous for evening in lame 
and chiffon.
Lace, tulle and net make up 
. most of the short cocktail dress-
witchy doing so.” 
“Witchy? Did you say
witchy?" a woman called out.
“Yes, witchy," the doctor re­
plied.
THREE ERRORS
She said the sexual ignorance 
of men is the primary cause of 
sexual incompatibility in mar­
riages and she would like to see
the audience asked: "Why do 
men pass on so soon?”
Before the doctor could an­
swer, an elderly male voice 
piped out: “Because you wear 
us out!”
Dr. Stephenson called for a 
program of sexual re-education 
for the elderly.
Old people are on the verge 
of being discovered by society, 
Dr. Vivian Rakoff, head of the 
University of Toronto depart- 
mentof psychiatry, said.
He added the era of youth 
worship is just about ex­
hausted.
“Soon being old will be 
rather the in thing,” he said.
Dr. Gerald Hill of McMaster 
University said people should 
not expect to die when they 
reach 70 because they probably 
won’t. A woman aged 50 now 
can expect to live 29 more 
years and a man 24.3 years.
November Bride-Elect Honored 
Recently At Separate Showers
NOV. 8-18
LANDERS—MON . NOV. S
Dear Ann Landen: You’ve al­
ready printed several letters 
about that sex-maniac husband 
who kept score and tallied the
brother of yours sounds 
like a living doll. Time wounds 
all heels, and he’ll get his—
eventually.
excuses his wife gave him for 
not responding to his advances. 
I hope you will print one more.
Perhaps if that clown weren't 
so busy with his koopkeeping he 
might have time to open a car 
door for his wife, or help her 
bathe the kids at bedtime, or 
phone her to say he’ll be a half 
an hour late for supper, or stop 
to buy a single flower for no 
particular reason—or take a 
shower before getting romantic.'
My husband is a “scorekee­
per’* too, and he had the-nerve 
to clip that column. When he 
handed it to me he said, “Here, 
read this and tell me if you 
recognize anybody you know." 
In all the years we’ve been 
married he never once clipped a 
beautiful poem, but that stinkin’ 
column he found.
What I’m saying is that hus­
bands would have better scores 
if they’d exert a little energy to 
make their wives feel special. 
Isn’t that the technique they use 
to get other women in bed?-— 
Only Human
Dear 0: Here’s one you can 
clip and hand to him. If he has 
an answer I’ll print it.
St. John Award 
To B.C. Woman
OTTAWA (CP) — The execu­
tive director of the Canadian 
Nurses’ Association has' been 
appointed Commander Sister of 
the Order of St. John, the asso­
ciation announced recently.
Dr. Helen K. Mussallem, a 
member of the Economic Coun­
cil of Canada and an officer of 
the Order of Canada, is a na­
tive of Haney, B.C. She will re­
ceive her award from Gov.- 
Gen. Roland Michener at an in­
vestiture at Government House 
Nov. 9.
The Order of St. John is an 
international order which began 
in Jerusalem during the Cru­
sades. St. John Ambulanceman 
emergency and first aid service 
organization, is one branch of 
the order.
es.
Jewelry glitters with stones 
again. Rhinestones are popular 
for evening.
Some designers show match­
ing dark stockings with street 
outfits, but keep legs pale for 
evening. Seams are beginning 
to show In stockings again.
Evening bags in velvet and 
silk with jewelled frames or 
beaded trim arrive to go with 
evening gowns and new cock- 
| tall dresses.
National Apple Week Is Time
To Try New Ideas For Old Standby
Apples are one of nature's
most versatile foods — provid­
ing almost unending menu va­
riety — as a lunchbox fruit, for 
wholesome fresh snacks, In 
cooked desserts and main dish­
es.
Apples are good for you, too. 
They provide Vitamins A and C, 
, natural sugars for quick energy 
and necessary bulk to aid the di­
gestive system. Apples are al­
so ‘nature's toothbrush.’ An 
B* rple eaten after a meal pro- 
dcs stimulating massage for
the apple and pear slicer, it’s 
the handiest gadget, it’s n 
'doosey', they will make good 
stocking stuffer tor the busy 
homemakers on your list.
OKANAGAN SALAD 





cup chopped celery, hint of 
onion
cup well - drained crushed
•our 
teeth
gums, helps clean the 
and leaves your mouth
sweet and clean.
National Apple Week starts 
Nov. 8 and if you are search­
ing for more apple ideas, why 
not try the B.C. Apple recipe 
book available at B.C. Tree 
Fruits at the reception desk at 
1473 Water St.. Kelowna.
’Die 15 page booklet contains 
bright new ideas for apples in 
Mdad*i. in the main course, in 
hot bu-ad.s. and dcr scits with a 
fl.i.r for the family and for 
‘.pedal company.
While you're there ask about
pineapple
’,i cup chopped nuts 
Seasoning to taste.
Peel, core and dice
November bride-elect Audrea 
Comwallis-Bate was honored 
Oct. 23 at a surprise bridal 
shower at the home of Mrs. 
William Rieger on Richter 
Street.
Miss Bate’s marriage to 
Barry Carter of Kelowna will 
take place in St- Paul’s United 
Church Nov. 18. As a place of 
honor for the guest, Mrs. Reiger 
decorated a section of her living 
room in a white wedding theme 
where the bride-elect sat flank­
ed by her mother, Mrs. Iris 
Stephens and her future mother- 
in-law Mrs. Alan H. Carter.
Cindy Reiger, the small 
daughter of the hostess was in 
the limelight as she presented 
each gift to Miss Bate and 
assisted in opening them. Spec­
ial guests were the bride-elect's 
grandmother Mrs. William Flet­
cher, Mrs. Eugene Senft and 
Mrs. C. Reiger, mother and 
mother-in-law of the hostess, 
all of Kelowna.
Mrs. Rieger Sr. made a spec­
ial bride’s cake centered with 
a miniature bride, the delicate 
frosting making up the wedding 
gown. Miss Bate’s sister, Pat­
ricia Stephens made up a gay 
chapeau for the bride-to-be 
from the ribbons used in wrap­
ping the many useful gifts re­
ceived.
Several amusing games were 
played by the many guests and 
the evening ended with refresh­
ments served by the hostess.
CHAPMAN HOME
i A second shower was hold 
Oct. 27 at the home of Mrs. D. 
A. Chapman, Abbott Street.
' Among the guests were the 
bride’s mother, Mrs. Iris G.
apples
and marinate in salad dressing 
for 2 hours, using enough dress­
ing to blend with apples. Add 
carrots, celery, onion, pine- 
•apple and nuts, blending well 
together. Season to taste. Turn 


















Dear Ann Landen: Mom and 
Dad have been divorced, for 
nine yean. There is rib'chance 
that they will ever get back’ to­
gether again. My question' is 
this: I have a small photograph 
of them together that I just 
love. I would like to' have it 
enlarged and'hang it in our liv­
ing room. Should I or shouldn’t 
I?
My parents speak when they 
see each other but that’s about 
all. This picture means a lot to 
me because it brings back 
memories of the days when we 
had a happy home. Mom has 
remarried but Dad has not. He 
comes over more than Mom. I 
don’t think it would make any 
difference to him. What do you 
say, Ann?-—Hung Up In Canton.
Dear Canton: If you want to 
have the photograph enlarged 
and keep it in your bedroom, go 
ahead. But I wouldn't post it. in 
the living room. It might be em­
barrassing Jor your mother and 
her present husband—and possi- 
. bly a little unsettling for your 
■ dad. • ? ■■
Dear Ann Landers: I just 
read the letter from the woman 
who said she and her second 
husband had?-a talk about how 
to divide their possessions in 
case of death so there would be 
no misunderstanding or hard 
feelings among their children, 
and how they went to a lawyer 
and put it in their wills.
It sounds neat and simple, but 
please, Ann, tell your readers 
that if they want to make sure 
nothing goes wrong, to obtain a 
doctor’s notorized statement de­
claring that the two parties are 
of sound mind at the time of the 
request.
My own dear mother had lit­
tle notes all over the place—in­
structions on. what she wanted 
done with certain pieces of fur­
niture and paintings which were 
precious heirlooms. But the 
notes didn’t mean a thing. Two 
years ago she became ill and 
was transferred from the home 
for the aged to a hospital. 
Mother is not insane but she 
does get confused. One of her 
children who had power of at­
torney decided to declare her 
incompetent and sell the family 
home and all her possessions. 
Believe me, Ann, I can afford to 
buy anything I want but I am 
heartbroken because I know this 
■ is not the way mother wanted 
it.—Billings, Mont. Daughter
Mar Ana Landen: Thia la for 
that broad who thinks people 
are stingy if they don’t take 
passengers along “as a favor" 
since they were "going any­
way.” Listen, lady, the average 
automobile depreciates at the 
rate of seven cents a mile. You 
didn’t say how far it was to 
Florida, and I can imagine what 
you meant by "a few personal 
belongings.’’ Maybe a. small 
sewing machine, a hair dryer, a 
couple of wig boxes, and a-bkd 
cage.
When I was in high school my 
dad gave me orders. If I car­
ried passengersto tootball 
games or bam dances, they had 
to chip in for the gas and; oil. It 
a tire blew, they had to kick in 
for'that, too. In other words, no 
freeloading. These are darned 
good rules to live by.-—Fair In 
San Antonio
Dear Ann Ladders: I noted 
with interest the letter frond the 
college girl who got into the 
habit of hitch-hiking—said it 
was a great way to save money. 
She hitched from home to col­
lege for three years and nothing 
happened, in spite of warnings 
from her parents and friends. 
Then one night she got into a 
car with a middle-aged man 
who seemed pleasant and fath­
erly. He drove off to a side road 
and raped her.
Please tell your readers who 
are sure that nothing bad can 
hapnen to them, to carry a ball­
point pen when they hit the 
road. It will come in handy to 
jot down on an arm or leg the 
licence number of the car. They 
will then be able to give the 
police a clue when they recite 
the horror story later.—J.B.
Dear J. B.: Thank you for a
Dear Fair: I suspect you’ra 
about my vintage. In those days 
(antediluvian, of course) a bud 
was a lot harder to come by and 
a car was a big deal. I agree 
that a person who travels sev- 
eral hundred miles as a passen­
ger should offer to share ths 
cost of the gas and oil but short 
trips should be favors.
Dear Ann Landers: Eighteen 
months ago my mother ended 
nearly 20 years of an unhappy 
marriage by d i v o r c i n 8 my 
father. It was a quiet divorce 
and my sister and I chose to 
live with Mom.
Mom married a wonderful 
man six months ago. It does our 
hearts good to see her treated 
like a human being. Because of 
all the years Mom and Dad 
were fighting, or clamming up 
and not speaking to each other, 
or sending messages through us 
kids, I developed a terrible fear 
of marriage. I kept cutting out 
your columns about man-and- 
wife problems so I’d know what 
to do. You made so much sense 
I was sure it would .come in 
handy when I was older.
Now I have a scrapbook that 
goes back nearly 10 years. I 
have profited from your advice 
and this letter is to thank you. 
—Buffalo Girl
Dear Buff: I'm flattered that 
you would cut out and save my 
columns for 10 years.
R & E ENTERPRISES
SPECIALIZING IN
• Subdivision. Roads 
• Excavating
• Gravel and Fill
• Culverts
• Custom Lowbed Hauling 
FREE ESTIMATES
Our Equipment Includes:
• TANDEM DUMPS 
• WHEEL LOADER
• TRACK LOADER 
• D4 BULLDOZER
Dear. Daughter: Thank you 
for the excellent bit of counsel.










“i rniNG YOUR 
FAMILY RIGHT 
HERE IN RUTLAND 
SHOPPERS VILLAGE 
Phone 765-8172
A. M. Young, c’ Penticton, 
mother of the hostess.
The many delightful gifts were 
presented in a decorated con­
tainer using the colors the 
bride has chosen for her wed­
ding theme.
It was recalled during the 
evening that Mrs. Young had 
given a similar shower for the 
mother of the bride-elect 27 
years ago in Penticton.
TERM OF TRIAL 1
LONDON (CP)—Remarks by 
a five-year-old girl discussing 
with her mother the prospect of 
starting school: “It’s no use me 
going," she said. “I can’t read 
or write."
After November 15, 
Canada Savings Bonds 
will cost you more because 
you will have to pay 
accrued interest!
Stephens, and grandmother, 
Mrs. Wm. Fletcher, and mother 
of the groom-elect, Mrs. Alan 
II. Carter, all of Kelowna. An 
out-of-town guest was Mrs. J.
TIME TO CHECK
When pupils see better, per­
formance Is tops. Make sura 
Io visit us regularly for fill­
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START SOMETHING GOOD TODAY
AVERAGE ANNUAL INTEREST TO MATURITY 7.30%
csa-n*
-if
have much luck in the second
Little Of Putts Not Needed
the 
an
half as the Red Devils scored 
three touchdowns to win the 
OMFL championship 24-12. 
The Dons looked sharp in the 
first half as they scored two
quick TDs while the Kamloops . 
squad had trouble moving the 
yardsticks. But, Red Devils’ 
coach Ric Nykorak must have 





halftime as his club came out 
and scored the first time they 
got the ball in the second half. 





SECOND HALT OUTBURST Heidelbergs








SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (AP) — 
“I just thank God I didn’t have 
to make any of those little ol* 
three-anti four-foot putts to 
save par," Mike Hill said.
He didn’t. At least until the 
last hole and it didn’t matter 
then as the . 33-year-old. Hill 
carved out a 69 in the final 
round Sunday to turn back the 
challenge of Lee Trevino .and 
win the revived Texas Open 
golf tournament.
Hill, who led from the second 
round on, didn’t falter in the 
growing pressure, of Trevino’s' 
charge and posted a 273 total 
on the 7,011-yard, par-72 Wood- 
lake Golf Club course for. his 
second tour triumph in a five- 
year career.
Ben Kern of Toronto had one 
of his most successful tourna­
ments, matched jhe day’s, best 
round, a 67. and finished ; in a
tie for fourth'place with a 278, 
one stroke behind third-place 
Phil Rogers' who trailed Tre­
vino by two.
Grouped with Kern and earn­
ing $4,632 apiece were Charles 
Coody, Bobby Nichols, Chi Chi 
Rodriguez and Brad Anderson. 
. Trevino picked up $14,300 to 
shoot his money winnings* this 
year to above the $200,000 mark 
for the'second straight season. 
Rodgers earned $8,850.
BIG TEAR FOR MIKE 
t Hill .picked up' a cheque 
$25,000. It nailed down his
Red Devils New Champs
Dons Blow Halftime Lead
Kamloops Red Devils explod­
ed for 24 points in the second 
half to defeat the defending 
champions Immaculata Dons 
24-12 Sunday in Kelowna to win 
the Okanagan Mainline High 
School Football 1 igue cham­
pionship played before more 
than 1,500 fans.
The Red Devils will now play 
the Notre Dame Jugglers in the 
Sagebrush Bowl in Kamloops as 
part of The route to the Shrine 
Bowl, the game that decides the 
top high school football team in 
B.C. that’s played in Vancou­
ver’s Empire Stadium in the lat­
ter part of November.
Two touchdown passes by 
Red Devils’ quarterback Randy
Villeneuve and a brilliaht 45- 
yard touchdown run by Rick 
Methot brought the Kamloops 
club back from a 12-0 lead the 
Dons held at halftime.
In the first quarter the Dons 
scored the first time they got 
their hands on the ball as quar­
terback Mark Lang., hit end 
Terry Henderson for a 46-yard 
pass and run play. A mix-up in 
the Kamloops defensive second­
ary left Henderson wide open 
and Lang was right on the 
money with the. pass to give 
the Dons an early 6-0 lead after 
they missed the convert.
The next time the Dons got 
possession of the ball they took 
it straight down field to score
their second major. Hard run­
ning by Tom Ehmann, who is 
the workhorse of the Dons* at­
tack, and a 21-yard pass'and run 
play from Lang-to tight end 
DeanHaines advanced the ball 
to the Kamloops* two yard line. 
The Dons had trouble putting 
the ball oVer the goal line but, 
with the help of three Kamloops’ 
penalties Lang finally bulled his 
way into the end zone to give 
the Immaculata club a 12-0 lead 
after, again missing the convert.
But that was all the Immacu­
lata team was going to do fob 
the afternoon. The Red Devils 
came out flying in the second 
half as they scored a touchdown
Clinch Title
Vernon Heidelberg clinched 
first place in the Okanagan Sen­
ior Men's, Soccer League Sun­
day by defeating Penticton Mol­
sons 4-0 in Vernon.
In the only other game played 
during the weekend-the Kelow­
na Kickers edged Vernon Na­
tionals 3-1 in Kelowna. Roger 
Pires fired two goals for th* 
Kickers with a single from 
Larry Ambrioso. Nationals only 









OMFL ’ll Season Winds Up 
With Successful Banquet
GARY WELDER — SPORTS EDITOR
PAGE .8 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MON., NOV. 6, 1972
The Okanagan Mainline High 
School Football League banquet 
that was held Sunday in the Kel­
owna Secondary School follow­
ing the championship game was 
’ termed by league president Bill 
DiPasquale as the most suc­
cessful in the league’s 13-year 
history.
The banquet attracted close to 
300 people that included mem- 
- bers from the other teams in 
the league and contestants rep­
resenting each club for OMFL 
1972 queen selection.
The banquet also included the 
presentation of league trophies 
and all-star selections.
Kamloops Red Devils, who 
won their last championship in
of 
ex­
emption for next year’s tourna­
ments—he said early in the 
week the quest of that ex­
emption-was the only reason he 
had come to this event—and 
achieved his biggest money­
winning season with almost 
$67,000.
Kelowna Bantam And Midget Reps 
Have Good Weekend Of Action
Kelomia Bantam Reps, led by 
the newly formed line of Bruce
Naka, Lyle Bolton and Lynwood 
Nelson plus some superb goal-
on the road this weekend, one 
an exhibition game and one a 
league game.
On Saturday the reps defeatedl-  
tendingby Paul Welder defeated the Salmon Arm reps 4-3 in
Enderby bantam reps 5-3 Satur­
day in a league game played in 
Enderby.
Bolton led the: Kelowna scor­
ers with three goals and a pair 
of assists while Naka and Nel­
son had a single goal and three 
assists
Kelowna fell behind 3-0 after 
a sluggish first period in which 
they wore outshot 17-5 but re­
mained in contention mainly on 
the efforts of goalkeeper Welder 
who mode a number of out­
standing saves. But, the local 
squad came out flying in the 
second period and scored five 
unanswered goals to take the 
win.
Kelowna travels to Penticton 
Saturday to take on the Peach. 
City bantam reps in a regular 
season scheduled game.
Salmon Arm in exhibition play
while the Kelowna squad trim­
med Vernon reps 5-3 in Vernon 
Sunday in a regular league 
scheduled gn me.
Kelowna goat scores in Satur­
day’s game against Salmon 
Arm were J. Nishi, D. Nelsofi, 
T. b’.Rellly and D. Oishi. The 
Kelowna team scored all of 
their goals in the first period 
and then held the Salmon Arm 
squad to take the' win.
In the game against Vernon 
T. O’Reilly led the local scorers 
with a pair of goals with singles 
front M. Leitch, T. Connally and 
D. Nelson, the Kelowna team 
held period leads of 1-0 and 3-1.
Kelowna currently leads the 
league, which includes Pentic­
ton, Vernon and Enderby, with 
three wins and no losses. Their
MINOR HOCKEY ROUNDUP
PEANUTS
Kinsmen 2 Black Knights 2 
Kinsmen—Terry Ito, Geoffrey
Proteau. Black Knights — G. 
Fedirchuk, Brian McRae.
Rotary 5 Arena . Motors 2 
Rotary—Bob Rindfleisch, Rob­
bie Cadden (2), David Ritchie, 
D. Zol. Arena Motors—Bill But- 
char,' Kevin' Fabian.
Lions 3 Kiwanis 3 
’ Lions — Kevin Wastradowski 
(2), Brad Knorr. Kiwanis—Da­
vid Gulos, Floyd Ryan (2).
Treadgolds 3 CKOV 3 
Treadgolds —' Cary Derkson, 
David Risso :(2). CKOV — Brad 
Chrapko, Brian Wyatt, Jeff 
Graiige.
PUPS B
OK Building 3 Price & Markle 0
OK Building — Rod Schulter 
(2), Darrell Woronchak. .
Pete’s Barbers 0 Fintry Sharks 4
Fintry Sharks—Jeff Armitage 
(2), Gary Koga (2).
Cor Glass 1 Cavell Tire 5 
Cor Glass—Don Hanson. Cavell 
Tires—Mike Dukelow (2), James 
Riintoi^l (2), James Spall. 
Orchard City Press 1 Peoples 3
Orchard City Press — Scott 
Bradley. Peoples—Barry Lutz, 
Robert Lutz, Danny Nugent.
A & W 2 Lakeland Realty 2
A & W—Kelly Munoz, Steve 
Hecker. Lakeland Realty—Earl 
Dyck, Riark Smith.
PEEWEES
Sun Country 0 Budget Boys 0 
Big Eagle 0 Colony 1
Colony—Greg Owens.
Credit Union 7 Custom Reb 
Engines 0
Credit Union — Ken Osborne
(3), Trev Childs (2), Keith 
Parker, Allan McSweeney.
Knights of Columbus 2 Legion 0
K of C—Mel Kfemmis, Robbie 
Schleppe.
BANTAMS -
Collinson Realtors 2 Peewee 
Reps 8
Collinson Realtors — Guy 
French, Tom Kaiser. Peewee 
Reps—Mike Wolf; Richard Ger­
lach (3), Russell Naito (2), 
Bruce Cullen, Tim Turner.
Peerless Pipe 5 Olympic Pizza 2
Peerless Pipe—Darrel Price,
Terry Pidwersbeski (2), Michele 
Romi, Clint Murdin. Olympic 
Pizza—Gene Walsh (2). ,<
Kelowna Toyota 0 Collinson 
Realtors 3
Collinson Realtors—Jim Ren- 
nick, Robert Foot, Tom Zoob- 
koff.
1961, were presented the 
Knights of Columbus trophy by 
Armand Lalonde for beating the 
defending champions ImmacuK 
ata Dons in the title game Sun­
day.
In the individual awards Dons' 
star halfback Tom Ehmann won 
the Don Warner trophy as the 
league’s outstanding backfielder 
while the Red Devils’ Bill Chris­
tianson was presented with the 
Grant McLeod trophy as the 
league’s oustanding lineman.
Janet Sperle, representing the 
Immaculata Dons, was selected 
as this year’s OMFL queen.
In the all-star selections the 
Red Devils and Dons dominated 
the teams as they placed seven 
and six members respectively. 
Following are the selections:
Offense — ends—Dave Munro
TOM EHMANN 
. . . top halfback
as soon as they got the ball.
This time it was the Dons’ 
defensive secondary that got 
criss-crossed in their assign­
ments as end Kevin Powell was 
left all alone to take a 45-yard 
touchdown pass. The major 
gave the Red Devils momentum 
as their offence started to click 
while their defence was able to 
contain the Dons’ attack. .
Ira Pratt gathered in another 
Villeneuve pass for a touchdown 
while Methot ran through a hole 
that was big enough for a truck 
to round out the Kamloops 
scoring.
With the Red Devils obviously 
fired up the Dons went to their 
air attack to get another six 
points and stay ahead of Kam­
loops. But, Lang, who attempted 
a number of long bombs to Hen­
derson and Larry Josey, had 
one of his poorer days throwing 
the ball as he completed, only 
seven of 24 pass attempts for 
123 yards. The: Dons, who had 
one of the most effective run­
ning attacks during the year, 
could only muster a total of 45 
yards along the ground against 
the tough Kamloops denfence.
They also had problems in the 
penalty department as they 














See our complete selection
WILLIAMS
MEN’S WEAR and SHOES 
1566 Pandosy St. 
Downtown Kelowna
•—— next game is at home Sunday
The Kelowna Midget rep hoc- at 3:30 p.m. when they host 
key teaih won a pair of victories Enderby.
BOWLING SCORES
MERIDIAN LANES
Wednesday Coffee, Nov, 1 — 
; women's high single, Bev Ro- 
j bertsoi) 276; women’s high 
triple, Ida Bourguln 675; team 
high single, Willow Inn 1099; 
j i team high triple, Rebels 3194; 
women's high average, Elcanoi 
Beattio 216. Team Blandings — 
; 1. Wildcats 255; 2. Rebels 254;
3. Willow Inn 214.
Finallces 20: 6. Groovie Goolics 
20. Bowler of the week — wo­




Tostenson Tire 2 Findlay 
Printers 6
Tostenson Tire—Larry Szoroz, 
Karl Nahm. Findlay Printers— 
Don Nelson (2), Tom Simons 
(2), Wayne Nelson, Dave Grant.
Douillards 5 Capri 5
Douillards—Clark Gunoff (2), 
David Lautch, Doug Parker, 
Doud Higgs. Capri—Henderson 
(2),iwVeger, Oshi, Schisler.
Capri 2 Bantam Reps 1
Capri—Jerry Rupp, Jim Nishi.
Bantam Reps—Greg Naito.
Westmlll Carpets 4 Can. ( 
Forresters 2
Westmill Carpets — Brian 
Wolfe, Doug Ellis (2), Mike 
Friedel. Can. Forresters—Allan 
Galarneau, Greg Sauer.
Rough Interior Trip For Bruins 
Go Back Home With Only A Tie
(Penticton), Dean Haines 
(Dons);( tackles—Bill Warner 
(Kelowna Cubs), Bill Christian­
son (Red Devils; guards—Gary 
Dukelow (Cubs), Rob Kloster 
(Penticton); centre—Brad Chu- 
diak (Cubs, halfbacks — Tom 
Ehmann (Don’s, Rick Metho 
(Red Devils, Alf Durante (Red
Devils); quarterback — 
Lang (Dons).




VANCOUVER (CP) Ron 
Northcott of Calgary and Glen 
Pierce of Vancouver Sunday 
skipped their rinks, to the B 
event berths in the sudden 
death .championship round, ol 
the $5,600 Evergreen Tourna­
ment of Champions at the Van­
couver Curling Club.
Northcott moved to today’s 
championship play with an 8-5 
win over Fred Duncan, of Dun­




Brown (Chase); tackles — Bill 
Warner (Cubs), Al Milton (Red 
Devils); guards—Bean. Martin 
(Dons), Doug Heagey (Red 
Devils); linebackers — Dave 
Fleming (Cubs), Rob Hackney 
(Red Devils); halfbacks—Mark 
Lang (Dons), .Terry Henderson 
(Dons), Randy Kackson (North 
KamlooRs).




our trained crew 
can make your 
car look like new. 
Smoothing out dents, 
custom repainting our 
speciality.
KERR AUTO BODY SHOP
1110 St. Paul St,
LTD,
762-2300
Thurnday Mixed, Nov. 2 — 
women's high single, Bert Mir­
ka 294; men's high single, Den­
nis Norton 321; women's high 
triple, Mary Stadnyk 786; men's 
high Itlplc, Howard Klonteig 
732; leu in high single, People's 
Food Market 1134; team high 
triple, Groovie Goolles 3222; 
women's high average, Evelyn 
Galarneau 211; men's high av­
erage, Bud Toole 237; "300”
club, Dennis Norton 321, Steve 
Mirka 319. Bruce Currie 317, 
Howard Klonteig 312. Team 
standings — 1. Pole Cuts 28; 2.
Skookurns 23; 3. Hot Shots 22;
4. People's Food Market 20; 3J
VALLEY LANES
Independent Order of Forest­
ers, Nov, 2 — women's high 
single, Doreen Pearson 277 
(Pick-ups); men’s high single, 
Eric Williams 307 (Misprints); 
women’s high triple, Vern An- 
dow 648 (The Jets); men’s high 
triple, John Chadwick 739 (Oh 
Hells); team high single, The 
Jets 1187; team high triple. The 
Jets 3121; women’s high aver­
age Roth Sorensen (Alloy Cats) 
196; Martha Kuehn (Invlnciblcs) 
196; men’s high average, Bob 
Guidl (King Pius I 227, John 
Chadwick (Oh Hells) 227; "300” 
club, Eric Williams 307, John 
Chadwick 301. Teain standings 
-- I. Misprints 427; 2. Pick-ups 
398%; 3. Oh Hells 383%.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Members of the Vernon Essos 
built up their scoring statistics 
at the expense of Chilliwack 
Bruins with a 6-2 British Colum­
bia Junior Hockey League vic­
tory Sunday night, capning a 
rough tour of the Interior for 
the Bruins.
Kelowna Buckaroos had 
downed Chilliwack 9-1 Friday 
night and Kamloops Rockets 
grabbed a 2-2 overtime tie with 
the Bruins Saturday.
In Saturday’s other game, Na­
naimo Clippers edged Penticton 
Broncos 3-2.
At Vernon, Cal Bassard led 
the home team with two goals. 
Dennis Bergeron, Danny Kuntz, 
Don Murdoch and Dave Dorriss 
had singles.
Dave Sharples and Ken Widc- 
meyer counted for Chilliwack, 
who trailed 1-0 at Ihc end of the 
first peritxl mid 5-2 hl the close 
of the second.
Kamloops got the 2-2 tic with 
Cliilliwack on a goal by Bruce 
Greig with four minutes left In 
regulation time. Butch Owchar
was the other marksman for the 
Rockets.
BRUINS OUTSHOT
Rod Sleightholm , and Bryan 
Shmyr counted for the Bru’ns. 
who were outshot 54-29 In the 
game, Inchiding 10 minutes of 
scoreless overtime.
The 3-2 loss at Naniilmo Was 
the first of the season for Pen­
ticton, leaving the Broncos with 
11 wins and one defeat and still 
in first place in the Okanagan 
division of the BCJHL. Nanaimo 
leads the coast division with six 
wins and six losses.
Ron Poole scored twice for 
the Clippers and Bryan Bay 
oboe.
Chad Campbell and Ed Demp­
sey scored for Penticton, with 




Next action in the 







available with low 
payment and Bank




Aptlndieltl A Klrvchnrr 
R<h., Kelowna.
Diop in ve our 
di'pk'V nu'-iel t.xlay. 
Custom or kit form.
762.JOI5
CORRECTION
During the Winter Sport Show being held at Orchard 
Park Shopping Centre nil this week, we regret to 
announce that the Buckaron “ROOKIE OF HIE 
YEAR” picture will not be available.
Member* of the Biirkaron Hockey Club will be available, 
daily between 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. and 4 p.m. and « p.m. 
Thursday 3:M p.m. to 5:30 p.m. and 8;IS pm. io 9 p.m. 
We invite the public to drop out and meet them.
THE MALL WILL RE CLOSED SAT., NOV. 11
ARENA
MILES OF SMILES
his style old style44”
Chopping Cont ra 
Kelowna B.C.
downed Glen Harper, also of 
Duncan, 10-5.
The A event representatives 
in the championship round are 
Kevin Smale of Prince George, 
B.C. and Brent Giles of North 
Vancouver. They qualified -with 
wins Saturday—Smale 9-6 over 
Bob McCubbin of Richmond, 
B.C., and Giles 5-3 over Keith 
Dagg of Victoria.
Duncan, Harper, Matt Bald­
win of Edmonton and Lyall 
Dagg of Vancouver made it into 
the championship round in the 
final event draw Sunday night.
Lyall Dagg' defeated his bro­
ther Keith, 10-6 to move into the 
championship round, while Dun­
can downed Aubrey Neff of 
Vancouver 8-7 and Baldwin beat 
McCubbin 9-2.
I won’t be bought, except by 
a person who takes me riding 





Ford - Lincoln - Mercury 
1(134 Harvey Phone: 762-4511
FOR THE BIG AND 
TALL MAN!
• Penna Pressed Sport Shirts 
Sized to 19'^” neck.
® Double Knit Slacks Sized to 
Waist.




The rules have changed. So has the uniform. But his special 
brand of raw courage is still the same. And his special brew: 
Old Style oeer. Still slow-brewed and naturally aged. Still full 
of honest-to-goodness flavour. It’s his style. And your style. 
Tackle one tonight and see.
oldstyle BLOW-BREWED AND NATURALLY AGED.
NHL ROUNDUP CFL WEEKEND
■nomu daily eafin, mbit^ irov. i. an ‘»Bl6~«R
Six Ties Registered Lions End Dismal Season





By IAN MacLAINE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
If, as they say In professional 
iport, a tie is like kissing your 
sister,. then there was a cu-' 
riously high number of family 
reunions Sunday night in the 
National Hockey League.
Four of the six scheduled 
games ended in stalemates.
Pit Martin’s goal with less 
than four minutes remaining 
^salvaged a 3-3 tie for Chicago 
(Black Hawks against California 
(Golden Seals, Toronto Maple 
Leafs managed a 2-2 saw-off in 
Atlanta with the Flames and 
the Pittsburgh Penguins at De­
troit Red Wings and St. Louis
Blues at Buffalo Sabres games 
ended in 1-1 ties.
EIse where Saturday. Mon-
treat Canadiens* unbeaten
In games that decided a vic- string ended at 13 games when 
tor, Boston Bruins rode an they lost 4-2 to Detroit; Toronto 
early 3-0 lead to a 4-2 win over beat St. Louis 4-2, Pittsburgh 
Vancouver Canucks and New defeated the Rangers 6-4 and
York Rangers put two' quick I Philadelphia turned back Buf 
power-play scores to advantage falo Sabres 5-3. 
en route to a 3-2 victory over|
WHA ACTION
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Calgary Stampedep found a 
familiar way to lose while Brit­
ish Columbia Lions ended a' 
seven-year drought in the final 
two Western Football Confer-
ence regular-season games dur­
ing the weekend.
Stampeders, who have lost 
numerous scoring opportunities 
this season on interceptions,
stunned Saskatchewan Rough- 
riders 26-14 at Vancouver Sat­
urday for its first victory over 
the Roughriders in 22 games, 
dating back to 1965.
Neither game had any bear­
ing on the standings' since play­
off positions were determined 
last week. Edmonton and Win­
nipeg Blue Bombers tied for
third-place Saskatchewan In a 
sudden-death semi-final in Ed­
monton next Sunday.
Calgary, which tied the Cana­
dian Football League record of 
45 interceptions thrown in one 
season—Saskatchewan set the 
record in 1959—finished fourth 
in the WFC while the Lions fin­
the Roughriders. The Lions 
took advantage of two fumbles 
to take a 104) first-quarter lead 
on Ted Gerela’s 23-yard field 
goal and Don Moorhead's 28- 
yard scoring pass to Jim 
Young.
Moorhead connected with 
Johnny Musso in the second 
quarter for 25 yards and an­
other touchdown. The Rough- 
riders were held to 82 yards to­
tal offence in the first 30 min­
utes and did not get <a first 
down.











The lone game Tuesday night had six passes picked off in Ed-
first place at 10-6, but the 
Bombers gained a bye into the
Philadelphia. Flyers. finds Los Angeles at St. Louis, monton territory as the Es- suddeh-deato final because they
Chicago, favored to repeat as The Black Hawks, tied forikimos posted a 28-14 home vic- won two of three games against 
West Division leaders, re- second with Philadelphia, came tory Sunday. Meanwhile, B.C. Edmonton. The Eskimos play 
mained two points back of the from one-goal deficits three 
surprising Los Angeles Kings times to tie toe game at Chi- ■ ■nr I I I I I
who hung a 9-2 defeat Saturday cago. Pit Martin’s equalizer |xn IM
on New York Islanders while was a rising 40-footer that just l.f||l||| A 'JOD 111 ’JCUUfll 11V 
toe Hawks stretched their los- cleared goaltender Gilles Me-j VMHIII J JVM III VVfWI M | 
ing streak to three games in foche’s shoulder.
dropping a- 5-3 Score to Min- Defenceman Ron Harris’ first 
nesota North Stars. , I goal of the season midway 
through toe third period offset After Argos' Loss To Ticats
ished last.
Ironically, not only did the 
Stamps, defending Grey Cup 
champions, miss the. playoffs, 
so did Toronto Argonauts the 
other 1971 finalist, who finished 
last in the Eastern Football 
Conference.
In Sunday’s game,. starting 
quarterback Jerry Keeling of 
Calgary had four passes picked 
off while Jim Lindsey had two 
intercepted by Eskimo defend­
ers. Jim Henshall and Larry 
Highbaugh stole two Cal-
second half as fullback George 
Reed ran for a six-yard touch­
down and quarterback Ron 
Lancaster threw a 10-yard scor­
ing pass to Alan Ford. Jack 
Abendschan made both con- 
versts.
B.C.’s Jim Evenson, who 
rushed for 134 yards, scored on 
a 44-yard touchdown run in the 
fourth quarter, while Gerela 
had two singles on missed field 




Good Record On The Road 
Gives Sharks Share Of First
; By THE CANADIAN PRESS
; For a team that doesn’t often 
c win at home, Los Angeles 
? Sharks are making the most of ■ 
• their road trips.
J The Sharks produced only 
! their second victory at home 
i Sunday in the early World 
’ Hockey Association schedule, 4- 
■ j 0 over Houston Aeros, but it 
I kept them atop the Western Di- 
I vision standings with Winnipeg 
i Jets.
I The Jets maintained a share 
of first with a 3-1 victory over 
f New York Raiders while Ot- 
tawa Nationals turned back Al- 
» berta Oilers 5-3, Quebec Nor- 
* diques beat Chicago Cougars 3- 
; 2 and Minnesota Fighting 
. Saints defeated the hapless 
. Philadelphia Blazers 3-1.
Cleveland Crusaders contin- 
' ued to pace the Eastern Divi- 
, sion race with a 5-3 victory Sat- 
; urday over second-place Que- 
< bee ’ as Los Angeles checked 
; Chicago 3-2 and New England 
Whalers beat Philadelphia 8-4.
1 ' Tonight the Whalers entertain
; Winnipeg.
■ REGISTERS SHUTOUT
< Russ Gillow turned aside 25 
; Houston shots and goals by 
; Gerry Odrowskl and Bill Young 
t 59 seconds apart in the second 
’ period produced a 3-0 lead and 
secured the Los Angeles vic­
tory.
i Bart Crashley in the first pe- 
riod and Gary Sutherland in the 
y third completed the' Sharks’ 
’ rout as Houston goalie Wayne 
; Rutledge faced 39 shots in front 
f of 4,129 fans, 20 in the final pe-
; The Jets, unable to solve 
• Raider goaltender Peter Don- 
> nelly in Friday’s 9-6 loss took a 
/ 3-0 lead in the first period on 
goals by Larry Hornung, Danny
♦£ By IAN MacLAINE I 
Atlant Canadian Press Staft,Writer I 
The agony of defeat hung on I fans who are getting their first Cahill’s shoulders Sunday 
taste of major league hockey. trudsed toward the T<> ’The Red Wings whistled 37 ®?tl£e ,ronto Argonaut dressing room i 
across Hamilton’s Ivor WynneJim Rutncrford in tno Olympia | staHinTti ' 
but were still hard-pressed for Argos’ 26-16 defeat may have 
. . cost him his job although he 1 
i /°al al has just finished the second
Wayne Carleton, Cecil MeloH I 03 °f I Year <>f a four-year contract.
and^Bob Charlebois shared thefc. sJLor® *be ZvfSS 1^eiTige?'2ats ®ubdu®d TJ> 
Ottawa goals as the Nationals naU down^first place movercame a 3-2 Alberta lead l^^s^^ 1̂£_sec<m<is the Eastern Football Confer^ 
with three unanswered goals in P TOn. e?ce while scuttling the Argos’
thAthirri p Ari nd . The stalemate at Buffalo was playoff chances on the final
Ron Walters,' Ross Perkins sce“nd of ■*V0ar: 6ame of the schedule. <
and Bob Wall scored for the ?abrv®, and ,Flu5s  an£ Ottawa Rough Riders, whose 
Oilers. tured solid : goaltending by St. win over Winnipeg Blue
Rejean Giroux’s goal at 7:26 Louis’ Jacques Caron and Dave Bombers Saturday gave them 
of the third neriod climaxed a Dryden of the home club. an 11-3 record for the season,
comeback at Quebec where 6,- EAGER CONTESTANT identical to Hamilton’s, had. to
020 fans watched the Cougars The game was twice delayed settle for second place because 
take a 2-0 lead on goals by Bob by brief .skirmishes in the sec- of three losses to the Ticats in 
Sicinski and Bob Whitlock ond period. St. Louis defen- season meetings.
Jim McLeod, in the Chicago ceman Steve Durbano, who was Cahill, whose departure 
goal, faced a barrage of 42 involved in th® Initial disturb- from Toronto has been rumored 
Quebec shots as the Nordiques ance wifi1 . team-mate Mike for most of the season, didn’t 
rebounded on second-period Murphy and Buffalo’s Larry want to discuss his future, 
goals by Alain Caron and Hillman and Tracy Pratt, drew “I don’t know, I don’t want to 
Michel Parizeau. . a five-minute major for a later talk about it now,” he told re-
AUBRY AT WORK fight with Sabre rookie Rick porters in the steamy Toronto
Quebec goalie Serge Aubry, Dudley. shower room. It marked a com-
just returned from a two-game The defending champion plete turnabout for the Argos, 
suspension for throwing water Bruins tallied three goals In the last year’s EFC winners -and 
at a referee, was nailed with a first period at Vancouver then Grey Clip finalists.
spearing penalty in the third were forced to hold on in the It also marked a day of retri- 
period during a minor skirmish raggedlv-plaved contest. button for several ex-Agos, no­
in front of the Nordiques* goal. Boston directed 36 shots at tably defensive ends Gary In- 
The Blazers, who have won Canucks’ goaltender Ed Dyck, sheep and _ George Wells and 
just two games and trail fifth-117 in the last period when Phil linebacker Mike Blum, who ad- 
place Ottawa in the Eastern Esposito produced the insur- mitted before the game they c 
race by nine points, suffered ance score. enjoy nothing better than to see
their 11th setback on the Power-play goals at /Phila- Cahill s Argos on .the sidelines, 
strength of Fred Speck’s two delphia by Brad Park and .Rod L^Least emotional or all in the 
goals, his second into an empty* Gilbert wiped out a 2-0 Phila- Hamilton room was Al Brenner 
net. 1 delphia lead and Bobby *h 0 8 ® Canadian Football
Speck, returning from a pen-1 Rousseau scored the winner League record-shattering mter- 
alty, converted a pass from I unassisted with under two min- ®®P“®“8 ,turned the game in 
Me! Pearson for the insurance utes remaining in the second 
score with Philadelphia goal- period. His first offour interceptions
tender Marcel Paille on the off Argo quarterback Joe Theis-
bench in favor of a sixth at- MUI CTAKiniMAC mann was. his 12to of the sea-
tacker. IMrlL ulAlvUIRvJ son, breaking the CFL mark he
Danny Lawson gave Phila- Ry the CANADIAN PRESS hhare<i with former Ticat Don 
delphia a 1-0 lead and George I W L T F API
n e?uabizer Montreal 9 1 4 55 24 22 ,
in front of 4,465 St. Paul, Minn., Rangers . 8. 4 ~ -----------1 1
: Ians’ Buffalo 6 2
Sutherin and John Wydareny of 
Edmonton Eskimos.
SETS EARLY PATTERN
He returned that one 41 yards 
to set up Hamilton’s first touch­
down, by Dave Fleming, and 
snuffed but Toronto drives deep 
in the Hamilton end with his 
other three—two of them in the 
Ticat end zone;
Gerry Organ, Ottawa’s place- 
kicking-offensive end, clinched 
his second straight EFC scor­
ing title at Ottawa, booting 
three field goals and a single to 
account for 10 points and solidi­
fying his unofficial crown with 
131 points. He won in 1971 with 
92 points. Sunter’s eight points 
left him a distant second with 
93 points.
“I could use a little more 
practice time,” Organ admitted 
after hitting on only three of 
seven attempts. Tm still try­
ing to come back from a shoul­
der injury.”
The Winnipeg-Ottawa contest 
turned into a defensive strug­
gled after the Blue Bombers 
stung the Riders’ the first time 
they had the ball.
SUDDEN STRIKE
Quarterback Don Jonas hit 
Jim Thorpe with a 35-yard pass 
on Bombers’ first play from 
scrimmage and followed it with 
a 19-yard scoring strike to Paul 
Williams.
gary passes each while Dave 
Gasser and Howie Schumm 
picked off one apiece.
SYME GIVES UP THREE
Edmonton’s backup quarter­
back, Dave Syme, a Canadian 
from Simon Fraser University 
in- B.C., threw three inter­
ceptions, two to Howard Starks 
and One to Terry Wilson.
Eskimos, who compiled their 
best season record since 1961, 
when they had- 10 wins, five 
losses and a,tie, never trailed 
in the game played before 16,- 
107 fans.
British Columbia, playing be­
fore 22,597 fans, jumped into a 
17-0 half-time lead to surprise
Young, who caught four 
passes for 108 yards, was voted 
the Lions’ Most Valuable 
Player, while Ken Sugarman 
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I 638 LEON AVE. KELOWNA, B.C. PHONE T«S*MQ2
From there it was a contest 
between the defences and Or­
gan’s boot until Dick Adams 
picked up the 11th Rider point.
Jim Spavital, whose Winnipeg 
club won first place in the 
Western Conference the pre­
vious week, didn’t hold too 
much hope for Ottawa in its 
quest for a national title.
He observed the Riders have 
“a fine club defensively, but 
they just can’t score.”
“Hamilton kicked them three 
times this year. What can I 
say? They (Ottawa) can’t move 
the ball, period.”
Johnson and Ab McDonald.
And veteran Joe Daley, stung 
for nine goals on 24 shots Fri­
day, held the Raiders in check 
for 4,795 Winnipeg fans al­
though he wasn’t called, on to 
make a save until the 28-second 
mark of the second period.
Brian Perry broke his shutout 
bld with a power-play score in 
the third period.
BLOW 2-0 LEAD
The Oilers lost a chance to 
■hare first in the west with Los 
Angeles and Winnipeg when 
they blew a 2-0 lead in front of 
2,418 Edmonton fans. . ।


















t i t if As Rams Keep Ahead Of FalconsVancouver _ _ _ __
Islanders 2 8 1 28 54 5
W L T FAP 
8 3 1 50 33 17
West Division 
Los Angeles 8 6 0
Quebec 7 4 x ,,
New England? 4 0 46 35 14
New York 7 6
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
54 43 16
39 41 14 “From last Sunday night un- 
44 14 til I reported to practice on
49 13 Tuesday was a whole week of 
31 12 soul-searching and thinking for 
47 12 me,” Los Angeles quarterback 
39 9 Roman Gabriel said. “Then, 










—I with myself, I came to the con­
clusion I had to use my head.”
Gabriel,, who had experienced 
one of his worst days as a Na­
tional Football League quarter­
back a week ago by throwing 
four intercepted passes in a 45- 
17 loss to Oakland Raiders, 
used his head along with his
SUNDAY
American
Boston 3 Richmond 2
•Cleveland 10 Springfield 5
Cincinnati 6 New Haven 5 
Providence 1- Baltimore 4
Hershey 3 Rochester 3
Canadian Central 
Thompson 6 Kenora 4
Ontario Senior 
Oakville 8 Owen Sound 4I . ■ ’
Quebec Junior
Drummondville 4 Cornwall 
Quebec 9 Trois-Rivieres 6 
Sorel 2 Shawinlgan 1 
Montreal 8 Laval 6
Central Junior 
Pembroke 9 Smiths Falls ft 
Hull 7 Brookville 2
3
,sore arm Sunday against At- 
cy Mow1. 11 1 By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS lanta in their National Confer-at. Mary a 11 Acadia 3 . , . ohnwrinwn
Moncton 6 New Brunswick 5 Phlladephia ’76ers are liter- It 3 off handsomely Ga- 
^ Toronto 9 Whterloo Lutheran ally zeroing in on a National Lfeitorew only 11 passes and 
" Wnufnm •; windnnr a BosketbaU Association record, completed eight of them for 93
Western 5 Windsor 3 After Sunday night’s 131-113 vards And he used his head by
CateaffsnLa^ L°SSi to M‘lwau,k®e B,^ks- the stickfog to a relentless ground
caigary 5 Lakehead 3 | hapless and helpless ’76ers are game spearheaded by Willie El-
two games away from tying the lison and Jim Bcrtclsen/ who 
NBA record for most losses at combined for 215 yards and a 
the start of a season. touchdown apiece to carry the
Their latest was their 13th Rams fo a 20-7 victory that 
loss without a victory this year widened their divisional lead 
and put them in a choice posl- over the Falcons to 1% games.
Ontario Junior
Sudbury 7 London 4
Ottawa 10 Sault Stc. Marie 3
St. Catharines 11 Kitchener 7
Toronto 6 Hamilton 2
Southern Ontario Junior
Chatham 3 Guelph 2
St. Thomas 3 Welland 2
Windsor 4 Niagara Falls 4
Manitoba Junior
West Kildonan 5 Selkirk 3
(Winnipeg 4 Portage 2
Kenora 6 Dauphin 3
Saskatchewan Junior
Estevan 7 Regina 1
Humboldt 15 Moose Jaw 3
Yorkton 6 Prince Albert 5, 
Regina 4 Weyburn 2
Western Canada
Flln Flon 7 Regina 2
New Westminster 3 Winnipeg
Scskatoon 8 Swift Current 6
Calgary 4 Medicine Hal 3
Alberta Junior
The Pans 4 Red Deer 3
Calgary 8 Edmonton 5





Baltimore 2 Cleveland 2 
Nova Scotia 3 Hershey 1 
Cincinnati 5 Springfield 2
Central
Phoenix (WHL) 4 Omaha 2 
Western
Portland 4 Salt Lake 4
Canadian Central 
Thompson 10 Kenora 5 
Western International 
Spokane 10 Kimberley 1 
Cranbrook 8 Trail 3
Ontario Senior 
Barrie 4 Kingston 1 
Galt 4 Brantford 2
Ontario Junior
Oshawa 11 Sault Sic. Marie 7 
Ixmdon 7 Sudbury 5
Saskatchewan Junior 
Saskatoon 10 Weyburn 7
Western Canada
Regina nt Flin Flon ppd 
Victorin 8 Winnipeg 3 
Swift Current 6 Medicine Hat
Alberta Junior
Bed Deci- 5 Lethbridge 1
Calgary 5 Edmonton 2
Drumhelter 4 The Pass 3
British Columbia Junior
Nanaimo 3 Penticton 2
Chilliwack 2 Kamloops 2
Hockey Canada
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7 Brandon I 
Vntvendtlrs
Il ML’ 5 Trofa-Illvterics 5
tion to catch the negative There were two American
record of 15 shared by Denver Conference showdowns, too.
and Cleveland. „ _ „
Denver last 15 at the start of STEELERS LEAD
the season when It had an NBA I*1 Ihc Central Division, Pltts- 
franchise In 1949 and the Cav- b’’’*?1’ Steelers broke out of a 
allcrs dropped that many in first-place deadlock with Cin- 
1970 their first venr clnnatl by clobbering the Bcn-
The longest losing streak Is17—shared by the San Fran- ^ansa" .9 y, _C i e.s. V!U11,ed 
cisco team of 1964 and the old ovcr Oakland nnd Into n one- 
San Diego franchise of 1068. «nm«L’ead by lamlnR 1110 Ral<1- 
ers 27-14.
GREGOR LEADS RUCKS Elsewhere Sunday it was
Reserve forward Gary Gre- Miami Dolphin 30, Buffalo Bills 
gor was mostly responsible for 16; Washington Redskins 35, 
I’hilndolphin’s latest collapse, New York Jets 17; Dallas Cow­
scoring 21 )x>lnts and hauling ln]b°y» 34, San Diego Clinrgvrs 28; 
15 rebounds. New York Giants 29, Denver
In the other NBA games Sun- Broncos 17; Green Bay Packers 
day night, Los Angeles Lakers H San Francisco ’49crs 24; 
trimmed Seattle SuperSonies Minnesota Vikings 37. New Or- 
121-115 and Phoenix Suns Saints 6; Detroit Lions 14 
nipped Cleveland 107-10(5. Chicago Bears 0; Cleveland
Saturday’s scores were: At- Browns ^0, Houston Oilers 0 
lanta Hawks 128, Philadelphia andRJ.’dn<J,c *’aK CS ’’
120; Kansas City-Omaha Royals l^ols Cardinals a 118, Boston Celtics 107; Buffalo I Co^ J
Braves 101 Chicago Rolls 00- entertain Baltimore Colts. Bnhimore‘’Bulte;:' 108BU1^^- '>'•>«, f"/’
land 98; Phoenix 105, Mil- f, ’y At,an,a 31‘3 eailier 
waukee 104; U>s Angeles 134, .?Py?u’.e ri|.,t (h|, VPnr
Portland Troll Blazers 120; . .J ,, I can say tills was a team vic-
v I n?‘. lC ^‘W tory.” Ix>s Angeles coach
n\’ru r ’n .“"a 1 ?'L?,on Ton my P,-othn> said. 
Rockets J18, Detroit Pistons ----- ----- -
!08. .......... 1.... ........... "
“It’s just one of those 
things,” Cincinnati coach Paul 
Brown muttered after the Steel­
ers, behind Terry Bradshaw’s 
three touchdown passes, had 
administered their thrashing.
Rookie Franco Harris led a 
230-yard rushing attack by 
Pittsburgh with 101 yards, in­
cluding a two-yard touchdown 
spurt.
DAWSON IN COMMAND
Len Dawson also threw for 
three touchdowns for Kansas 
City while the Chiefs limited 
Oakland’s running game to 73 
yards.
Coach Don Shula of the Dol­
phins insisted he’s not consid­
ering the possibility of an un­
beaten season after Miami 
stretched Its unbeaten record to 
eight games.
“The only thing you can do,” 
Shula replied, “Is point to the 
other games and see the up­
sets.”
Against the Bills, Mercury 
Morris ran for 106 yards and a 
pair of touchdowns, Earl Mor- 
rall hit Marv Fleming with a 
seven-yard scoring pass and 
Garo Yepremlan booted three 
field goals.
D. C. (Don) Johnston
Don’t let an accident ruin 
your future ... be aura your 






Windsor Rd. — Just off Hwy. 97 Phone 763-7733
MAINLINE RENT-ALL LTD.
HEN TAI-S — SALES — MiRVICH 
everything for the . . .
Contractor — Industry — Home Owner 
2000 Spall Rd. Phone 763-4471
■r
Exhaust Systems for Any Car, Truck or Tractor 
, Shocks nnd Headers
FREE INSTALLATION ON ALL WALKER
TOP LINE MUFFLERS. LIFETIME GUARANTEE.
Cir loin Tul>r> limiting M.ulnne 










Ladles* and Men's Miffs of soft cowhide leather with
7.97imitation Sherpa lining, Black. Sizes S/M, M/L .. pr.
Kimp*onR<6rar«: Sport* 4>n(rft (6) 24-Ilour Tctethop: Kelowna 7615MI.
Simpions-Seara 
Low Price
Youths' Suita — as abovo in sizes 8 to 16.
Men's Suits in lightweight coated nylon shell, rayon 
quilt lining. Navy, in sizes S-M-L-XL...........................
Toll Model os above in sizes M-L-XL....... ..................
Ladles' Suits with cooled nylon shell, rayon quilt lining.
Lunar Blue in sizes 10 to 18........................  «»•
2197 Jai I
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DID YOU EVER SEE SUCH BARGAINS AS LISTED IN TODAY'S COURIER WANT ADS?
WANT TO BUY OR SELL OR RENT — CALL 763-3228
CLASSIFIED RATES
Classified AdvertUemeni* and Not- 
1- s for this pa?» most be received 
bv 4:30 p.m. day previous to pubilca- 
t m except II noon Saturday for Mon­
day publication. _
Phon* 763-3220 
WANT AD CASH BATES
13. LOST AND FOUND
LOST — BLACK LAB. VVP. six 
months old; possibly injured by car at 
Capri. November 3rd. Answer* to "NUti . 
Telephone 762-3394 or 762-7141. 83
FOUND -*■ SMALL BLACK DOG. HAY- 
man.Road, Lakeview Height*. Telephone 
769-4527 after 5:30 p.m. '13
On* or two day* 5e per 
In-ertion.
Three cooiecntive days, 
word per insertion.
■ Sts consecutive day*. 4c 
per ftuMertioo.
Minimum charge based on 








15. HOUSES FOR RENT
■tent 1* *1-00. >
Births, Engagement*, Marriage* 5c 
p*r word, minimum *2.50. ' ’
Death Notice*. In Memoriama, Card* 
of Thanks. Sc per word, minimum 52.50.
•f paid prior to initial trilling, a 10% 
discount may b* deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
Applicable within circulation son* 
only. , , ' .
Deadlin* 4:30 p.m. day prevfotta to 
publication, except U noon Saturday for 
Monday pubUeatlon. . . .
One iuKrtion *2.03 per column inch.
Three consecutive : Insertions *1.96 
per column-Inch. „„
Six consecutive insertions *1.8* . per 
column inch.
Head your advertisement the first 
day it appears. We wiU not be res­
ponsible for ■ more tban one Incorrect 
Insertion.
BOX REPLIES .
50c charge for the use of e Courier 
box number, end 50c additional U 
replies are to be tnaUed.
Names and address of Boxholders 
are held conlidentlaL'
As a condition of acceptance of a 
box number advertisement, . while 
every endeavor wiU be made to for­
ward repUe* to. the advertiser tt 
soon a* possible, we accept no lia­
bility in respeit of losa or damage 
alleged to arise through either fail­
ure or delay In forwarding such re­
plies, however caused, whether by 
neglect or otherwise.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Carrier boy deUvery 65c per week. 










1J4 bathrooms each unit 














































AU mail and Motor Route Subscriptions 
. " payable in advance.
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
1. BIRTHS___________
Monday’* child 1* fair of face: 
Tuesday'* child i* fuU of grace:
Wedpeaday’a child 1* fuU of woe:
Thursday’s child has far to go; 
Friday’s child Is loving and 
Saturday’s child works hard
living: 
And the child that 
Sabbath Day. 
Is fair'and wise, and
is bom
15. HOUSES FOR RENT 
rnnCT. BEDROOM NORTH CmT 
more home with basement Available 
Immediately. *1*0 per month. Telephone 
763-6586 or 363-2409. »
*,VArt.AHLE NOVEMBER l*t TWO 
bedroom newly remodeEed house in 
Rutland. Fun basement, garage. No 
pets. Telephoo* 76241718. tf
AVATTJlRLE IMMEDIATELY. TWO 
bedroom fourplex in Westbank. One 
month free rent with six months lease. 
ChUdren welcome. Telephone 768-5262. tt
TWO BEDBOOM DUPLEX. FULL 
basement, on Glenmore Street AvaU­
able November 15. Telephone 7624)640.
82
16. APTS. FOR RENT
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE IN 
Rutland.. suitable for couple, refrigera­
tor. stave and utilities included. • *95 
per month, furnished if desired at *105. 
No pete. Telephone 765-6370. *3
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. COMFOR- 
table one bedroom suite tar working 
couple. Close in, private entrance. Ab­
stainers preferred. No children, no pets.
Telephone 763-7541. M, W, Th, 85
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
CITY ACREAGE — HWY. 97
3.73 acres across from Orchard) Park Shop­
ping centre with 308’ frontage on Hwy. 97. 
For full particulars call Art Day 8-5089. 
MLS.
LOTS OF EVERYTHING
Ponderosa pine and fir treed lots in Peach­
land, walking distance to schools and lake. 
Panoramic view of lake and Peachland. To 
investigate, call Gordon Stuart 9-4295. MLS.
THREE BEDROOM, PARTLY FUBN- 
ished. *163.00 per mjmtt.
Loken at Hoover Realty Ltd., 762-5030.
*2
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE NEAR HOS- 
pital, third bedroom if required. *150 
per month. Telephone 762-4407 between 
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. ■, ’ *3
SMALL UNFURNISHED WOOD BEAT- 
ed boo**. *73 per month. Suitable -for 
on* or two per«0M. Immediate oc- 
cupancy. Telephone 762*484. *3
SMALL TWO BEDBOOM SPANISH 
home. Ideal for quiet young or retired 
couple. No pet*. Vacant November 15. 
*135. Telephone 765-7900. M, F, 86 
CABINS AND MOBILE HOMES FOR 
rent by 'th* month. Telephone 767-2222 
(Peachland). The Pincushion Motel.
M, F, *7
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM. DE- 
lux* housekeeping unit*. Television.
Close to Vocational School and shopping 
centre. Telephone 762-3367. ' , tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM HOUSE- 
keeping unite. Close to shopping and 
Vocation*! School Golden Sands Resort, 
3356 Watt Road. Telephone 762-5272. ti
FULLY FURNISHED -JNITS WITH 
kitchenettes. Close to aU faculties, trans­
portation and shopping. Cinnamon's 
Lakeshore Resort, telephone 762-4834. tf
SHERWOOD MANOR, CORNER OF EL- 
lis and Rosemead Avenue, one and two 
bedroom suites, close to shopping, quiet, 
adults only. Telephone 762-086L tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kitchens, children and pets, welcome, 
very low rates, weekly or monthly. 
Telephone now 769-451L tf
ATTRACTIVE TWO BEDROOM, TWO 
storey unit with shag, in Rutland six- 
plex. Stove and refrigerator included/
HIGHWAY FRONTAGE
That could be zoned commercial.-Situated 
across Hwy. 97 from Wood Lake. Domestic 
water, power, etc. 230’ frontage. MLS. Art 
MacKende 9-4264.
3 BDRM. RETIREMENT — $16,500 
Conveniently located dose to shopping and 
on a quiet street. 1 Bdrm, down, 2 upstairs, 
wall to wall in living room and master 
Bdrm. Beautiful landscaped yard," garage 
and carport. See this, in good condition. 
Call Marty Martin 3-2251. MTS.
TREMENDOUS VIEW
A building lot that literally looks down on 
Lakeview Hts., has wired TV cable, under­
ground power, domestic water, easy to 
work soil. Only $7,000, take a year to pay. 
CaR George Trimblp 2-0687. MLS.
LEVEL VIEW LOTS
10 minutes from town, only five lots left. 
These serviced building lots have a fab- 
■ ulous view. Terms available. Call Bren
Witt 9-4326. MLS.
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD. .
1451 PANDOSY ST. • • • SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY • •<• Office Ph.,34144
DO YOU REQUIRE
4 BEDROOMS?
Then you should see this 2 
yr. old attractive bungalow 
with completed basement 
D-shaped living room and 
dining room. Hand^ kitchen 
with eating area. Two full 
bathrooms. Two fireplaces. 
Sundeck. Double carport' 
Large landscaped lot. Excel­
lent condition and topped off 
with shag rugs. AU. this for 
only $33,500.00 with terms' "» 
School only % block awaf I 
See this one before you buj l 




IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A MOD- 
ern two bedroom duplex, close to 
schools, churches and shopping ameni­
ties, please drive by 173 Hardy Road, 
Rutland. If you like it, telephone for 
information and inside viewing. One or 
two school "age children welcome. Avail-
able November 1st. 763-6139. tt
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX; FULL 
basement and carport. No pet*. Tele- 
phone 765*8815. • “
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, CARPORT, 
*150 per month. Kingsway Street. Tele- 
phwie 763-3986. . «
TtiREE BEDROOM HOME IN RUT- 
land. *175 per month. Telephone 765- 
7279.' • ' '■ “
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT IN 
Rutland. Refrigerator and stove included 
at *95 per month. No pets. Available 
December 1. Telephone 765-7233. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex, Rutland. Immediate possession. 
*125 per month. Telephone-765-5506 after
TRADES CONSIDERED
TERMS AVAILABLE








.No toll on above numbers.
MONTREAL TRUST
262 Bernard 762-5038
THREE BEDROOM, BASEMENT 
home with rec room. Two years old. 
*225 per month. Require first and last 
month’s rent in advance.' Available 
October 30. Lower rental to party agree­
able to lease. To view, 740 Ace Road.
Rutland. , tf
THREE BEDROOMS — GLENMORE. 
Available for immediate occupancy — 
new three bedroom fourplex unit with 
basement and carport. Country atmo­
sphere—large play area—children wel­
come. *170 per month. Telephone 763-
3303 or 762-3713. ' tf
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY — TWO 
bedroom duplex for rent, on Wardlaw 
Avenue. Carport and storage. *155 per 
month. Call Gerri Krisa. days.- 763-4932 
or evenings. 763-4387. Lund and - War­














Available, 1 and 2 bedroom 
suites. Range, refrigerator, ca­
ble TV, drapes in all suites. 
No pets or children. Mature 
adults.
TWO BACHELOR SUITES AVAILABLE 
immediately. Rutland area. *80 per 
month; Telephone 765-9882 after 6 p.m.
. .:.•■■■■ ti
DELUXE BACHELOR SUITE, CLOSE 
In. December 1st possession. Brockton 
Manor, ’ 1831 Pandosy Street. Telephone
763-3685.
NEW TWO BEDROOM 
location. Only *140. 455 







THREE ROOM FURNISHED SUITE, 
including utilities. avaUable now. Apply 
at 455 Glenwood Avenue or telephone
763-2993. 84
NEW TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED 
suite. Westbank location, middle aged 




Brand new three bedroom Colonial Style 
home with lovely view. Wall to wall car­
pets, fireplace, patio door to sundeck, large 
kitchen, 1% vanity baths, full basement, 
attached carport, and many extras. Low 
taxes! $30,500 full price.
CHARMING RETIREMENT HOME 
Nestled in beautiful ipine trees, near Kel­
owna golf course, close in, two bedrooms, 
carpeted living room, large kitchen with lots 
of cupboards, double garage, fully fenced 




Almost completed!^Spanish style executive 
three bedroom horde, with unsurpassed view, 
Wrap-around su-'1' 4 ^fireplaces, new­
est built-in kit: (* Ci'V wes and designs 
for wallpapers, and light fixtures. 
. Double garage, i ..sement on 0.51 acres.
All utilities. Full price, $48,500.
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
Spacious three bedroom home on Rowcliffe 
Avenue. Part basement, garage, fully fenced 
and nicely landscaped lot. Seasonably 
priced at $18,200.
Lakeview Heights
New, 2 bdrm, duplex, on % 
acre lot. Full basement. WaU 
to wall carpeting, dble plumb­
ing. Landscaped*, paved car­
port and driveway. Owner 





FOR RENT WITH OPTION OF BUY- 
ing. Attractive two bedroom home. Full 
basement, two bathrooms, large patio.
givingVI Closed-in carport. Drapes, stove, refri- 
for a gerator. Reasponsible people only. *200 
I per month; Close in. Rutland Centre.
on the Telephone 765-7143.' 83
Telephone 763-5147
M, W, F, tf
VILLA APARTMENTS
1966 PANDOSY STREET
LARGE TWO BEDROOM NEW APART- 
ment. over 1,000 square feet floor area. 
*160 per month. Children welcome.
Telephone 765-6670. 82
ROOMMATE WANTED (20 - 23) MUST 
be professional working girl. Sense of 
humor a must. Telephone 762-6568 be-
tween 5-6 p.m. • 82
Mission View Homes Ltd.
85
CALMELS CRESCENT. ATTRACTIVE 
three bedroom home featuring * double 
carport, fenced and landscaped. IMi 
baths, double fireplace, broadloom in 
living room, hall and master bedroom, 
double windows. One block to school 
and country club. Terms can be ar. 
ranged to suit buyer. Please can Crest­
view Homes. 763-37371 or Don Walllnder.
One bedroom suite including 
range, refrigerator, wall to wall 
carpeting, drapes, air condi­
tioner, cable TV. Laundry faci­
lities, elevator, all utilities ex­
cept telephone paid by landlord. 
Adult buildling. Telephone 
manager:
ROWCLIFFE MANOR: DELUXE ONE 
bedroom suite. Adults only. 575 Row­
cliffe Avenue; Telephone 762-8068. tf
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe suite avaUable. No children or
pets. Telephone 763-7234. tf
ONE BEDROOM SUITE IN RUTLAND, 
includes stove, refrigerator, cable TV. 
*100 per month. Telephone 765-8841. tf
LARGE TWO BEDROOM UNITS, COM- 
pletely furnished, no chUdren, no pets.




_ WALKING DISTANCE TO DOWNTOWN 
, .. - . and Capri, on a quiet street, near new.
Children hearing ".the vene by .Countee spacious, two bedroom duplex with 
Cullen always want to taow which day carpet throughout. Patio doors leading 
of the week waa their blrtK date. A | to concrete patio. CaU Harry Mad- 
Kelowna Dally Courier Blrtb Notice | docks, Collinson Realty, 765-5155 or 
will provide a record in print for your 765-6218. tf
good, and 763-3268 
M, W, F tf
ONE BEDROOM DUPLEX, EXCEL- 
lent location, utilities supplied, adults
only. Telephone 763-6168. tf
WANTED, WORKING GIRL TO SHARE 
apartment. For further details tele-
child* A Kelowna Dally Courier Birthl-' 1 ........Notice as low as *2.50.-To place a Birth I FOURPLEX UNIT IN RUTLAND. 
Notice, dial 763-3228. only six months old. Over 1100 square
-..... .'. . -....   I........... .: , feet of living accommodation offering
two large .bedrooms, IMi baths, patio 
doors to sundeck, air conditioned, car­
pet throughout. CaU Harry Maddocks, 
CoUlnson Realty, 765-5155 or 765-6218.
FLOWERS I ■ ■ ■ " - ' ■ ■ »
SOMETHIN^ SPECIALl DELUXE 
Convey your tnougntiul I three bedroom duplex, gas heat, double 
message in time Of sorrow. windows, refrigerator and stove. FuU 
uvuun. । basement, landscaped. AvaUable : Dec- 
rir rwnmn n«r„rwi ember 1st. *165 per month. Telephone
KAREN’S FLOWER BASKET 765-6686. tt
2. DEATHS
151 Leon Ave. 762-3119 AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, TWO
M, W, F.tf bedroom duplex with full basement and 
__  * * ’ carport in Spring Valley subdivision.
"CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE B.C. Rutland. $145 per month. No pets. Tele­
Heart Foundation, Box 186, Kelowna will phone 765-5337. tf
•ckiMW?ed«d?,I,reC*atei1 #IU1 <ratctUUtf TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX; CARPET- 
B .led throughout, full basement and car­
port. Near shopping centre In Rutland.
5. IN MEMORIAM
IN MEMORIAM VERSE:
Immediate occupancy. No pets. Tele- 
phone 762-6715. , tf
FULLY MODERN THREE BEDROOM
THE SQUIRE
.1760 ELLIS ST.
Now renting, spacious 1, 2 and
3 bedroom suites. Ready for 
occupancy Dec. 1st. For in­
formation:
Phone 763-2029 or 763-2305 
' . ■■ • 'tf
A collection of suitable verse* for use family unit in RuUand fourplex. FuU 
in tn Memorlam* I* on hand at Th* basement, clean and quiet, Immediate 
Kelowna Dally Courier Office. In Mem- possession. Telephone 765-7814 after- 
orlams ar* accepted until 4:30 p.m. day I noons and evenings. tf
Sd‘to owh’cCuied “counter ’and ^W SPACIOUS THREE BEDROOM 
make a selection or telephone for a dup,e!L’ e«Peted, full basement. Close 
trained Ad-writer to aulst you la the I’p„!,ch0013 ,on Highland Drive South, 
choice of an appropriate vers* and Stohmie^762 7779 n° PeU' Rent ,18?; 
. in writing th* In Memorlam. Tel*. Tcl^Phone 762-7779._______ tt
phon* 763-3228. M. W. F. til FREE RENT FOR ONE WEEK. AV AIL-
UKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME-te7d)TnttandrC^lepbon.H7XT % tatas^.ha^'X.et^No6^”;!*.^ 
i*nu> Kuuana. leiepnon* 765-6494. tl Re(erenCM required. Telephone 763-6241.
1 tf
Franklyn Manor
New and spacious two bedroom 
suites, free cable TV and laun­
dry facilities.' All shag, electric 
heat, air conditioning. Babies 
welcome, no pets. Quiet loca­




Enjoy quiet; luxurious living in 
a completely fire resistant, con­
crete and steel apartment. De­
luxe suites, beautiful views.
763-3641
phone 762-3251. 86
WANTED: ONE GIRL TO SHARE SPA- 
cious new villa. Reasonable rent, tele-
phone 769-4974 after 6 p.m. 86
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
FURNISHED BED-SITTING ROOM 
for rent with kitchen facilities.' Apply 
Y. E. Craze, 542 Buckland Avenue or
telephone 762-2471. «
ROOMS AVAILABLE (DOWNTOWN), 
with or without kitchens. Weekly/winter 
rates. Sorry, no children or pets. Apply
Inn Towner Motel, 762-2333. tf
ROOM FOR RENT, PATTERSON AVE- 
nue, for one month only. Telephone 763-
5787. tf
ONE LARGE BEDROOM, KITCHEN 
facilities available, five minute walk to
downtown. Telephone 762-5027. tf
18. ROOM AND BOARD
SUNVALLEY REST HOME, NOW Ac­
cepting guests, private and semi-private 
with bath. For more information call 
765-9668. .86
ROOM AND BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL 
students and working men. Telephone 
762-6821. 83
BOARD, ROOM AND CARE FOR SEN- 
lor citizens. Private and semi-private 
rooms. Day and night supervision, good 
meals. Telephone 763-5780. tf
GOOD ROOM AND BOARD, CLOSE TO 
downtown, working persons or students. 
Telephone 762-4971. 
HOTEL — 15 ROOMS’
Selling 700 kegs — 2600 Doz.— Over $5,000 room trade.
Living quarters for owner plus 2 other suites. Hotel in 
nice condition. Full price $122,000. Terms available. Tre­
mendous man and wife operation. CaU Mel RusseU at 
762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 769-4409. MLS.
“LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS!”
EXCLUSIVE BUILDING LOTS located on Thacker Drive 
in Crestview Gardens among a variety of fruit trees. 
Priced from $6,350 to $7,500. CaU Ed Scholl at 762-3146, 
evgs. and'wknds. 762-0719. MLS.
SAFEWAY — IK BLOCKS
We have a listing on this good sized, 2 bdrm, home on 
Richter St. There is a glassed-in veranda and a cute gar­
age. Cannot be beaten for VALUE at the full price of ' 
$15,700. Can'be handled with $10,000 down. Please caU 
Cliff Wilson at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-2958. MLS.
FINTRYLOT!
Situated in popular Fintry area. Westside. This area 
makes for secluded living. FuU price $3,500. See us for 
directions — caU J. F. Klassen at 762-3146, evgs. and 
wknds. 762-3015. MLS. _
ATTENTION CARPENTERS! ONLY $14,900
If you are a Uttle slack you should purchase this soUd 
stucco home near Safeway and with a little re-modelling 
and painting you could make a handsome profit, due to 
. its desirable location for re-sale. Vendor wiU carry bal­
ance. For fuU details and to view call Harry Rist at 762- 
3146, evgs. and wknds. 764-7221. MLS.
Dale Brooks 764-7338
1607 EUis St. 763-4400
Attention church groups, service clubs etc. We have 1000 
feet of lakeshore on Osoyoos lake. Ideal for campsite. Two 
buildings, power, phone, close to the town of Osoyoos. 
Only $10,500 down or will take trade. Make an offer. Call 
Bill Jurome, 763-4400 or 765-6289 or write 1607 Ellis Street, 
Kelowna, B.C.
6%% MORTGAGE - SEE IT. Beautiful family type homa 
overlooking the golf course. 3 bedrooms up plus 2 down. 
Bathrooms up and down. Plus ensuite plumbing. Lange 
wrap-around carpeted sundeck. Completely finished up and 
down. Wall to wall rugs plus brick fireplace, on both 
levels. Many more extras, built in GE push button range, 
intercom, stereo and much more. PAYMENTS . ONLY 
$179 per month, including, taxes. MLS. Call Fred Smith 
764-4573.
SEE THIS PRESTIGE 4-BEDROOM MISSION HOME 
TODAY. 3,000 sq. ft. of enjoyable living with games room 
and interesting bar room with fireplace. Mother will revel 
in her family-sized kitchen, large dining room with patio, 
and spacious living room with raised fireplace. For ap­
pointments to view this $50,000 quality home, call Dan 
Einarsson, 766-2268 or 3-4400. MLS.
CHOICE OF THREE nearly new 3-bedroom and 2-fireplace 
and rec rooms. Locations are Kelglen Crescent and Golf 
course. Asking $32,500 and $35,000 with as little as 10% 
down payment and 9%% interest on terms to suit. MLS. 
Call Gerry Tucker 763-4400.
Call Classified Ads Direct 763-3228
tf
6. CARD OF THANKS TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
duplex with carport, In Rutland, avail-
FRANK LEARNING OF PAUL PON-1 #ble Nov, 1, Water, garbage, drape* 
ich Studio wishea to thank the residents included, *160. Near bus, store, school, 
of Kelowna and Dlitrlct for the wonder- Telephone 765-5873. tt
fol respoM* to their Introductory offer. Twn nvmnmt rnrrirp, rtow 
AU phone call* will bo discontinued BEDROOM COTTAGE) STOVE, 
thi. week a* thl* was a limited offer. rcfrl,?er±5 Bnd ^‘er„ “u.pplle,d' On’ 
If you hav* been phoned and have not ,m“Sh*!S rences
received* the certificate, or if you have No lpetB- Rent *110, le,cPhon*
not been phoned and wish to purchase i^*’6353* ' __________ "
thl* special offer, please telephone 762- NEW TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX. 
®^JuiW» .You Purchaae your | available immediately. Ono and a 
certificate now and use It at your con- half baths, sundeck with view. In West- 
•y‘T1e>1,i0V#r.‘h<!. nex‘.tw.? ye,r* <or tank. *140 per month. Telephon* 765- 
tndlvldual or family portraits,82 3721, 548-3807 (Oyanu*). tf
8. COMING EVENTS
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, TWO BED- 
room with fireplace. *165 per month. 
Half block from Notlh Glenmore School.
KELOWNA AND DISTRICT DIABETIC M*lchcU 762-3713: or evenings.
Association General Meeting. Monday, I «
November 8. 7:30 p.m. at the Health 
Centre. Guest speaker: Heather Morgan, 
who was an exchange Undent to Den­
mark. Topic: Diabetics Travelling. Slide*
•nd question period. Refreshment*. 
Special Invitation extended to young 
diabetics. 82
THEATRE KEIXJWNA PRESENTS - 
"Minter Robert*" a two act comedy- 
drama, in the Community Theatre. * 
p.m.. Nov. Sth. 10th and llth. Ticket* 
available at Muatc Box. at the door.. 
avaUable at Mualc Box. at the door.
Adult* *3.00, student* *1.00 *7
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK. 
flreplMts. reUInln* walla, flower 
planter* and atonawork. CaU SebatUan.
763-rnu ti
n. personals
MXFCtlNM'lOUS DUE TO aim:
\NOW RENTING
•1 on basement suite.
•2 br.
Shag
units in new 4 'felex. 
units in new duplex, 
carpeted and roomy.
765-9080
M, W, S, tf
20. WANTED TO RENT
THREE BEDROOM HOME FOR RES- 
ponsible couple with three older chil­
dren and baby. Reasonable rent. WiU 
accept any area close to or in Kelowna. 
Telephone 763-3041.  *2
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
ATTRACT1VE THREE BEDROOM Du­
plex, full basement, on Highland Drive 
South. Close to school*. Abstainers, no 
pets. *180 per month, available Novom-
pimple* and similar blemishes? Hydso- 
Itn will clear your complexion, dear. 
coliMleas. equally ettectlva tn dry or 
oily skin, us* night nr day. Many 
Heated user*. Only It.M for I nunce;
*3 »i for 3 ounces t *1.00 for medicated 
anap al lx>ng'* Super Dni|* 1 Id . Iler- 
naid Ate. and Capri Shopping Centre.
*1. »1
AlAXHlOUCS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P O Bo* 387. Kelowna. B C. Telephone
n.iurk 76JW3T or TMC92X In 
7m) 2107 It lhrr« * drinking 
In >our home' < nnt«rt Al Anon
her Ifct. Telephone 763-3665.
IN WESTBANK, NEW THREE BED- 
room home. Fireplace, wall to wall 
carpet, lull basement, carport. *175 per 
month. Immediate occupancy. Telephone
764-7139.
TWO BEDROOM HOME. MODERN, 
gas furnace. Rutland area. Working 
coupin preferred. For further Informn
TWO BEDROOM BASEMENT APART- 
ment. avaUable Immediately. AU utili­
ties except telephone. Stove, refrigera­
tor. drapes, table and bed. Quiet work­
ing couple, small child welcome. (115 
per month. Telephono 763-6064 tf
REASONABLE RENT. ONE AND TWO 
bedroom garden apartment* in West- 
bank. Quiet are* with view of lake. Ite- 
frlgerator and stove, carpeting through­
out, close to tchool* and •hopping. No 
pets. Telephone 768 5875. tf
CENTRAL LOCATION — 1800 IIIX)CK 
Pandosy, Three bedroom ground floor 
suite in "Quadra Court" fourplex. Pos- 
session immediate. Reference* please. 
>145 per month. CaU Lupton Agencies 
Ltd, 762-4400. t|
ONE BEDROOM SUITE’ *140 PER 
month, all ulllltlea Included. Closa to 
Shops Capri. No children, no pets. 
Retired couple preferred. Apply Mrs. 
Dunlop. Sult* 1. 12*1 Lawrence Avenue
CORAL BEACH
One year old 2 bedroom 
home by the lake, ideal 
summer home built for year 
round living. School bus to 
the door. Rented now, so 
why not buy now and let the 
rent make the payments. 
Asking $21,900.00 with Royal 








or telephone 762-5134. tf
SPECIAL -
Three bedroom home, located nt 1040 
Richter Street. Suitable for family with 
2 or 3 children. *160 per month. Tele-
phone 763-4651.
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. RUTLAND 
nri-a, lull h.iM-mont, will to wall rar. 
p l l’ ioii':lu> t « hi.s.’i Io M'hnol. Avnll- 









FLlVIROLYstS - C.EMIt. Skit’, 
medically approved anctbcM Bljhly- 
qua), led eperater wilt* many year* re- 
perienc* I nr tMilhtr InlorrnatHin. tel*
phon* Itrkn Gr*>, TbJMIX U
RI.IO RCAA bLN-ri'l* TOI RI RIM’S 
te»v* I-entlctMi Nevewiber II. S3 an<1 
lierember » Fackafe »*o. RCAA Travel
Agency, 339 Marti*
4*3 TUI*. M. 11*.
r»ntl<tral.
F. .6. d
to counit n sunxntiBKR*. would 
th* eanWa Mun* awd M&ws pad 
tte cwm kkWHWr* mate 








No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-440D
EXCELLENT VIEW ACREAGE WINFIELD
Oceola Road — 10 acres with view of Wood Lake and 
mountains, suitable for horse farm, recreation, mobile • 
home park, etc. Now planted to orchard, water licence 
from Wood Lake. Price reduced to $33,900. Terms. MLS. 
Call Mike Jennings 762-4400, evenings 765-6304.,
duple* with carport, on Morgan lloail. 
Water Included, *143 monthly. Immediate 
po*»e*tlon. Telephone 765 8*10. Child­
ren welcome. 81
four tu onooM house, full base- 
meet, fireptae* treated on Wood Road. 
Rutland. »ln.1 monthly, available Immedi­
ately. Children accepted. Telephone 7*1- 
MU. , u
TWO BFDIIOOM HOUSE. DOWNTOWN 
Krtawn*. Available November 10th. *131
TWO BEDROOM SUITE. WALL TO 
wall carpet, colored «ppllance». cable 
televUlon. Rent *130 per month, utllltle* 
Included. No email children, no pete. 
Telephone 764-4966. tf
ONE miDIlOOM APARTMENT, car". 
pcleil throughout, colored appliance*, 
cable television, hot water and heat, 
laundry, parking, tarbage collection. 
Telephon* 7*3-t:!61. tf
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM APART- 
ment. In fourplex located in Rutland. 
Wail to wall carpet and balcony, tin- 
mediate occupancy. Telephone 763 8S19.
__  ti
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN 
Rutland, available December lei. Re­
frigerator. atove, heat, water Included. 
Only *143 per month. Telephone 763- 
»M7 or 7817129. tf
COMFORTABLE O N E BFDBOOM
PEACHLAND
Like the Water and a good 
view? This is it! Nice 2 bed­
room semi-waterfront home 
with garage. Level lot, no 
stairs and just a few blocks 
from town. Fruit trees and 
good garden, nice landscap-- 
ing. Asking $29,500.00, includ­
ing many major appliances. 
Exclusive listing.
NASSAU CRESCENT, $29,500.00
Here’s a lovely, 1,620 Sq. Ft. home, located in a prestige 
area, with double fireplace, windows, huge spacious 
rooms. Financing no problem, as a large C.U. Mtge. at 
may be obtained for the right buyer, with as low as 
$4,000,00 down. Let me show you through this immacul­
ate abode, by calling Gerri Krisa, days, 3-4932 or even­
ings, 3-4887. MLS,
CHOICE CABIN ON WOOD LAKE
Lakeshore property is hard to find; plan your next sum­
mer and many more to come, at this fully furnished 
cabin. Living room, kitchen, 2 bedrooms, 3 pc. bath, plus 
storage room. 80' of safe, sandy beach. All yours at a re­
duced price of $20,000.00. Terms may be considered. Call 
Erik Lund, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 2-3486. MLS.
PRIME 25 ACRES IN VIEW 
ORCHARD & PASTURE 
charming 4-bcdroom home with den, 2 baths, 2 fire­
places;
gently sloping land, 
across the road;
magnificent view, Wood Lake
— horse barn, corrals, pasture;
— 20 acres In l«t rate young, productive orchard, full 
Irrigation, domestic water;
— large, 2-sloroy, insulated building adaptable for swim­
mer camp, antique store, etc.;
—- full line of good equipment.
At $120,000 full price with terms this has to be one of the 
most attractive offerings in the Valley. Call Dudley 
Pritchard or Mike Jennings 762-4400, evenings 768-5550 







month t hthlren welcome.
Telephone 7i. * 1.03
41 AH UH F HIMI IHA ILLY.
*1
THREE
•partment. <»bl» TV, «tov« 
Rrtator. Ifeat •upplu-d.
town. Telephone "thl 0119 »lkr
bcdlrwm, full hii.rmrnt duplrv ne«r 
ID prr innnth. Telr
phnne It-lll/i*) tf
Tlim F. Ill UIIOOM. 1 t I I, BkM Mt XT 
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•blr Dr.rmbrc 1 Tclrpkme "414,11,
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■tma and refrlrrrator. carpeted Inter­
com and cable TV. located In Rutland, 
children welcome, no pets. Telepbone
er 70*174 after S pm «>
FOUR BEDROOM APARTMENT IN 
Westbank. Ftreplac*. IH Leths. reason, 
able lent. Children and pel* welcrim* 
Telephone Tit MM. Avallsbl November 
1Mb. *4
IURN1MIFD ONE AND TWO BFI» 
room units by week or mmi* < ehle 
Dfevlston M* cKMira. N* pet* Beier* 
llearh Mrdet. TM 11’5 t(









Affleck ......... . 3-6085
A. Pcnson ...........  8-5830
J. Millar ___ ... 3-5051
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WE CO OPERATE WITH ALL BROKERS
SOUND INVESTMENT $37,000.00
4 self contained suites, no vacancy. Spacious landscaped 
lot, triple garage, prime location, rental Income $400.00 
per month. Abi-Gail Young 763-7900 or 764-4201. NRS.
VLA: This 2 bedroom home with full baiiemont Is only 2 
year* old, on .4 acre on a quiet street. Must be kccii to 
be appreciated. Has built-in air conditioner, carport and 
guest house. Owner Is anxious to sell and> asking $25,500 
with terms. Call Joe Sleslngcr at the office or evenings nt 
2-6874. MI.S.
Block Bros
HALF AN ACHE OF LANDSCAPED PRIVACY: Located 
in Okanagan Mission and featuring a cuatoni built, 2,000 
sq. ft. executive home! Reduced by $1,000 and owner may 
take small house In trade! If you are considering a move 
up. call Gordon Funnell at the office or evenings at 2-0901. 
Ml.S.
REALTY LTD
13 ACRE HOLDING. Presently In orchard, This property 
it In two parcel* ao vendor may sell ncparatcly. All good 
■view property with over 800 feet on paved road. For 





2-3518 Ben Bjornwn 9 4221
Appraisals — G. H Funnell, H.l. । B (’.)
536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900 573 Bernard Avenue 762-3414
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KELOWNA — 762-3713 RUTLAND^ — 765-5155
Midvalley Realty
429 Hv/y. 33 West — Rutland Phone 765-7704
NO DOWN PAYMENT
1.26 acres, liveable cabin'.
McLean Rd. off June Springs.
RESIDENTIAL
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING 
DIFFERENT?? If you are 
tired of looking at standard 
designs see this one;.It’s dif< 
ferent — 2 bedrooms, 2 floor 
to telling fireplaces, 2 bath­
rooms; sundeck on 4 sides
• with cement patio below. F an- 
tastic view of lake and city 
yet only 10 minutes from 
downtown. Located in West 
Kelowna Estates and priced
‘ at $32,900. Call Clare Angus 
at 7624807 evenings. EXCL.
B HEY! LOOK ME OVER! 3 
sbedroom well cared .for fam- 
^■ly home with 2- fireplaces, 
HBnindeck, carport, etc. All 
^fenced in to protect all 'the
I kiddies that play on rich 
I green grass. Roses, flowers, 
I shrubs and trees complement
< I the yard. And best of all I’m 
I not expensive, only $24,500
I with easy payments of $154
I including taxes. Won’t you 
I come and see me. Give my 
I friend Frank Ashmead a call 
’ today at 765-6702 evenings.
MLS.
122’OF LAKESHORE — $10,-
I 000 — Only one mile from
I city centre on Okanagan 
I Lake. For information to
I view call Ernie Donnelly at
I 762-2558 evenings. MLS.
I COMMANDING VIEW — of 
I Okanagan Lake and valley 
I from this large lot . on quiet 
I cul-de-sac in Peachland.
I Priced at $4,500. For more in-
I formation call Bud Dalley at- 
I 769-4875 evenings. MLS.
OFFERS WANTED — on this 
I beautiful Glenmore view
I home with 4 bedrooms, on a 
I quiet street. Built-in range 
I and eating area in the si>ac-
I ious, private kitchen, T% 
J baths. up, 2 fireplaces, sun-.
>'* | deck and patio, large rec 
I room, all just decorated.
I Owner moving and must sell.
: I Reduced to $31,500. Present
I financing very good. Call 
'I Dave Deinstadt at 7634894
I evenings. MLS.
CHARMING HOME. PRES­
TIGE AREA and) VIEW — 
Well appointed living and 
dining rooms, dream kitchen 
and eating area with utility 
off, 4 bedrooms. Fully de­
veloped on two floofs. French 
doors to exquisite covered 
deck. Prime - city location. 
CaU,BD1 Campbell at 763- 
6302 eves. MLS.
BEAUTY SALON — Ideal lo­
cation just % block off Ber­
nard Avenue, parking close. 
Completely renovated with 
6 stations and 8 dryers. Low 
down payment and vendor 
wiU carry balance. CaU 
Gordon Marwick at 7694662 
evenings. MLS. •
TRADE TEN GALLONS OF 
PAINT — for h $3,000 saving? 
For only $21,500 you can 
purchase this 3 year old, well 
constructed 4 bedroom home 
close to schools and shop­
ping. Two fireplaces, double 
windows, sliding doors to sun­
deck, 2 bathrooms, built-in 
oven and range. Call Terri. 
Meckling at 7634657 even­
ings. MLS.
WATERFRONT AND ONLY 
$37,500 — This 1 year old 
home with it’s unique design, 
and private dock wUl pro­
vide hours of leisure fun in 
the sun of - the lovely sand. 
This home features beautiful 
Natural stone fireplace, built- 
in bar in large rec room. 
Built with pecan and Indian 
Rosewood panelling annd fea­
tures open beams. To view 
please call Sylvia Roberts at 
765-6936 eves. MLS.
BUY OF THE WEEK — See 
this modern 3 bedroom home 
on a quiet street. Large lot 
with fruit and shade trees 
and well landscaped. Good 
carport, full basement with 
14x30 rec room with bar. 
Full price $22,950. Call Wilf 
Rutherford at 763-5343 even­
ings. MLS.
LAND AND ACREAGES
PGx^NTIAL COMMERCIAL PROPERTY — 9.33 acres bord- 
I ering'two major highways in Rutland area and priced to sell. 
I For details call Frank Hauk at 7624562 evenings. MLS.
ONLY A FEW LOTS LEFT — in the Okanagan Valley’s most
I desirable subdivision in Caramilo Heights. Buy one now. Call 
I Bob Clements'at 7644726 evenings. MLS.
I EVERYONE’S DREAM —5 acre lots in the country. Paved 
r roads, irrigation water, close to schools, not too far from 
I town. CaU Fred Kyle at 765-8864 evenings. MLS.
I IF A PINED ACRE—is where you want to live phone me 
I to view a beauty. 1208 sq. ft. of modern home with 2 car- 
I ports, 2 fireplaces, 2 bathrooms, finished basement and qual- 
I ity construction. Ken, days 2-3713, nites 2-0663. MLS.
I 18.8 ACRE HOLDING PROPERTY — Investors here is your 
I opportunity to acquire a fine -piece of land, close to city, 
I with water and power available. $30,000 down payment Will 
I do, contact Andy Runzer at 764-4027 for more information.
EXCL.
| Harry Maddocks 5-6218 Blanche Wannop 24683
I George Phillipson 2-7974
I Residential Mortgages (914% through National Trust) — 
Rarryl Ruff — 764-7536
I Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Avenue, 762-3713
| Rutland: Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
2 RUTLAND LOTS - $2,975.00 EACH
A rare opportunity at this price! View lots on Belgo Road 
with domestic water. MLS.
HIGHLAND DRIVE, NORTH
Fully serviced city lot, underground wiring, cablevision, 
close to schools and parks, good terms available. $8,200.00 
to $8,500.00.
BOUCHERIE MOUNTAIN, LAKEVIEW
■Fully serviced lots, size varies from Vi to Vz acre. All lots 
have view and easy access, come pick some grapes and 
choose a site for your future home. For picking advice, 
Carruthers and Meikle Ltdj
C arruthers & Meikle
LTD.
"LIST WITH US AND PREPARE TO MOVE”
364 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-2127
150 FEET — that is the distance that tills level City 
building lot is from lake Okanagan! A rare opportunity
to purchase a first class residential lot situated just off
Abbott Street. For details call Hugh Mervyn at 3-4343 or 
2-4872 evenings. MI^S.
O.K. MISSION CLOSE TO SCHOOLS - Here is some­
thing special for you. A benutiful new 3 bedroom bl-lcvel 
home with all the extras Including covered sundeck, 2 
fireplaces, ensuite plumbing, beautiful nsh cupboards and 
more. Asking $31,600. To view call Dennis Denney ht 
3-4343 or 4-7581 evenings. MLS.
Jim Barton 4-4878 Murray Wilson 4-4017
Frank Buckland 5-7203
•Lakeland rS'
1561 Pandosy St. 763 4343
Regatta City
REALTY LTD.
HI' FOR A QUEEN! 13:17 M|. fl. with 3 spacious carpet- 
cil bedrooms. Lutge 17x18* living loom with U'W 
c.ii’iH'ls. 10,5x11’ (liniiig room. Lovely well planned kit- 
cbeti. Carpeted and covered sundeck over garage. Full 
basement, double fireplace. Oh yes, I almost forgot 
to mention thnt panoramic view of the valley from the 
sundeck am| litui" toom! To view this line home call
Bett Badkr, o.lce At!) or <ac. 3 t;r.i;. mls
Rill l..-< r I’-XH!)
Noun Ytmgcr 2-3574
Rill
Al Pedersen t 1716
Bill Trctbewcy 7G6-2979 (coll.) 
Wixxh 34931
Plume 7(>? 27.V)
LOW INCOME?'First time offered, sntall 2 bedroom, full 
basement home. Electric heat. Large garage. 1 block to 
bus line in Rutland. Gardener's paradise, every kind of 
fruit tree. Needs decorating. Paced at only $14,800.00. 
Call Midvalley Realty Ltd., 765-7704. Exclusive.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY IN RUTLAND: % acre with 
50* frontage beside Rutland Post Office. $32,000.00 Vendor 
would prefer to finance on term sale—try your offer on 
this sound investment. Phone Midvalley Realty Ltd., 765- 
7704. Exclusive. ’
AN EDEN LIKE GARDEN, surrounds this immaculate 
home —»even a stream runhing by. This 1202 sq. ft. home 
has 3 extra large bedrooms, dining room, recreation room 
with built in bar. Close to Shops Capri. Priced at $40,900.00. 
CaU Midvalley Realty Ltd., -765-7704. MLS.
APARTMENT SITE! BUILDERS ATTENTION! We have 
listed property on RowcUffe Ave. Already zoned for this 
use. Priced at $29,050.00. For more Information call Mld-








Richard Gentille _ 765-7955 
Gordon Davis 765-7436
.... 762-6558
O.K. MISSION — NEAR BEACH — Brand new 2 bdrm. 
COLONIAL home with, a huge finished rumpus room, 2 
beautiful floor to ceiling fireplaces, sundeck and carport 
and a lovely setting. $32,950 (MLSL Please phone Olivia 
Worsfold at 2-3895, or days at 2-5030.
"GLENMORE SPECIAL” — ONLY $23,950 — 3 bdrms., 
on main floor, excellent family home in City with full bsmt, 
partly finished. 2 fireplaces, sundeck and a VIEW! (MLS). 
Please phone Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or vegs. at 2-3895.
WE HAVE SEVERAL businesses listed which must be 
sold including a thriving drive-in restaurant, a small Hwy. 
Motel with terrific potential and a smart up-to-date inde­
pendent super market. Phone Jean Acres at 2-5030 days, 
or evgs. at 2-3895. ■
NEW HOME WITH TERRIFIC VIEW — Close to schools 
and shops. Carport, sundeck, acorn fireplace. You still 
have a choice of finishing, floors and cupboards. Full price 
$22,500. To view, please call Luella Currie at 2-5030, or 














2 offices and reception
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
VIKING ELECTRIC DRYER IN GOOD 
condition. Hoover washer «pln dryer, 
also tn good condition.. Telephone 762-
32. WANTED TO BUY
*666. 83
Hoover ■ REALTY426 Bernard Avenue . 762-5030
A'LOVELY 2 LEVEL HOME — potential duplex; all but 
kitchen on ground level completed; separate entrances; 
large % acre lot; 40’ of sundeck; the top level has 3 Brs.; 
all in excellent condition; asking price $31,900 with large 
Credit Union mortgage; call Jack Sasseville eves. 763- 
5257 or days 2-5544. MLS.
WOULD YOU BELIEVE? A 9.5 acre orchard that borders 
on 3 roads; lots of development potential on this one; 
already has a large'3 BR house on it with a full base­
ment and attached double garage; in addition there is a 
picker’s cabin that can be used all year round; have 97’ 
frontage for possible commercial use. Call John Driedger 
eves; 762-8939 or d^iys 2-5544. MLS.,
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Ave. LID. 2-5544
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
Lloyd Bloomfield 2-3089
Betty Elian 769-4397 
John Walker . 768-5632
George Silvester 2-3516 
Ruth YoUng 763-6758 
. Mike Chapesuik 4-7264
KELOWNA REALTY LTD
243 Bernard Ave-
Blk. Mtn. Rd., Rutland
- Kelowna
Main St., Westbank
‘‘SPANKIN NEW” — MISSION AREA — uniquely differ­
ence, featuring 4 bdrms., 3 bathrooms, family room; 
w/w throughout, fireplace, barbeque pit in courtyard and 
much more for only $29,900.00. Please ask for Eva Gay 
768-5989 or 762-4919, MLS.
GINGERBREAD HOME located on large view lot in 
Westbank. Two bdrms., carport, fruit' cellar and only, 






40 homes under construction. 
Choose your hpnie while the 
selection is good. All homes 
NHA at interest. Prices 
start at $20,850.00 and down 
payments start at $1,054.00. 
All homes have full base­
ments and are carpeted In 
Lit, DR and MBR, Complete 
with storm windows and 
screens upstairs.
OPEN MONDAY TO 
SATURDAY from
2:00 p.in, to 5:30 p.m.
JABS
CONSTRUCTION Ltd
1875 Harvey Ave. 
Office: 762-0928 
Eves.: 762-3465 - 764-4737
tf
2 br. house iyear shopping 
centre, Kelowna. Full bsmt., 
garage. F.P. $18,000.00. Cash 
to mtge. 6%. C-3 zoning.
PHONE 762-7705 '
— air conditioned
— wall to wall carpet
— Inset lighting




ONE CHEST OF DRAWERS; BOY’S 
two wheel - bike: girl’s small two wheel 
bike; large crib with new mattress. 
Telephone 764-4331. 83
VALLEY COMFORT WOOD SPACE 
heater with thermostat control;, excel­
lent condition, used two seasons. Tele-
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
ibms.
Phone us first at 762-5599





HOUSES and COMMERCIAL 







sion, Webber Rd., Westbank, 
B-C. Serviced, view, trees, 
low down payment, low 
monthly payments.
Cal! 762-0992 tf
LARGE EXECUTIVE LOTS 
Beautiful country setting. Pri­
vate debiting and beach avail­
able to property owners. • Govt.- 
approved water system. 2% mi. 
from Winfield Shopping Centre. 
Up to $2,500 discount till Dec.
31. PHONE 766-2640. tf
downtown. Pandosy Street 





phone 765-5627 anytime. 82
USED 195 CM BENNER SKIS AND 
Solomon bindings, $45. Man’s ski boots, 
size 10Mi. $20. Telephone 762-7474. 85
NEW AVOCADO ZENITH 30” ELEC- 
trie range. Used two months. *200 or
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
N O W RENTING
best offer. Telephone 768-5044. S3
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. ALSO RAILS 







Plaza, commercial, retail and office 
space. 600 square foot to 1450 square 
foot areaa available. Rents from $200 
to. $350 per month. Apply Argus Indus­
tries Ltd., Northgate Plata or telephone 
763-2732. ' tt
SNOWPLOUGH. THREE. WAY HITCH. 
$125. Telephone 766-2787 mornings. (Win-
field). 84
NEAR NEW. AUTOMATIC ASHLEY 
wood heater. .Takes 18 inch wood. Tele-
phone Peachland. 767-2X1. 82
ALL METAL CHINCHILLA CAGES.
Telephone 765-7186. 86
Thousands are earning good 
money as tax preparers. En­
rolment, open to men and 
women of all ages. Job op­
portunities for qualified 
graduates; Send for free in­
formation and class sched­
ules. . '
CHOICE MISSION LOCATION 
Swaisland Road between Sar- 
sons and Eldorado. Executive 
3 and 4 bedroom new homes 
designed and built by Brome. 
Luxury and convenience 
throughout. Priced from $38,- 




Furnished cabin with used brick 
fireplace at Glen Lake. Good 






—- Five 3 bedroom houses 
under construction.
-- Buy now and choose 
your carpeting mid 
lighting fixtures.
—• Also view lots and 
VLA size lots for sale.
DOWNTOWN 
KELOWNA
— 3 bedroom NHA houses 
available now. W/w 
carpet, IMi baths, car­
port, patio, fireplace 
and many other extras.
ALSO CUSTOM BUILDING 






We can divide to suit tenant. 
Facing Valleyview Rd., Rut­
land. Ask for Mr. or Mrs. 
Patterson
MIDVALLEY REALTY LTD.
429 Highway 33W, Rutland
Phone 765-7704 , ■ tf-
FIREWOOD, CUT AT ANY LENGTH. 
We deliver. Telephone 765-9006. 85
29A. MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS
ONE GUERR1NI ACCORDION, SIX 
months old. cost $450, sell for $300. 
Telephone 762-2320 after 2:30 p.m. 85
29B. ANTIQUES
ANTIQUES WANTED, ANY CONDI- 
tlon. Furniture, glassware, pottery, 
china. What have you? Telephone 763-
4394 after 6:00 p.m. tt
2$. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
18% Return 
2nd mortgage of $13,900 on 
property appraised at $37,000. 
5 year term. Follows 1st of 
$9,500 at 9%. -
PHONE 7634040 or 
7644247 EVENINGS. ' 82
NEW. USED AND ANTIQUES! — THE 
full price for this business, which in­
cludes all fixtures and stock, is $6,800. 
Immediate - possession. Don’t overlook 
this Exclusive Listing1. For details as 
to Lease etc.' please call CUH Wilson 
at Wilson Realty, 762-3146, evenings and
weekends 762-2958. 83
32. WANTED TO BUY
WE BUY COMICS. BOOKS, MAGA- 
zines, dishes, ornaments and other small 
household goods. Whitehead’s New and
Used. Rutland. 765-5450; • M. ti
HURRY AND PICK YOUR COLORS 
on this new three bedroom home, fea­
turing a large sundeck and patio 
doors. luxury broadloom In living room, 
hail and master bedroom; double win­
dows; . roughed in plumbing in base-
BEAUTY SALON OPERATORS, WE 
have an excellent location on Bernard 
Avenue for rent. Ideally suited. Contact 
Al Salloum. Okanagan Healty Ltd., 551






and quality built throughout. Full 
is only $21,995 with just $785 
(With $1,000 B.C. Grant) to an 
NHA mortgage. For all the de­
ls only $21,995 with just $785
6066 or Crestview Homes at 763-8737..
WELL BUILT, LOVELY, OLDER TWO 
storey home. Four bedrooms plus an 
extra room. IW bathrooms. Utility room 
on main floor. Basement, sunroom, 
dining room. Stone fireplace. Loads of 
closet space, cedar lined. Garage, paved 
driveway. Beautiful -large lot. Abbott 
Streets walking distance to town. Avail­
able December1. Private sale, 762-4743.
< 82 ---------- , . ■ —i--- ;—._ _ ___  
HONESTLY NOW — AREN’T YOU 
tired of scanning all the ads and never 
really know whatz they: really represent. 
MLS. has all the best homes listed and 
I have the MLS Book! Let me take the 
chore out of home hunting for you. Call 
Shirley at 763-7354 (evenings or 762-5030 
Hoover Realty during the day to save
you time and money. -82
26. MORTGAGES; LOANS
PRIVATE MORTGAGE FUNDS AVAIL- 
able, your' equity Is your collateral!
Telephone 769-4893. 83
28. PRODUCE AI4D MEAT
QUALITY BUILT ATTRACTIVE THREE 
bedroom duplex, 1280, - . 1282 Morgan 
Road, Rutland; Sound •' proof dividing 
wall, wall to wall carpets, large closets, 
stoves, refrigerators, washer and dryer 
hook-up, carports and storage each side. 
Full price $31,000. For appointment to 
















HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA’S 
leading school. Free brochure. National 
-College (B.C.), 444 Robson St.. Vancou-
ver 688-4913. tf
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
ECONO DRIVE-IN STORES
Full time and part-time' front end salesmen are required for 
our new gas bar and store. The successful applicants will be 
recent high school graduates with desire to meet and serve 
the motoring public. Starting salary $440 per month for full 
time, and $2.15 per hour for part-time. Excellent benefits, 
and excellent opportunities for advancement. Please send 
your letter of application, specifying education, work experi­
ence, references, to—
Box No. C-210, The Kelowna Daily Courier
J. 86




By the hr. or by the Job. 
Estimates without obligation
PHONE 765-8879
M, W, F 105
APPtES IN1 LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS. 
Turn left at Shell Station (Hwy 97S) 
onto Boucherie Road. Drive one mile. 
N. Toevs Orchards, 769-4108 noon-4, p.m.
■ tf
SAVE ON MEAT! 21ft LBS. FOR $15; 
32 lbs. for $25; ideal for refrigerator 
freezers. Telephone -765-7188. Prokay 
Meats. tf
BARTLETT PEARS AND GOLDEN 
Delicious apples, $2.00 per box, please 




acquainted with local farm 
trade, with knowledge of farm 
and equestrian merchandising.
Apply in Person to 
Personnel Department
MacLEOD'S
SHOPS CAPRI, KELOWNA 
. ' 82
35. HELP WANTED,. 
FEMALE
TYPIST-RECEPTIONIST REQUIRED, 
experienced preferred. There are other 
routine office duties and experience 
with, calculators, Gestetner, etc., wiU 
be an advantage. This is. a full time 
position open now. Salary will be com­
mensurate with experience. Apply in 
writing only to The Secretary,.Kelowna 
Growers’ Exchange. 880 Vaughan Aven­
ue. Kelowna, giving details with regard 
to experience, educational background, ' 
marital, status, age and when avall-
able. 82
WOMAN TO BABY SIT AND DO 
housework, one day per ‘week. In Okan­
agan Mission. Telephone 764-7303.- M
PART TIME GIRL REQUIRED TO 
work days and evenings. Apply in per­




EXQUISITE! COME AND SEE IT! 
1040 * square (feet, two bedroom, - full- 
basement, chalet entrance, double 
fireplace! lots of panelling.' all cedar- 
siding exterior. Pick your colors and 
carpeting soon. Over 400 square foot 
sundeck with panoramic^ view. Lot 13. 
Scotty Creek Road. Telephone 765-6586.
. ' ■ ■ ; ' ■ 85
REVENUE HOME — THIS NEEDS 
repair, but open to a good offer. 1.350 
square feet. Basement. Upstairs suite 
rents at $95. Main floor at $130. Ask­
ing $6,900 down, but open to all offers. 
Call Orlando Ungaro at 762-5030, or 763- 
4320 evenings. (MLS.) Hoover Realty
PUMPKIN, SQUASH, CITRON AND 
marrow on our organic farm next to 
Mission Creek School, KLO Road. Tele- 
phone 762-6210. 82
McINTOSH, SPARTANS AND RED 
Delicious apples. Bring your own con- 
talners. Telephone-762-8055. tf
GOLDEN AND RED DELICIOUS 
apples, alsb Spartans. $2.50 per box, 




FOR TRADE OR SALE! THREE BED- 
room full basement home in Hollywood 
Dell. Will take your lot or paper to value 
of $4,500 as down payment, or will 
carry second mortgage to reliable pur­
chaser. Payments are only. $149 P.LT. 
Telephone 762-7607 evenings. 85
THREE , BEDROOM HOUSE, N.H.a' 
8’i% financing. Located in . Rutland 
close to school and store. Carpet In 
living room and master bedroom. Car­
port and full basement. Asking price 
$22,500,00. Telephone 764-4708. P til 
FOR SALE BY OWNER. FOUR BED- 
room home; cathedral entry, kitchen, 
two fireplaces, living room wall to wall 
shag carpet throughout, rumpus room, 
patio, carport, 785 McKenzie Hoad, Rut-
land. Telephone 765-8663. 83
NEW HOME. RECENTLY FINISHED. 
Three bedroom, split’ level, with top 
quality materials and workmanship. 
Situated on large level <ot near lake and 
public beach. Family llomea. telephone
763-7034 or 764-7340. 06
NEW THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. 
Oyama area, with lake view, double 
fireplace, carpets throughout. $22,900 
firm. 9',I % mortgage. Owner, 766-2971.
•(
NhittMTWO BEDROOM HOME. FULLY 
carpcteil. walnut cupboards, utility, car­
port, sundeck, $17,900. No Saturday 
calix please. Telephone 765-6514 or 765-
lit) III. tt
FOR SALE OR RENT Crestview Homes Ltd.
Hraiul new Mission home. 3 
'br., living and dining room, 
i fnrplace, cat port nnd storage
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28A. GARDENING
TREE TOPPING WITH 50 FOOT GIR- 
afte or 26. foot giraffe. Experienced, in­
sured and- reasonable. Chain saw ren­
tals from $6.50 day. Call Reach-All 
Rentals, Westsido Industrial Park. 769-
SERVICE DIRECTORY
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
4215. M. W. F
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE. $3.00 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery, 
Discount on large1 orders. Telephone
763-3415. tf
TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED.
Telephone 762-4704. tt





suites, beds, appliances, coffee
and end tables, etc, Clearing 
cost I Terms: cash and carry.
OKANAGAN
MOBILE HOMES
Hwy. 97 North 
765-7077
at
TRADE THREE BEDROOM MODERN 
home, like now, roughed-ln basement, 
p.ully flushed lor an elderly homo In 
Kelowna will, a suite. Telephone 762-
NEWLY UPHOLSTEllED 
field nnd chair; eood lined 
bells, single and double;
2590, 66
OWNER MOVING SO MUST BE SOU).
two bt-droom home, 
In lull lianemnnl. 
home. Coma and 
765-9216.
nddltlonnl bedroom 
Real nice family 
seo IL Telephone 
66
ONE AND A HALF TO FIVE ACRES 
of grade A land. Fully serviced, Ilvo 







<4 property. Tcll-phon* 762,
112
lU'.DIlOOM HIDi: HY SIDE 
Ono yenr ohl. This duplex lx In 
locution »n<l lx »n excellent 
of levcntir-. Axklng price $:I2.-




room homo on 7.)'*I5<»‘ lol. FlrcpUtc. 
■pacloua <u|>l>oani«. lull bmirinent. CIom 
Io nrhonh, churrhM, biiMlne. Fully
la»d.c»|H-rt, Telephone 765-7051 It
HAi.i: on tradi:, on jouiii’i.ex. 
)>lm three brniror.m hoi.ie on Sexsmith 
Itond, 7‘h mortgage. Will consider clear 
title home In Vancouver or Kelowna ax 
tniite. Telephone 709 0210 evenings.- 82 
ItV OWNER. ~TH H E E*“nKDROOM 
hnme One hlo<-k from hospital, double 
















BULLDOZING, all types 
TRUCKING, all types 
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free Estimates, 
- ROD KING 
7694697 days, 7694&1






model Chrysler motor complete with 
nutoinatle transmission! new electric 
welders electric pipe thrcadcri ollicc 
desks nnd furniture, new mid Antique. 
Telephone 763-2235, Joe's Trading Post.
' 112
30J)0~ r A RK ER ~H ALE~I)i'ILUXeIuFLE 
with varlalde two to Keven power scope. 
Portabln combination eight track AM- 
FM stereo, use on nouso current, bat­
teries or twelve volt. Iloth unlta near 
new, consider anything ot value In trade, 
Telephone 765-8759. tf
< USTOm7zKD~ .3M~ it I F I. K WITH 
Fiachor-IlelU ecope and new cleaning 
kit, (55. Also. Kollach mid Dachalcln
biiikla ski bool*, men's 
t25 pair, Tch'iihoim 7ii
LIKE NEW. 15 CIIIIIC 
frrrrrt Corona wilnrrr
Bl/fii A and 1)
mill [itimpi lined oimuiti 









1)1 I I 
I Itnr r 
l)Cll!(J
RUTHERFORD, 
BAZETT & CO. 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
Telephone 763-5515 
Suite 205 - 1460 Pandosy St.
HAMPSbN, MILAN & CO.
Chartered Accountants
Tclcphono 702-4434 









n« m ii n
IGE MINK
, size It ■ i(. ptatly naw. 
dark brJwn iiiouton lady a
pool length lur coat with mink trim, 
alio 12. *50. K-iopiione yo.> ai.rn, no 
HEFIIIGEIIATOH, 1MI1IIU.E lil.l). 
table and chalra, automatic woher, lour 
slice toaster, lamps, tumerous other 
household aittdea. Telephone 7J11 
alter I pm. Hi
HOME GVM SET. LIKE NEW, *7, IIO 
signal 710 »kls with mounted tiafne-.r. 
Tv.o 12 in; h alUdded snow Hi re. Two
...... .. wn
THIU i:
pati bairmfnl. Living room.
84
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
lor rent, or IJ’-iO 
Irwtidcx prlxi'ia parking 
r.novated end a<r <->n-
Ol I l< I >.l’ M I 
11»i»4 Pi < h ' &>< aI
.. Iml4ue<. Teleptaaa 505-/02).tf M. tt r.
New in the Valley 
CUSTOM MADE SPANISH 
& MEDIEVAL FURNITURE' 
(built to your taste) 
by ■
H. B. W. OLAFSON 
ENTERPRISES LTD.
1659 Cary Rd., 
(opixisitc Rutland turnoff) 
765-9009









do Fram f) rnodrl. Oidv blcyri* Hi 
kind In the (Ik»nac»n. vaIuo. } k
condition' Apply Dou til
Hoftrt. Hullttod fl?
HAHY < niB AM) MATIB! S'i. < IIAMJ 
toil Ulilr, Midkrr and !4rd
jiLr iir 7(3 M4I. |/>
fi xlS* HUM'. Ill I(,i: ftllHHH JMHA 
rutf Purr h<»3. .Iml
AQi Mill M
Bernard Avn Ph. 763-4528
Rutland Rd. ... Ph. 765-774(1
M. tf
THOMPSON
ACCOUNI INO SliKVICE 
Electronic Data Processing 
Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee In Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
Beinaid Ave. Ph. 762 :1631
Al'1'KAlSAI.S
RBI (T A: ASSOCIA'H S 
)h*;i| E'itnte Appeal* nil f-r 
Valuation Day purposes. 
T. Gary Recce, 
B. Comm., ll.I. (B.C.)
7<>H-bO29 I < v4 nii;r’• >
m, v.. r, it
♦ TOP SOIL
♦ GRAVEL
♦ CLAY nnd SUBSOIL 
768-4751 or 
765-8150




Service nnd Repairs 
to all mokes. 
Agents for: Necehl, Pfaff, 
Brolher and Husqvarna.




AND SIGNS PAINTED 
Kcnsoimblr rates.








Upholsfet nig for <ar feats, 
chcstei llehl-i and chairit.
Rt'iisouable rates, 





■ -SAf f S SERVICE , 
ll/r/J Harvey Ave.
TC2-.W2 If
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35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
ONE APRICOT TOY POODLE PUP. 
six weeks old. female, fully registered, 




■ require an accounting machine 
operator for a Friden 5800 in 
their Westside Industrial Park 
location. Applicant should have 
Key Puncnand/or bookkeeping 
machine experience.. Salary 
. commensurate with experience, 








HAVE YOU CONSIDERED 
A CAREER
IN REAL ESTATE?
Real Estate offers you many 
opportunities for an interest­
ing : and * challenging career 
You will meet people, travel, 
attend seminars and educa­
tional conferences. Real Estate 
offers you the opportunity to 
earn a better than average in­
come. Call us today and en­
quire about how you can get 
started in this interesting field. 
Ask “about bur training' pro-, 
gramme.
Contact Bill Jurome, 
INLAND REALTY '
1601 Ellis Street, 7 
Phone 763-4400
; 81,82,84
FREE TO GOOD HOMES, FOUR 
adorable kittens, seven Weeks eld. Two 
males and two females. House broken.
weaned. Telephone 765-6542. 82
TOY TERRIER. 1% YEAH OLD FE- 
male. Has bad all Ahota. House broken.
$25. Telephone 765-7945. n
FOUR 'YEAR CID MALE SAMOYED, 
needs country borne. Gentle with chil­
dren. Telephone 765*5721. 82
41. MACHINERY ’AND 
EQUIPMENT
TRUMP GIRAFFE, THIRTY FOOT 
lift, good condition, can be seen at 
Hutland Auto Wreckers. Telephone 765-
903L
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
19 and over, 
to wait tables in 
KELOWNA’S NEWEST 
CABARET.











1. Hwy. No. 97 





Avon customers! As an Avon 
Representative you’ll make new 
friends, get more out of life — 








Carriers must be between the 
ages of 11- 15 years.
' .tf
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1971 DATSUN 61ft, TWO DOOB. WIN- 
ter tires, radio. 2ft000 miles. 6L900 
Telephone 763-7112.8>
1959 VOLKSWAGEN WINDOW VAN, 
-gM heater and radio. Also 1959 Volks-
wagen beetle. Telephone 7B3-3521. «2
1965 RENAULT. COMPLETELY RE- 
buUt motor, excellent coedition througb- 
out. Teleplmae 763-89P alter 5 p.m. C$
1961 CHEV FOUR DOOB SEDAN, 
standard, radio. Good running order. 
Price $150. Tdephone 768-3143. . tf
42B. SNOWMOBILES
1971 MOTO-SKL 634 TWIN, ELECTRIC 
start-18*?-track, like new. 500 miles. 




What a difference 
a name makes 1
JACOBSEN 
Pontiac-Buick Ltd.
“Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
1658 Pandosy Ph: 763-7700
M, T, W, Hi, 103
HANDSOME 1967 MERCURY COLONY 
Park station, wagon. One owner, large 
motor, many deluxe extras including 
new battery, tires and chrome ski­
luggage rack. Duo tailgate with electric 
window. Telephone 763-2488. * 86
1970 METEOR. NEW WINTER TIRES, 
exceptionally clean, immaculate shape. 
Three years warranty remaining. 28.- 
000 miles. Telephone 763-^981 after 5 p.m. 
tf
1971 CAMARO Z28. 360 HORSE POWER, 
V-8, turbo - hydromatic. Posi-traction, 
15,000 miles. Excellent shape!! Canary 
yellow. Telephone 763-6915 after 9 p.m. 
■' «
PIRELLI RADIAL WINTER TIRES IN 
sizes to fit all imports, from $27.50 Race 
and Rallye, Bredin at Springfield, tele-
phone 763-7637. tf
1972 FIRENZA, 10,000 MILES,* FULL 
warranty. Excellent condition, best of­
fer. Telephone Oyama collect after 5
p.m., ask for Itudy 548-3769. 87
1970 YAMAHA 396. IN GOOD CONDI- 
tion. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Telephone 765-5954. S3
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
429 COBRA JET ENGINE COMPLETE 
with four speed transmission and clutch. 
15.000 miles. Open to often. Telephone
765-5884. 86
JEEP ENGINE FOR SALE, FOUR 
cylinder S head. In good condition. Will 
fit any type Jeep. Telephone 765-5486
or 765-7886. 84
44. TRUCKS .& TRAILERS
1970 CHEV. BLAZER. FOUR WHEEL 
drive. 350.: four speed, top shape. stiR 
under warranty. Other options. Tele-
phone 492-3596 (PenUcton). 83
1968 FORD HEAVY DUTY ONE TON, 
flatdeck, - two bunk sleeper, extra 100 
gaUon gas tank, adjustable trailer hitch. 
Asking $3,175 or offers. . Peachland 
767-2822. • 85
1966 FORD HALF TON, V-8. REAL 
good shape. 30 inch Vanguard ' top. 
$1,300 or will sell separately. - Telephone
762-3120. 82
1968: MERCURY PICK UP, ALL 
heavy duty. Four speed transmission. 
AU new rubber; shocks. ■ Telephone 765-
8930 for particulars. Evenings. 82
1969 FORD HALF TON RANCHERO. 
One owner, 53,000 miles. No dealers.
Telephone 768-5896. 83
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS BEHIND THE CONTROLS
•■82
COMPETENT, ENERGETIC, RECEPT- 
tionist-typlst required for a busy office 
in downtown -Kelowna. JHust be ex­
perienced and have excellent typing 
abilities. PBX switchboard and dicta­
phone a definite asset. Salary com­
mensurate with ability. Please reply to 
Box A993, The Kelowna Daily Courier.
■' '■ ■■' tf
, BABYSITTER WANTED FOR TWO 
‘ preschoolers, weekdays, in your home; 
- . central location or hospital vicinity pre­
ferred. References please. Telephone 
762-2036. I . ' ■ tf
LADY TO DEMONSTRATE QUALITY 
. floor care products in retail store. Some 
, retail -selling an assets but not essential.
ATTENTION
BUSINESSMEN!
Energetic young family man, 
has good business background; 
requires a position with good 
remuneration and ■ .challenge. 
Will look at an.investment up to 
$10,000 in a business venture. 
All replies confidential. Apply 
to •—
BOX No. C-209, THE KELOWNA
DAILY COURIER 84
Telephone 765-6532. 86
EXPERIENCED SALES PERSON FOR 
South Pandosy grocery store.. Part time. 
Apply to Box C207, The Kelowna Dally
Courier, stating experience.




1966 AUSTIN 1800, WHITE, FOUR DOOR 
sedan. Spacious comfort plus economy. 
Very good conaitiod, must be seen.
8*x42* TWO BEDROOM MOBILE HOME. 
Everything built in, table-top range; 
oven, refrigerator. Beautiful condition. 
Indirect lighting, drapes, a fine low cost 
home. See at Pine Village office, IK 
miles along Chute Lake-Road, Okanag-
Britain’s Prince Philip tries 
the controls of a color tele­
vision camera during visit to 
the British Broadcasting Cor­
poration’s 50th anniversary ex­
hibition in London. Queen
Elizabeth II also toured the 
exhibition.
an Mission. 83
$850. Telephone 762-7628. 87
1965 CHEV IMPALA, FOUR DOOR 
hardtop, autoipatic, -power steering, 
power brakes, radio. What - offers? 
Telephone 765-6581. -86
1957 CHEV. TWO DOOR HARDTOP, 
automatic. Good condition, best offer. 
Telephone 763-5598. See at 3030 Hol-
VACANCIES AVAILABLE FOR RE- 
tired couples at Okanagan Mobile Villa. 
Rent includes carport, storage shed, gar­
bage collection, cable hookup. Telephone
765-6456, 765-7281 M, T. W, 84
land Road. 84
1967 LAND ROVER MODEL NO. 88. 
Good tires, new back shocks, new ex. 
haust system, overall good condition. 
Asking $1,350. Telephone 763-5485. . 83
1969 DATSUN. 1000, BEIGE, GOOD 
mechanical condition. 28,000 original 
miles. Asking $975 firm. Telephone 763-
3408. 82
. 34. HELP WANTED 
MALE OR FEMALE
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements made as new; 
Spanish or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8272. tf
MOTHER WILL'BABYSIT ONE PRE- 
schooler in own home, central Rutland. 
References available. Telephone 765-6748. 
■ " ' ■■ ■ ' ■' ■ ' .? ■ - 82
DRESSMAKING, ALTERATIONS AND 
hemming. 305A Prior Road, Rutland.
1958 CHEVY NOMAD. 348 CUBIC INCH 
engine. Good condition. V-8' automatic, 
power steering, power windows. Asking 
$395. Telephone 763-3549. ' 83
WOULD LIKE SMALLER CAR, SUIT- 
able for skiing, to trade for 1966 Chev 
Impala, good running order. Telephone
763-3023 affer 5. 82
Telephone 765-8956. tf
FOR SALE, 1971 TWO BEDROOM Mo­
bile home 12* x 60*. Refrigerator and 
built-in range included;7 Apply No. 82, 
Trail Park, Ross Road. Low down pay-
ment. 83
6’x6’ TENT TRAILER, $275. TRUCK 
box for a half tpn truck, $30. Telephone 
765-6843. - 82
LARGE . MOBILE HOME SPOTS FOR 
rent on the lake. Good water. Children.
welcome. Telephone 768-5913. tf
1971 TUXEDO'MANOR, 12’x52’ TWO 
bedroom. $600 down. Telephone 765- 
9517 after 6;00 p.m. tf
ONE MOBILE HOME SPACE AVAIL- 
able at Trojan Village. . Telephbne 769- 
4235. ■ ' v 85
Wage-Price Curbs Issue 
Will Be In News Again




THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
rights act prohibits any advertise­
ment that discriminates, against any 
person / or any class ot . person be­
cause of race, religion, color; na­
tionality.' ancestry, place of origin or 
against anyone because of age be­
tween'44 and 65 years unless the dis­
crimination Is justified by. a bona fide 
requirement' for the work Involved.
WANTED:) EXPERIENCED H AI R- 
dressers for small downtown shop. Full 
and'part time. Telephone 763-6670 or
764-7571 evenings. 82
THE FINE ART DEPARTMENT OF 
Okanagan College, Kelowna, requires 
male and female models. Please contact 
the Fine Art Department at 762-5445. 82
HOUSECLEANING BY DAY, WEEK OR 
month. Private residences or apartment 
blocks. Telephone .763-6365. 82
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND Ex­
terior. Free estimates. Telephone K.Z. 
Painting, >763-5278. ) M, W, F, tf
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
TWO PUREBRED ARABIAN MARES, 
show quality. Welsh mare, trained for 
child's pony and cart. 17" hand black 
thoroughbred gelding, experienced rider.
Telephone 763-5141. 85
1970 L.T.D. SPORT, FOUR DOOR 
sedan.' 8,000' original miles. New price 
$5,300. WiU take $3,800. Consider smaU 
car in trade. Telephone 763-7836. 82
1967 PLYMOUTH SATELLITE, 383, 
four speed, like new. Telephone-762-6669 
after 4 p.m. Offers? 82
1972 PONTIAC VENTURA II DELUXE! 
Vinyl roof, V-8 automatic. 7,000 miles, 
many extras. $3,200. Telephone 763-2354
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
15% FOOT HOURSTON, GLASS CRAFT, 
Deep-V, 50 h.p. Johnson motor, usbd 
30 hours; E-z Load trailer and extras.
Telephone 765-8768. 84
By IRVING C. WHYNOT 
CP Business Editor
One subject likely to come to 
the fore again following the 
close federal election • is the 
prospect of wage and price con­
trols in Canada.
Some businessmen were say­
ing privately before the vote 
ihat they/expected some form 
of control? following the elec­
tion, regardless of which party 
won.
Their basic reasoning was 
that some means to stimulate 
the economy and reduce unem-
Leader Robert Stanfield have 
ruled out the possibility of fu­
ture controls. And Mr. Trudeau 
in his news conference Thurs'- 
day, saying he would stay on as 
prime minister, said economic
stimulation would have to 






1968 FORD GALAXIE IN VERY NICE 
condition... $2,500 or . best offer. Tele­
phone 762-8588.•■■■ ' ff
1965 PARISIENNE CUSTOM SPORTS. 
1962 Thunderbird. 1969 Fiat 124 sports.
Telephone 764-4700. tl
FREE TO GOOD. HOME, FIVE MONTH 
old terrier cross /puppy, male. Had. 
shots, ’ house trained. .Telephone 762- 





Crochet thin outstanding cape 
in three bright colors!
Snuggle right into this dash­
ing, shell-stitch cape with loop­
stitch borders. Easy to crochet 
in knitting worsted. Pattern 
558: Misses* Sizes 10-20 includ­
ed.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS for 
each pattern — cash, cheque 
or money order. Add 15 cents 






The Kelowna Dally Courier, 
Ncedlccrnfl Dept., 60 Front St.
W., Toronto. Ontario residents
add 4c sales tax. Print plainly 
PATTERN NUMBER, your 
NAME and ADDRESS.
All New for 1973! Fashion- 
Inspired Necdlecraft Catalog 
’ —more knit, crochet styles, 
crafts. FREE patterns . 75c
» NEW! Instant Money Pook— 
' make extra Collars at home 
' fn>m crafts .... Sl.Ot)
Instant ('«><!:< I Rnok ... $1.00
Hau pin Crochet Bnok $1.00 
; Instant Macrame Book ... $1.00
SUPER SWIFTY
Zip up and travel straight 
thru 1973 in a SWIFTY skim­
mer with the side dart shaping 
that’s so figure flattering. For 
blends, cottons, knits.
Printed Pattern 9363: NEW 
Women's Sizes 34, 36. 38, 40, 42, 
44, 46. 48. Size 36 (bust 40) takes 
3*/4 yds. 39-in. fabric.
S E V E N T Y-FIVE CENTS 
(75c) in coins (no stamps, 
please) for each pattern—add 
15 cents for each pattern for 
first-class mailing and special 
handling. Ontario residents add 
4c sales tax. Print plainly 
SIZE, NAME. ADDRESS anil 
STYLE NUMBER.
Send order to MARIAN 
MAKT1N, care of The Kelowna 
Daily Courier, Pattern Dept., 




‘ h i  $|00'nn<i rhw.f one juttcin fn
t CimpIHr Afghan Book . $1 00 from nnv Spiin;; Smmnt r
” ■ r' . 60.- ah./ AU Oi.lv' id Jiftv Rui,". n<>vk
1:’ Pf.-c Afijian- ! r >.•! u wi\<; jinriK
• ijtidl Jls'oi; I... IS i.,v w iniwtiov S'
M-.-riim Quilt 2 t vj IXhTANF FASHION I’OOK- 
15 Quit* fcr Today Rcxik . €0cI Hundreds of fashion facta $1
I
48. AUCTION SALES;
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU- 
lar sales every Wednesday, 7:00 p.m. 
We pay cash, for complete estates and 
household contents. Telephone 765-5647. 
Behind the Drive-In Theatre..'Highway
ployment would have to 
found and likely would be 












49. LEGALS & TENDERS
create a new bout of inflation— 
so controls would be applied to 
contain it.
A further feeling was that 
Canada could not continue too 
long on a course opppsite to 
that in the United States, where 
a form of controls has been in 
effect for some time.
Neither Prime Minister 
Trudeau nor 7 Conservative
A number of business leaders 
and economists. have already 
been talking about the prospect 
of controls.
J, W. Popkin, senior econo­
mist of Sun Life- Assurance Co., 
says he expects/price and wage 
controls if inflation increases 
beyond 5.5 per cent in 1973.
“The relatively good U.S. ex­
perience with price control has 
restored some credibility to this 
approach.”
Rodney Kerr of the in­
vestment firm of Wood Gundy 
Ltd. sees the prospect of con­
trols as unsettling for investors.
“It may be that Canada is a 
lot closer to wage and price 
controls than we were at this 
time last week,” he said two
Central Mortgage Housing Corporation
Sealed proposals, plainly marked as to content and 
addressed to the undersigned will be received up to 4:00 p.m. 
(Penticton City time) November 17, 1972, for the construction 
of a 126 suite, 6 storey apartment building for senior citizens 
in Penticton, B.C., sponsored by the Federal Governriient, 
Province of British Columbia and the City of Periticton. 
Drawings arid Specifications are available to prime .con­
tractors at C.M.H.C. Kelowna office, C.M.H.C. Vancouver 
office, or the office of Jones, Haave, Delgatty, Architects; 
Vancouver, on deposit of $100 per set of plans. Drawings can 
be Inspected at the plan room of Amalgamated Construction 
Association, 2675 Oak Street, Vancouver; plan rooin of South­
ern Building Reports, 20000 West 12th Avenue, Vancouver; 
plan .room of Industrial Construction Centre, 2430 Wijlingdon 
Avenue, Burnaby; Southern Interior Contractors Association,
.Each proposal must be accompanied by a 10% Bid 
Bond or by a security deposit of 10% of the proposal where 
the proposal does not exceed $250,000, plus 5% of the amount 
by which the proposal exceeds $250,000. The maximum 
amount of security deposit required with any proposal is 
$100,000. Such security deposit shall be retained by Central 
Mortgage & Housing Corporation to ensure due perfoririance 
of the contract. Cash, a Certified Cheque, bearer or nego­
tiable Dominion of Canada Bonds will be accepted as'security 
deposit. All cheques must be made payable to the order of 
Central Mortgage & Housing Corporation. The lowest or any 
proposal not necessarily accepted. Tenders will be received 
at the office of: the City Manager, Penticton City Hall, 171 
Main Street, Penticton.
Mr. B. Quigg, Branch Manager 
Central Mortgage & Housing Corp. 
Kelowna, B.C.
WORLD BRIEFS
DAYAN TO VISIT U.S.
JERUSALEM' (AP) — De­
fence Minister Moshe Dayan 
will visit the United States this 
month arid meet State Secre­
tary^ William P. Rogers and 
Pentagon officials, government 
sources said Sunday. The offi­
cial reason for the visit, which 
will last several days, is an In­
vitation from Jewish fund rai­
sers to be guest of honor at 
banquets they are holding, the 
sources said.
NEW FATHER IS 82
ST. GALL, Switzerland (AP) 
— Eberhard Haselbach, a 
great-grandfather at 82, has 
proudly announced the birth of 
a seven-pound son, his eighth 
child, born Friday. Haselbach 
married his second wife, now 
32, last year. His first wife died 
10 years ago. . '
BLAST WRECKS OFFICE
SAN SALVADOR, El Salva­
dor (AP) — A powerful bomb 
blast Sunday wrecked the of­
fices of Pan American Airways 
in downtown Sari Salvador, po­
lice reported. No one was in­
jured. Police sources said the 
explosion was the work of left­
wing extremists.
FIND “POT” GARDEN
MAR DEL PLATA, Argentina 
(Reuter) — Police found mari­
juana plants growing in the 
flower beds of a square in front 
of the cathedral in this Atlantic 
coast resort city. Fifteen hip­
pies, who ran a rfearby street 
market, have been charged 
with ‘illegal possession of the 
drug.
PROTEST BAN
SYDNEY, Australia (Reuter) 
— Angry fishermen are de­
manding that a regulation in 
the New South Wales Fisheries 
and ‘.Oyster Farmers Act be 
scrapped. It prohibits singing
days after the election. “The 
possibility of - wage and price 
controls, I believe, will make it 
very nerve-wracking ‘ for in­
vestors ‘with large cash re­
serves to stay out of the bond 
market.”
Jack McKenzie; vice-presi­
dent finance for Canada Per­
manent Trust Co., also saw the 
prospect of controls.
“Even if no direct controls 
are placed on interest rates— 
they wouldn’t work anyway— 
the bond market would have to 
accommodate to new condi­
tions.”
OPPOSED BY SOME
Some others see problems in 
imposing controls, and some 
are against them.
Alan B. Hockin, deputy chief 
general manager of Toronto 
Dominion Bank, said in late 
September that direct govern- 
ment intervention to control 
prices “would be unsuccessful 
if it were not; accompanied by 
measures affecting levels of in­
comes.”
“Therefore, I am driven back, 
to the alternative of the use of 
monetary and fiscal policy, in­
cluding income redistributive 
policies, as instruments neces­
sary to achieve this income,ef­
fect.”-
Economist Carl Beigle, exec? 
utive director of the Private 
Planning Association of Can­
ada, said just a few days be­
fore the election that prices 
: must be considered as part of 
any policy on employment.
“While I am fully aware of 
the very serious problems that 
would accompany any wage 
and price controls in Canada, 
we are entering a period where 
■ pressures to adopt them may 
1 be compelling, and when the 
1 conditions necessary for them 
1 to .be at all useful may exist.”
KELOWNA 
HEARING CENTRE
451 Lawrence Ave. 
Kelowna, B.C.
Call 762-2131 — days 
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12 noon to 2 p.m. 1 QQ 
“Always Good” .... I«7“ 
14G5 Harvey Ave,
Phone 762-0789
or making a noise 






Dominion Concrete Products Ltd
Invitation to Tender
Concurrent with the above described proposal, a separate 
sealed proposal, plainly marked as to content will be received 
by the Penticton and District Retirement Services for the 
construction of a 101 bed Special Care Home and adjoining 
senior citizens’ Recreation Centre adjacent to the previously 
described senior citizens* Apartment in Penticton. Plans and 
Specifications can be obtained by prime contractors from 
Central Mortgage & Housing Corporation, Penticton office; 
Central Mortgage & Hdtislng Corporation, Vancouver office; 
or the office of Jones, Knave, Delgatty; Architects, Vancou­
ver; on deposit of $100 (refundable) per set of plans (this 
Includes a set of plans and specifications for the FP-1 Senior 
Citizens’ Apartment). Each proposal must be accompanied 
by a 10% Bld Bond. Tenders will be received at the office 
of the City Manager, Penticton City Hall.
Jones, Knave, Delgatty, Architects
49. LEGALS & TINDERS 
ELUSON IRRIGATION- 
DISTRICT
Public Notice Im hereby given 
that in accordance with the 
Provision;; of Ellison Irrigation i 
District By-Law No. 83 as 
amended being the “Waler Re- ’ 
gulating and Distributing By- 
IW, no poison except an of­
ficer or employee of the dis­
trict shall, without the district's 
approval open, shut, or tamper 
with nnv measuring device or 
:ith»-r thing maintained or oper­
ated by the district.
J H Haves.
jM-cn-tn;\ to the Tru*to<-.




Uniform Time Is 
ALWAYS
Shn-Dorl has the largest se­









SEOUL, South Korea (Reu­
ter) —• A bus packed with stu­
dents and office workers 
plunged into a stream in the 
northern outskirts of Seoul 
Monday and police said 25 
people were killed arid 53 in­
jured.
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 703-3228
Specialists in • Retaining Walls and Capping!) •‘Patio 
Blocks • Curbing • Septic Tanks • Picnic Tables 
strength.
•• Root Cellars and other products on request. All 
products are reinforced and steam cured for added
Located on Steven Rd., Westbank Industrial Park 
Call 760-4697 — Evenings 769-4671
caj express
Pre-Pac saves you money 
while it cures your small parcel problems
1 Ori slnglo-pleco, pro-paid shipments weighing
60 lbs, or loss, Pre-Pac will savo you money.
500 on one shipment per pick-up.
Up to 50% on ten, or, more, shipments per pick-up.
Because it eliminates the need for waybills and 
simplifies procedures, Pre-Pac costs us loss to operato 
and costs you less to use.
It gives you froo pick-up and delivery between 
business establishments.
Free Insurance up to $50 per parcel.
The convenience of a credit account.
And records for follow-up purposes.
Naturally, there are some limitations. Call 
your CN Express Sales Representative. I io 
has full details on rales, commoditio 
and where Pre-Pac applies.
Seo how you can euro your 
small parcel problems while 
you reduce your costs.
BELIEVE IT OR NOTTO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
of dia*
PLAYER SENTENCED
lesser amounts from Canada


























firm the best outside estimates
that the 1972 harvest would be
the target of 190 million.
Matskevich made- no mention
of the Soviet Union s record









CIRCLE UNTIL WE 
SPOT IT!
monds. 
Most players regard bidding
conditions that

















WINDSOR, England (CP) — 
Jentist David Taylor visited an 
unusual patient to relieve a nag­
ging toothache when officials at 
this Berkshire safari park 
called on David’s services to 
help Ramu the killer whale. The 
dentist braved the razor-sharp 
tooth edges of thr* w^nle to give 
an anesthetic, “Ramu was very 
~ understanding,” he said later. 
“The injection hurt him a bit 
but he seemed to know I was 
doing him a favor.”
LONDON (CP) — Laborer Jo­
seph Owen found himself in hot 
water when he clambered 
across scaffolding into a hotel 
bathroom after working on a 
building site nearby. Owen, who. 
treated himself to a bath, was 
charged by the hotel manage­
ment with stealing hot water 
worth 15.new pence. Magistrate 
Denis Purcell gave him an ab­
solute discharge and said: "It’s 
a wonder you were not charged 

















































• 34. Just about 
enough
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Ho Do You Cure
Pesky Wry Neck
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Dear Dr. Thosteson: please 
tell me what you know about । 
wry neck and also the best way 
to treat it.
Is an operation to cut the 
muscle dangerous? Will it hand­
icap you?—B.C.
Do you mean tell you every­
thing I know about wry neck? 
Or just some?
And the “best way to treat 
it?’* The best treatment is the 
one that fits the cause—if you 
can find out' the cause..
’ Torticollis, or wry neck, is a 
pain in the neck in more ways 
than one. In plain language, it 
is difficult to treat and results 
are unpredictable. Most of the 
time, the cause is not clear, 
which makes it difficult for all 
concerned.
A basic part of investigating 
the trouble is to have x-rays in 
case changes in the neck spine 
are responsible. .... t ;
Often no such distortion is 
found—but the psychological 
factor can be the paramount
would like you to explain the 
effect of smoking on a person 
with this condition.—Mrs. D.S.
Why should I explain, when 
you are seeing.what happens 
right before your eyes? The 
angina and emphysema compli­
cate each other. No emphy­
sema patient should smoke— 
and I am astonished and sad­
dened that your husband can’t 
understand it.
TUESDAY. NOV. 7
Ariel (March 21-April 19): 
Sudden flaws shatter what 
seemed perfect In many areas 
there is very little choice. Fam­
ily situations hit another cycle 
of tension.
Tauras (April 20-May 20): 
What was certain yesterday 
appears different today. Wait 
until later for any serious ef­
fort to express your views.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
Reading between the lines be­
comes a sport. For once, talk­
ing things over leads; to more, 
rather than less, confusion.
Staying on familiar grounds 
doesn’t work. Being aware that 
you may lack perspective should 
not keep you from new activi- 
'ties. ■
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): 
Communications tend to delays, 
mischances. Keep things simple 
by deed and thought, leaving 
others to make their own choic­
es. '
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): 
It’s a great day for wild stories 
and romance but not for normal 
business. Pay no attention to 
demands for drastic changes.
problem, and in some cases 
psychotherfapy is necessary to 
get the patient’s psychological 
quirks "unwound.”
Sedatives may help; muscle 
relaxants usually do not, even 
though excessive tautness of 
certain muscles may - be the 
basis of the problem. The trou­
ble is, how do you relax cer­
tain muscles while not affect­
ing other muscles, the services 
of which are required to draw 
head and neck back into bal­
anced condition?
Surgery—cutting . of certain 
nerve trunks or muscles—is a 
last resort procedure. If that 
happens to work, fine, but 
there’s no guarantee that it will.
Wry neck is, as I’ve already 
said, no easy proposition, and 
the,“best treatment” is the one 
that works. If* it does.
Soviet Harvest 
Called Failure .
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet 
minister of agriculture, report­
ing a “once in a century” crop 
failure, suggested Saturday 
that the 1972 grain harvest was 
at least 39 million-tons short of 
the planned target,.
He gave no precise figure, 
nor would he pin down the cost 




of Buffab.N.Y, ‘ 
I SHOT BY A38 CALIBER
REVOLVER AT CLOSE RANGE, 
WAS SAVED WHEN THE 
BULLET HIT HIS BADGE 
WHICH HE HAD DROPPED 
INTO HIS COAT POCKET 
ONLY A MOMENT 
BEFORE THE SHOOT/NG
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it
A X Y D L B A A X R
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different
dnqlrljv lv .pre
ACCR PR LZLOPOLNR NH UPT PLZCE
PO CWNTJLVLRY UPT.-ZP W P V JN QL
Saturday’s Cryptoquote: EVERY MAN WHO IS HIGH UP 
LOVES TO THINK THAT HE HAS DONE IT ALL HIM­
SELF; AND THE WIFE SMILES AND LETS IT GO AT THAT. 
-JAMES MATTHEW BARRIE
FOBMSBT GOapOWl 
lbthim Gitin that, 
TRES ANO CHATTBRl
WB CAN GET HIM







had put at around $20
news conference, Agri­
Minister Vladimir V.
•Matskevich blamed a stubborn 
high-pressure weather system 
which kept rain from European 
Russia during the growing sea­
son and stunted the grain.
Calling it a “once in a cen­
tury” phenomenon, Matskevich 
outlined on a map the vast 
area afflicted by drought. It ex­
tended from the Black Sea to 
the White Sea, from Kiev to the
Dear Dr. Thosteson: When 
one has Parkinson’s disease 
and is taking L-dopa, is there 
anything tb take for sleepless 
nights that wouldn’t interfere 
with the L*dopa? Is it safe to 
take aspirin or sleeping pills?— 
G.T.
Sleeping pills (such as. bar­
biturates) may be used with L-
dopa. Aspirin also can be used
—for some' patients it has a
Urals.
MORE DATA NEEDED
Reporting on the harvest, he 
said:
"The crop this year will be 
roughly at the average of the 
years of the eighth five-year 
plan (1966-70). The crop is con­
siderably higher than any crop 
before the March (1956) ple­
num.
"We haven’t accumulated all 
the data yet.” >1
The average grain harvest in 
the last five-year plan was 167i6
million tons. The best' crop be­
fore, the . March, 1965, central 
committee plenum ; was 152.2
million tons in 1964.
Matskevich seemed to con­
years ago the doctor found my 
husband had emphysema and
should quit, smoking. Sometime
later a specialist found he had
angina.
He quit smoking for 10 years 
and felt good and looked good. 
A short time ago he started to 
smoke again. He has lost
weight and has a peculiar
cough, especially at night.
I am very concerned and
I'AA GOINS APTER THS 
tonasska! we know
IT 15 IM THlft AREAnuVLL
WE'RE TRAILING O TO IB. WHAT THE
X HECK'S THE MATTER WITH YOU, PANNY?










MANAGED TO KEEP TIIO
LOCATION A SECRET, TCP p
5W3 stOE-smtEr
Aftnss ADR TH£
about 157 million tons, more 
than 30 million tons lower than
grain imports this year, total­









NON GO BACK OUT THERE ANO SHOW 
WHAT THE REAL DANNY MAGGB CAN PO. 
PRO SCOUTS ARE WATCHING YOU
WELL, IF YOU'RE NOT)H"
INTERESTED, I'M 
NOT GOING TO TELL 
YOU-SO THERE! >
THE DRUG RACKETS \ 
ARE RUN AIONG 7HB X 
KAME LINES A3 ANY BUG 1
PROFITABLE BUSINESS.
PIG OUT INFORMATION, 
BUY IT, OR SCARE IT OUT 
IF NECESSARY.
WELL, WHAT






2 GIANT BOULDERS 
BALANCING OH A GIANT MONOLITH ' 
N THE BEBOP THE JHELUM RIVER, 
NEAR SHAHDERA, KASHMIR. HAVE 
MIRACULOUSLY REMAINED N PLACE 
FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS
MITRAS
M USED BY 
NUBIANS OF 
THE SUDAN 
IS A WOODEN PILLOW 











♦ AQ J 6
♦ Q 10 8 2
WEST
♦A




♦ 8 7 5 3 
VQ J 972
♦ 9 5 4 3
SOUTH 
♦ K J 9 6 4











see the pattern of'play that will 
follow.
West’s double of four spades, 
on the face of it, looks optimis­
tic, ,but actually it is a well- 
reasoned double. West has a 
right to assume that North- 
South between them have seven 
or eight diamonds—judging
Cancer (June 21-July 22): If 
you haven’t made up your mind 
long , ago, today isn’t the time 
to begin. You may as well let 
the morning’s to-do pass you by.
Led (July 23-Aug. 22): Let 
your thoughts range over crea­
tive possibilities; the morning is 
like' an incomplete stage play, 
the evening more coherent.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Last 
minute appeals shouldn’t be al­
lowed to change your mind. The 
challenge is to see the broad 
picture rather than local de­
tails.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Now 
is the time for that good ques­
tion you’ve been working up to 
asking. No immediate answer 
is complete or satisfactory.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): 
Take into account just what 
you know about people over 
long acquaintances. If you don’t 
know their qualities, skepticism 
takes precedence.
from North’s two diamond res­
ponse and Souths raise to 
three—and: that East conse­
quently has a singleton diamond 
or a void in the suit.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
Act rather than talk; nothing 
should detour you from settled 
plans. The day improves as you 
catch up on routines and pur­
chases.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
QUEENIE
West therefore backs his 
judgment by doubling four 
spades and leading a diamond 
so that he can enjoy the fruit of 
his reasoning.
The ensuing debacle is great­
er in size than West has a right 
to expect, but it is not altogeth­
er surprising. East ruffs the 
diamond and returns the queen 
of hearts, West capturing 
South’s king with the ace and 
leading another diamond.
East ruffs, cashes the jack of 
hearts, and shifts to a club. 
Regardless of what declarer
and play as separate and dis­
tinct processes of, the game,
but it can be argued that bid­
ding is actually a form of men­
tal play. A player has to esti­
mate the trick-winning value of
his hand and, at the,same time,
foretell during the bidding the
will pertain
when th ecards are later played.
Consider this deal which ap­
pears in Morehead on Bidding, 
written by the late Albert H.
Morehead. It is an extraordin­
ary illustration of how a defend-
>ier (West), by keeping his ears 




does, he must still lose a spade, 
a club, and another diamond
ruff. He goes down four—1,100 
points—because of West’s men 
tai projection of the play that
he forms from looking at his
hand and paying close atten
tion to the bidding.
ADELAIDE, Australia .(Reu­
ter)— James Howard, 27, an
amateur soccer player, was
sentenced Friday to two weeks
in jail for kicking another
player in the head during a 
charity match. He later was re-
leased on bail pending appeal.
NEEDTHE
TAKE UP f I EXERCISE.
GOLF'?
SwaJMeVER SPEND 









TORONTO (CP) — Increased 
competition from charter air 
flights and pressure by govern­
ments for reduced air fares will 
result in significantly lower 
transatlantic fares for sched­
uled flights by major airlines, a 
top executive of Alitalia, Italy’s 
national airline, said here,
Fabrizio d Laplgio, the air­
line’s deputy director-general of 
traffic and sales did not elabo­
rate on how much fares would 
drop, but predicted that major 
airlines would agree to a lower 
fare structure next year.
Scheduled air fares are gov­
erned by an agreement of the 
International Air Transport As­
sociation and a new rate struc­
ture must be approved by air­
line representatives by the end 
of the year. Otherwise, individi- 
ual airlines will be free to set 
their own rates.
By Phil Interiand!
**l wouldn’t want to work for an outfit like ihaX,
GETTMC BREAO^
I'LL M l IP YOU UP
LEAP FROAA AN OLD 
CROQUET SET!
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BURNT I lAMBURGERS'/
Boy Scout Awa rded
Post-Humous Decoration
DISTRICT PAGE
Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland. Westbank
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Busy Weekend At 
Centennial Hall
i OTTAWA (CP) A boy
S
cout who drowned saving a 
oung swimmer received post- 
umously one of the 23 decora- 
Sons for valor awarded today 
ty Gov.-Gen. Roland Michener.
The Gold Cross awarded 
t’ommy Smart, 13, of Kempt- 
yille, Ont., was accepted by his 
Iiother Shirley Ann Smart, 
ommy saved a girl from 
rowning in Kemptvjlle Creek 
ut, overcome by exhaustion, 
Upped beneath the water as 
ystahders pulled the „ girl to 
afety.
Other award winners:
J —The late Danny K. Lu.cas, 
9. Balzac; Alta., for character 
and devotion despite suffering 
from a terminal illness. The 
Jack Cornwell Decoration for 
suffering in an heroic manner.
<—Stephen W. Ovans, 14, 
Qrmstown, Que., attempted res­
cue of three young swimmers 
from river rapids. Gold Cross.
I —Steven W. Gosnell, 16, 
prmstown, Que., attempted res-
cue of three swimmers from 
river rapids. Gold Cross.
—Dwayne Emery, 12, Swan 
Hills, Alta., saved his younger 
brother from the clutches of a 
bear by assailing it with stones 
and shouts. Silver Cross.
—Scott D. Galpin, 13,. London, 
Ont., saved his younger brother 
from drowning at Mahone Bay, 
N.S. Silver Cross. ■
--Joseph P. Meuse, 16, Oak- 
eslde, N.S., rescued a young 
swimmer from the waters of 
Six Mile Lake. Silver Cross.
Recipients of the Bronze 
Cross all earned the decoration 
by rescuing individuals from 
drowning. The recipients are: 
Robert G. Gia'sson, 10, Wallace­
burg, Oht; Brent A. Kerr, 10,- 
Scarborough, Ont.; Brent Dan­
iel Arae, 11, Wembley, Alta.; 
David J. Cole, 11/ Winnipeg; 
Jeffrey G. Morin, 12, Flin Flon, 
Man.; James Paton, 12, Winni-
conduct for acts of rescue was 
bestowed upon: Frank H. Osen- 
darp, 11, Scarborough, Ont.; 
Stuart D. MacKirdy, 12, Delta, 
B.C.; Melville, B. Leonard, 12, 
Georgetown, Ont.; Ivan Stone, 
13, Valemount, B.C.; Derek R. 
Brand, 19. Victoria.
The Silver World decoration, 
for exceptional service to scout­
ing, was awarded to Arthur T. 
Jenkyns, Calgary; Rev. Ben­
jamin H. Mortlock, Ottawa; Dr. 
Seiriol L. Williams, Vancouver.
MUSEUM NOTES
People Now Fight To Stay 
Once They Fought To Leave
RUTLAND (Staff) — It was 
another busy weekend at the 
Centennial Hall. The main 
room was crowded for two 
events, and there were two 
events upstairs.
Action began Friday night, 
with the second annual grape
peg; Gerard Durocher, 19,
Hamilton, Ont.; John G.
Tromp, Belmont, Ont.
The medal for meritorious
Rutland UCW Hear Talk 
On Kelowna Discovery Club
•RUTLAND (Special)— The Centennial Hall. The church
ladies of the United Church met 
ip the new lounge room at the 
church oh Wednesday afternoon. 
Mrs. Elwyn Cross, acting presi­
dent, called the meeting to 
order at 2 p.m. Following the 
toll call the devotional period 
Was conducted by Mrs. Cross, 
who read an article from an 
f’Observer" of 1969 which was 
Entitled “A Touch of Love.” 
Jesus had healed the sick by a
• fouch. A short prayer concluded 
the devotional period.
\ Among items discussed during 
J he business session was the 
looting for jthe new kitchen and 
(he UCW will assume the cost 
,of this. Another item discussed 
was a donation to the Canadian 
Bible Society. This item was 
tabled until the January meet­
ing at which time new officer^ 
jvill have been chosen. A letter 
was read from Mrs. Percy 
Wolfe in regard to the newly 
formed volunteer visiting serv­
ice. Mrs. Wolfe outlined aims
calendars for 1973 are almost 
sold out, Mrs. Hallman stated.
The business meeting having 
been concluded,. Mrs. Arthur 
Geen then introduced Mrs. Ji A. 
Rigate, the guest speaker for 
the afternoon, who gave a very 
interesting talk on the “Discov­
ery Club." This organization, 
recently formed in Kelowna, is 
nondenominational and is open 
to all handicapped people and 
the elderly. The object of the 
club is to fill the void in the so­
cial lives.of the handicapped by 
forming new friendships, and 
learning handicrafts. Lessons 
are given in whist, bridge and 
other games. There is no mem­
bership fee, but a collection is 
taken to help with afternoon tea 
and special treats. The Discov­
ery Club is financed and sup­
ported by the Kelowna Mental 
Health, the Community Chest, 




PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) 
Bobby Unser overhauled early 
leaders Mario Andretti and 
brother Al Unser after a bad 
start Saturday and went on to a 
record-shattering victory in the 
Best Western 150-mile cham­
pionship auto race.
Second place went to Mike 
Mosley, who finished 16 seconds 
behind, and third to Andretti, 
trailing the first two by a full 
circuit of the one-mile Phoenix 
International Raceway.
Unser, wheeling Dan Gur­
ney’s Olsonite Eagle to his 
fourth triumph of the season, 
completed the 150 laps in one 
hour; 10 minutes and 31.38 sec­
onds for a speed of 127 miles an 
hour.
It was the fastest speed ever 
recorded on a on&-mile oval, 
m.n.h. was set at Phoenix in
The old < mark of 116.807 
1970 by Swede Savage.
Unser, who holds just about 
every toeed record in the 
United States Auto Club record 
book, collected $8,790 plus $400 
in lap money.
Al Unser placed fourth and 
Johnny Rutherford fifth.
By t URSULA SURTEES
The ’immigration policy is 
something of a hot potato right 
now. It is a situation that 100 
years ago was reversed, and the 
worry was to bring people in 
rather' than to keep them out. 
It took a person of strong char­
acter to pull up stakes and pack 
up the family to travel into un­
known country. Often they were 
terribly unprepared for both 
journey and settlement. In 1832 
one young woman, raised in a 
gentle home, set sail for Can- 
adai and a new life. She was to 
know in the next'few years 
heartbreak, loneliness, and utter 
ignorance of even the most basic 
pioneer requirements, and the 
lack of any guide to enlighten 
prospective immigrants. So 
twenty-two years after her ar­
rival, having experienced all the 
pitfalls lying in wait for the un­
prepared, she did her best to 
remedy this lack and compiled 
‘The Canadian Settler’s Guide’ 
dedicating it to the Wives and 
Daughters of the Canadian 
Immigrant.
She was a person of education, 
able to put things clearly and in 
perspective. She deals with the 
planning of the voyage, from
nel next to the skin. If possible 
the traveller should bring along 
a quantity of good nourishing 
food to supplement the ship’s 
diet,,, the reasoning 'being that 
good health could better combat 
any cholera outbreaks. If at all 
possible it was advised that em- 
migrant ships be avoided al­
together, counting the difference 
in fare as insurance, the chances 
of arriving in; good health were 
better by far. As the guide puts 
it ’To reach the land of their 
adoption in health and comfort, 
is in itself a great step toward 
success’.
Some shady deals must have 
gone on at the time as she 
recommends that emmigrants 
employ NO ONE to purchase 
their tickets for them but to buy 
them themselves, and to keep 
them by them at all times and 
not surrender them to ANYONE 
till they reached their destina­
tion. Also, ‘As to those who wish 
to buy land, let them see it first’.
On arrival the passengers are 
cautioned not to over indulge 
in fresh meats and vegetables 
as ‘many deaths happen in con­
sequence of want, of prudence 
and temperance in meats and 
drinks on first coming asliore’.
Two Local Clubs 
Win Ladies Spiel
A team from the Kelowna and 
Mountain- Shadows ladies’ curl­
ing clubs won, the annual Moun­
tain Shadows Silver Ladies’ 
Bonspiel during the weekend. 
Play began Thursday night at 
the latter club.
The bonspiel attracted32 
rinks, each with four players, 
from various Okanagan points. 
Cash prizes totalled more than 
$800. .
Winning curlers were Marion 
Radcliffe and Barb Steed from
festival sponsored by the Okan­
agan Hungarian Society in the 
main hall, and a wedding re­
ception was upstairs.
Saturday night the annual 
Rutland Bowling Association 
get-acquainted dance brought 
the second large^crowd to the 
main haU. Proceeds will help 
the association, mainly with 
bowling for young people.
Upstairs, participants In the
annual Mountain Shadows Silver 
Ladies’ Bonspiel celebrated 
with their husbands. The ’spiel 
was held during the weekend 
at Mountain Shadows.
. CONCERT HALL
LONDON (CP) — The party 
of the century hat been planned 
by businessman Roger Hay­
wood—he’s hired the Royal Al­
bert Hall for a New Year’s Eve 
rave-up in 1999. If he and his 
friends are a little breathless 
when they dance around the 
vast auditorium, it will be un­
derstandable; they win all be in 
their 60s, “It will be a marvel­
lous place to welcome in the 
new century,” Haywood said. 
He has no idea of the cost. The 
present price for an evening’s 
booking is £1,500 (about $3,600),
ARTHRITIS
RUTLAND (Staff) — Arthritis 
will be discussed at 8 p.m. Tues­
day in the basement of the 
United Church, Rutland and Mc­
Curdy roads. The United Church 
Women have arranged for Kel­
owna physiotherapist Mrs. Joan 
Burdridge to show a film on 
the disease.
Kelowna, Marlene Mamchur 
and Nora Reigh. from Mountain 
Shadow.
Second were Gail Killiwin and 
Irene August from Kelowna, 
Jenny Ciceri from Mountain 
Shadows, and June McKenzie' 
from Kamloops.
Three Kelowna players, Gwen 
Donnelly, Hazel Jarmen and 
Alice McDonald' were on the 
third team, with Gertie Glen of 
Salmon Arm. ‘
Consolation prizes went to Una 
Long of’Kelowna and Doris 


















• Stainless Steel Sinks
• Laundry Tubs .
• ABS Plastic Pipe and Fittings.
“Everything for the Do-it-Yourself Handyman1
1054 EUis St. Phone 762-2016
CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley Custom made 
swags and covered valances
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
Phone 763-2124
35 per cent for 








choice of vessel, useful luggage, 
money and clothing. Many fatal
Sole Price ca.
you better
Allstate Tires Are Guaranteed Throughout North America
If yotir car docs any of those, you need new shocks,
Steel Belted






himp*om-5cars; 'tires 155i Hume 1.be*«; hrlowna








Guaranteed for 24 months or 24,- 
000 miles. Restores new-car riding 
comfort. Heavy-duty construction 
for maximum safety.
Cuts rood dirt 
grime.
Nylon Carcass plies and fibre- 
Elas belt® give double the mile­
age of unbelted tirest
Protects to -67. Use all 
year round. Contains 
rust inhibitors a n d 
anti-lcak compounds.
High Performance Shocks are guar­
anteed 30 months or 30,000 miles. 
Provide precise cornering and stab­
ility upder alT driving conditions.
Sale Price 6.97 ca.
Absorbs moisture in 
fuel systems. Prevents 
gas line freezing.
Allstate Booster Shocks have up to 
30% greater carrying capacity with­
out harder steering. Guaranteed 24 
months or 24,000 miles.
Salo Price 29.97 pr.
DOUNCE TEST* 
bounce each corner of 
car. If body rliei and 
folia more than once— 
you need new nliocki.
Meets or exceeds new 
car manufacturers re­
quirements. y gy 
gal.
Advertised prices in effect 'til 9:00 pm. Friday, November 10.
Mmpsons Scant: Automotive (?H) Phone Enquiries: krhwiu "63-5811.
Pork Free While You Shop Simpsons-Seors, Orchard Pork# Kelowna.
cases of cholera occurred on 
board emmigrant ships, so it 
was advised that all travellers 
leaving, in the colder seasons 
fortify themselves wi,th much 
warm clothing, and wear flan-1 £1 SIMPSONSbears
pf the group and asked for vol­
unteers from the UCW. A list 
and further information of those 
to be visited can be obtained by 
phoning Mrs. Wolfe at 5-5050,. A 
letter from the. Day Care Cen­
tre in Kelowna was read and 
discussed. A member of the 
UCW will attend the next meet­
ing of this society to be held 
|n Kelowna Nov. 14.
f It was reported by the treas­
urer, Mrs. Milton Hallman, that 
ihe Fall Fair Festival, held re- 
fcently, had been very success­
ful, and as a result $296 will be 
.turned over to’the building fund. 
Another activity that had added 
to the UCW funds was the serv­
ing of coffee, doughnuts and 
lunches on election day in the
The business people in Kelow­
na have been very co-operative 
and have offered discounts on 
purchases of craft material.- 
Mrs. Rigate said that she feels 
the Discovery Club is providing 
friendship, and is giving the op­
portunity to be useful, two im­
portant factors in building mor­
ale. Volunteers who can help in 
any way are always most wel­
come. The group works closely 
with the health unit, social 
workers, doctors and psychia­
trists. Mrs. Rigate answered a 
number of questions at the close 
of her interesting address, and 
was given a . hearty vote of 
thanks. A social half hour foN 




WASHINGTON CAP) — The 
national polls show President 
Nixqn with a hefty election-eve 
margin among those surveyed, 
despite some last-minute gains 
by Democratic nominee George 
McGovern.
The final pre-election Harris 
survey, released Sunday, 
showed President Nixon fa­
vored b> 59 per cent of voters
Gallup’s latest survey, con­
ducted Oct. 13-18, showed Nixon 
with 59 per-cent to 36 per cent 
for McGovern.
But a Chicago pollster—who 
has called all the presidential 
races correctly starting with 
the upset victory of Harry Tru­
man over Thomas Dewey in 
1948—says he won’t predict this 



















Deep traction tread gives
starts and stops in snow, slush and mud. 
This tire is a real gripper. It features full 
4-ply nylon cord body for strength and 
safety in tough winter conditions. Rides 
quieter on bare pavement.
Deluxe Traction — Installed
Tire Size Sale Price Tire Size Sale Price
5.50-12 .18.98 G78-14 25.98
6.00-12 21.98 w.w. 1178-14 27.98
6.00-13 20.98 5.60-15 21.98
C78-13 21.98 6.00-15 21.98
B78-14 20.98 7.35-15 22.98
C78-14 21.98 F78-15 23.98
E78-14 22.98 G78-15 25.98
178-14 23.98 H78-15 27.98
___ ___Whitewalls $2 extra. Studs S5 extra ea.
SHOCK ABSORBER GUARANTEES 
Standard: Guaranteed 18 months or, 
18.000 miles. Heavy-Duty Supra- 
matic: Guaranteed 24 months or 
24,000 mlloa. Hloh-Performanoa: 
Guaranteed 30 months or 30,000 miles. 
Should any of the above shock absorb­
ers fail duo to faulty materials or work­
manship, or woars out within the 
specific guarantee period shown above, 
return the shock absorber to Slmpsons- 
Senrs, nnet wo will, nt our option;
1. Furnish o now shock absorber Freo 
or 2. Refund the amount of the original 
purchase.
If rhe defective shock absorber was 
Installed by Slmpsons-Sears, we will 
install a now shock wlrh no labour 
charge. Tills guarantee Is void when 
shocks are used In commercial or 
competitive vehicles.
Low Profile Fibreglas 
Belted Snow Guards






<‘78-13 7.00-13 2198 25.98
l>78 -14 095-14 25.98
E7« 14 7,35-14 20 98
F78-U 7.75-U 26.98 27.98
G78-14 6.25-14 28 98 30.98
1178-14 8.55-14 32.98
F78-I5 7.75-15 28.98
G78-15 8 25-15 28 98 30.98
1178-1.1 8 55 15 39.98 32.98
With Studs $5 extra f«.
Constructed with two 
radial plies of rayon cord 
plus two belts of steel wire 
under the tread. For safe, 
winter driving. Guaran­
teed 42 months.
Allstate Super Safety 
Tires for Compacts
M.G. Anglia 5.20-13 blkwl.
A double ply, double 
strength nylon tire for small 
cars. 4-ply rated.
Volkswagen
5.60-15 b.w....... co. 19.99
Datsun, Toyota
6.00-12 w.w......  co. 18.99
Vivo, Fiat 850, Austin 1100
5.50-12 b.w. co. 19.99
Volvo, Large Volkswagen
6.85/6.00-15 b.w. ea. 20.98
awhm _________*1, fMwAIMstowHsewjwltMhftrtiveteKlW)***!
kW'IirS “C infill f s-1 — Cl «■ •«’• He, |»< »rn».i| test t cui lm»J u»«l,uvuio WCiy
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Super-Firm Ride and 
Safe Handling, plus an 
Outstanding Guarantee
Supermatic 
Shock Absorbers
